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Report of People For the American Way in Opposition to the Confirmation of 
Brett M. Kavanaugh to the United States Court of Appeals fo r the D.C. Circuit 

Introduction 

President Bush's nomination of Starr Report co-author Brett Kavanaugh to the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit has created significant controversy. The New 
York Times has termed the nomination part of the Administration's "further effort to 
remake the federal courts in its own ideological image."1 The Washington Post 
commented that the nomination would "only inflame further the politics of confirmation 
to one of the country's highest-quality courts."2 

In fact, the D.C. Circuit has not only seen many high quality jurists appointed to 
it, but it is also widely recognized for its uniquely important role in reviewing federal 
agency action. Congress has given the court exclusive jurisdiction to review some agency 
conduct, such as important Federal Communications Commission and environmental 
matters, and the D.C. Circuit is often the last word on federal agency actions, since the 
Supreme Court reviews so few lower court decisions. 

Kavanaugh 's relative inexperience-and record, however, including his 
extraordinary dedication to partisan priorities, make him a particularly inappropriate 
choice for this critically important court. A 1990 graduate of Yale Law School, Mr. 
Kavanaugh's legal resume is thin at best. When asked in the Senate Judiciary 
Committee's questionnaire to state the number of cases he has tried to verdict or 
judgement, he replied "[n]one, as I have not been a trial lawyer."3 In the same 
questionnaire, when asked to name his ten most significant litigated matters, Kavanaugh 
was apparently hard pressed to fill out the list, citing a number of cases in which he made 
no courtroom appearance at all and only submitted briefs, including two cases in which 
he authored only the friend-of-the-court brief of someone who was not even a party to the 
litigation. Kavanaugh is not a prolific legal scholar either, with only two law journal 
publications to his credit.4 

This stands in marked contrast to the D.C. Circuit judges previously appointed by 
presidents of both parties. Of the 22 judges appointed to the D.C. Circuit since the Nixon 
administration, only one - Kenneth Starr - had less legal experience at the time of his 
appoinbnent than Kavanaugh. A number had previously been judges, high-ranking 

1 
Editorial, More Conservatives for the Courts, New York Times, July 29, 2003. 

2 Editorial, Fueling the Fire, Washington Post, Aug. I, 2003. 
3 Answers to Senate Judiciary Committee Question 17(c )(4). 
4 

Id. at Questions 18, 12. One of his law journal publications is a student note arguing that defendants must 
be present at, and allowed to offer a rebuttal during, Batson hearings (hearings held to detennine whether 
the prosecution improperly removed members from the jury pool because of their race). Brett Kavanaugh, 
Defense Presence and Participation: A Procedural Minimum for Batson v. Kentucky Hearings, 99 Yale L.J. 
187, Oct. 1989. The other publication is an article examining the Independent Counsel law. Brett 
Kavanaugh, The President and the Indeoendent Counsel, 86 Geo. L.J. 2133, July 1998. Other than judicial 
clerkships and work for Kenneth Starr and the Bush White House, Kavanaugh' s questionnaire states that 
his experience consists of one year at the Solicitor General's Office and approximately four ye.ars at the law 
firm of Kirkland & Ellis. Answers to Senate Judiciary Questions 6, 17. 



Justice Department attorneys, and distinguished professors. Kavanaugh's resume simply 
pales by comparison. 

Furthermore, most of Kavanaugh 's relatively brief legal career has consisted 
largely of partisan political activities that militate strongly against his confirmation to the 
D.C. Circuit. In particular, Kavanaugh has spent most of his legal career in Kenneth 
Starr's Office of the Independent Counsel or in the Office of the White House Counsel in 
the current Bush Administration where he helped direct the Administration's effort to 
pack the courts with extreme right-wing nominees. Kavanaugh was responsible for 
drafting Starr's articles of impeachment against President Clinton, which were widely 
criticized as "strain[ing] credulity" 5 and being based on "shaky allegations,'.6 and later 
defended even the most questionable conduct by Starr. In the White House Counsel' s 
Office, Kavanaugh has had major responsibility for selecting and "marshalling the fleet"7 

of far-right appellate judicial nominees by the Bush Administration, and for seeking to 
expand unilateral presidential privilege and secrecy, despite his contrary efforts under 
Kenneth Starr to defeat such claims of privi lege. Indeed, a presidential order that 
reportedly resulted from Kavanaugh 's efforts on behalf of the Bush Administration was 
described by one prominent historian as "a victory for secrecy in government" that was 
"so total that it would make Nixon jealous in his grave. "8 

As more than 200 law professors wrote to the Senate Judiciary Committee in July 
200 I, no federal judicial nominee is presumptively entitled to confirrnation.9 Because 
federal j udicial appointments are for life and significantly affect the rights of all 
Americans, and because of the Senate's co-equal role with the President in the 
confirmation process, nominees must demonstrate that they meet the appropriate criteria. 
These include not only an "exemplary record in the law" and an "open mind to decision
making,'' but also a "commitment to protecting the rights of ordinary Americans" and a 
"record of commitment to the progress made on civil rights, women's rights, and 
individual liberties." 10 Based on these criteria, as discussed below, Kavanaugh's 
confirmation to a lifetime position on the critical Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit 
should be rejected. 

Choosing Judicial Nominees 

5 Glenn R. Simpson, Starr's Report Makes Powerful Case - but for what?, Wall Street Journal, Sept. 14, 
I 998 (hereinafter Simpson). 
6 Stephen Hedges and Ken Armstrong, Starr's Case Unique and Hardly Airtight, Chicago Tribune, Sept. 
I 3, I 998 (hereinafter Hedges). 
7 Neil A. Lewis, Bush Selects Two for Bench, Adding Fuel to Senate Fire, New York Times, JuJy 26, 2003 
(hereinafter Lewis). 
~ Carl M. Cannon, For the Record, National Journal, Jan. 12, 2002 (hereinafter Cannon) (quoting Hugh 
Graham). Kavanaugh was also a regional coordinator for Lawyers for Bush I Cheney in 2000, went to 
Florida after the 2000 election for Bush I Cheney "to participate in legal activities related to the recount, 
"and has been an active member of the Federalist Society." Answers to Senate Judiciary Committee 
Questions 116, 6, 9, I 0. 
9 See Law Professors' Letter of JuJy 13, 2001 (available from People For the American Way). 
io Id. 
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Kavanaugh has been "deeply involved"11 in one of the most controversial 
undertakings of the current Administration: the selection of the president's judicial 
nominees. This is, in Kavanaugh's words, "one of [the president's) most important 
responsibilities."12 As Associate Counsel to the President from 2001 - 2003, Kavanaugh 
served directly under White House Counsel Alberto Gonzalez as his "main deputy on the 
subject" of j udicial nominees.13 This position earned Kavanaugh membership in the 
Administration's critical Judicial Selection Committee, a joint enterprise between White 
House staff and the Justice Department's Office of Legal Policy, chaired by Gonzalez, 
which has been responsible for the selection of judicial nominees. 14 Kavanaugh has thus 
played a key role in Administration efforts at "remaking the ~udiciary'' to "place on the 
bench those who share the president's judicial philosophy."1 

Kavanaugh bas reportedly "been responsible for marshaling the fleet of largely 
conservative judicial nominees the president has sent to the Senate," 16 and a look at the 
candidates Kavanaugh has helped select and support for lifetime appointments to the 
federa l judiciary speaks volumes about his own legal philosophy and interest in seeing 
the American judiciary remade in a right-wing "ideological image." According to several 
accounts, Kavanaugh personally "coordinated" the Administration's nominations of 
Priscilla Owen to the Fifth Circuit and Miguel Estrada to the D.C. Circuit. 17 Priscilla 
Owen's nomination continues to be blocked because her record as a far right judicial 
activist is so extreme that even White House Counsel Alberto Gonzalez once accused her 
and her dissenting colleagues of committing "an unconscionable act of judicial 
activism." 18 Widely termed a "stealth candidate," Estrada's nomination was withdrawn 
after an extended filibuster. 19 

One of the most controversial aspects of the Estrada confirmation battle, which 
directly contributed to the failure of the nomination, was Estrada's persistent refusal to 
answer questions concerning his j urisprudential views or philosophy. Because Estrada 
had a limited "paper trail" and the Department of Justice refused to release any legal 
memoranda he wrote while serving in the Department, a particularly important way for 
Senators to learn important information about his jurisprudential views was by directly 

11 Sheldon Goldman, W. Bush Remaking the Judiciary: Like Father Like Son?, Judicature at p. 284, May
June, 2003 (hereinafter Goldman). 
12 Id. 
13 Jeffrey Toobin, Advice and Dissent, The New Yorker, May 26, 2003 (Kavanaugh was the "main deputy" 
to Alberto Gonzalez who "control[s]" the nomination process in the Bush White House). In July 2003, 
Kavanaugh left the White House Counsel's office and became Assistant to the President and Staff 
Secretary. 
14 Goldman 
15 Id. at 782. 
16 Lewis. 
17 

Dana Milbank, Whitewater Lawyer Tums Proponent of Presidential Power, Washington Post, Oct. 15, 
2002 (hereinafter "Milbank"); Jack Newfield, More Bad Judges, The Nation, Jan. 26, 2004 (hereinafter 
Newfield) (Kavanaugh "coordinated" the Estrada and Owen nominations). 
18 

See People For the American Way, Why the Senate Judiciary Committee Was Right to Reject the 
Confinnation of Priscilla Owen to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, Jan. 23, 2003. 
19 Dana Bash, Judicial Nominee Estrada Withdraws His Name, CNN, Sept. 4, 2003, available at 
http://www.cnn.com12003/LA W/09/04/estrada.judgeship/index.html; Jonathan Groner, Estrada - Just One 
Vote Away?, legal Times, Sept. 30, 2002 (hereinafter Groner). 
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questioning Estrada during his Senate Judiciary Committee hearing. Estrada's refusal to 
answer a number of their questions made it impossible for committee members to learn 
enough about Estrada to responsibly carry out their constitutionally mandated duty to 
give "advice and consent" to the President's judicial nominees. Disturbingly, one report 
indicates that Estrada refused to answer these questions at the direct advice of the 
Administration,20 suggesting a deliberate effort to subvert the Senate's co-equal role in 
the nomination process. Given Kavanaugh's apparent "coordination" of the Estrada 
nomination, this issue raises further troubling concerns about Kavanaugh's actions. 

Kavanaugh also publicly praised Estrada and Owen, along with the rest of Bush's 
first eleven picks for the courts of appeals, as being what the President "was looking for. 
A group of nominees, in terms of their excellence, which they all shared, and their 
integrity, which they all shared, and support, which is huge, which they all shared. It was 
a diverse group, a well qualified group, a bi-partisan group. It was an incredibly 
credentialed group."21 While the group Kavanaugh described included some of the 
administration's most controversial nominees to date, such as Priscila Owen, Miguel 
Estrada, Terrence Boyle, Dennis Shedd, and Jeffrey Sutton, few would argue that many 
exemplified exactly what the President ''was looking for": lawyers or judges with 
extreme right-wing records who would assist the Administration in seeking to "remake 
the federal courts in its own ideological image." Owen and Estrada were such 
troublesome nominees that they earned the distinction of being among the six nominees -
out of a total of 179 considered by the Senate thus far - to be blocked on the Senate floor 
by filibuster. Boyle's record on civil rights and other issues is so troubling that one of his 
home state senators, John Edwards, has refused to return his "blue slip," which has 
effectively brought his nomination to a halt for the present.22 That three of the first 
eleven candidates were so extreme that they have been unable to be approved by the 
Senate seems to indeed confirm that they were what the Administration "was looking 
for." 

Of the initial nominees that were approved by the Senate, many received a great 
deal of opposition during their confirmation process. 89'1ua .. ha¥eitlread,..written 
opill:iara .i1u 111l' to limiL&,ivil rights and comtitutional liberties and implement 
dan@emYi. "iaderalist" philosophies. For example, Dennis Shedd and Michael 
McConnell have used their positions to seek to overturn National Labor Relations Board 
rulings against anti-union discrimination and unfair labor practices by employers.23 Edith 
Brown Clement joined dissents arguing that the Hobbs Act (an important federal criminal 
law prohibiting robbery and extortion affecting interstate commerce) should be severely 
limited on "federalism" grounds24 and supporting the unlawful firing of a public school 

20 Groner. 
21 Goldman at 296. 
22 See Letter of Senator John Edwards to Senate Judiciary Chairman Hatch, March 31, 2002; Kevin Begos, 
Dole. Edwards at Odds Over Judicial Nominee, Winston-Salem Journal, May 10, 2003. 
23 National Labor Relations Board v. Transpersonnel, Lnc., 349 F.3d 175, 2003 U.S. App. LEXIS 23133 
(4th Cir. 2003) (Shedd wrote the majority opinion); National Labor Relations Board v. Interstate Builders, 
Inc., 2003 U.S. App. LEXIS 24153 {10th Cir. 2003) (J. , McConnell, dissenting in part). 
24 United States v. McFarland, 311 F.3d 376 (5th Cir. 2002) (en bane), cert. denied, 124 S.Ct. 1749 {2003). 
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teacher who was dismissed without the required hearing.25 Jeffrey Sutton authored a 
dissent that sought to severely cut back federal arson law due to federalism concerns.26 

One John Roberts dissent questioned the constitutionality of the Endangered Species 
Act.27 Kavanaugh's praise of such nominees, as well as his hand in selecting them, calls 
into serious question his own legal philosophy.28 

A number of other Bush Administration nominees selected during Kavanaugh's 
tenure as Associate Counsel to the President have also come from "the far right of the 
political spectrum."29 Many, who like Kavanaugh, Sutton, and Clement, have been 
Federalist Society members, have had their sights set on limiting federal power, 
weakening the Commerce Clause, and severely limiting congressional authority, even to 
the point of literally rolling back the New DeaJ.30 These adherents to Federalist Society 
ideals, such as William Pryor and Carolyn Kuhl, have been among the most right-wing 
people nominated by the Administration to serve in any capacity. 

Just as troubling as the legal and ideological views of Bush Administration 
candidates is a report that suggests the White House officials involved in judicial 
selection have imposed a rigorous anti-reproductive choice litmus test on poteatial 
judicial nominees. Last year, the Philadelphia Daily News reported that Republican 
Senators Arlen Specter and Rick Santorum had requested that the Administration 
nominate a western Pennsylvania woman to fill a vacancy on the Third Circuit Court of 
Appeals left by the passing of a female jurist. They recommended four women they 
believed were qualified for the job, but all were rejected. The Daily News reported that 
a ll but one of the women weie-rejeeted because they were not "sufficiently conservative 
or pro-life."31 One source was quoted as saying, "[n]o western [Pennsylvania] woman 
could be found that was acceptable to the White House. "32 Instead, the nomination was 
given to Pennsylvania Attorney General Mike Fisher, who unsuccessfully ran for 

25 Coggin v. Longview Independent School District, 337 F.3d 459 (51
h Cir. 2003) (en bane), cert. denied, 

124 S.Ct. 579 (2003). 
26 United States v. Laton, 2003 U.S. App. LEXIS 24770 (61h Cir. 2003) (Sutton, J., dissenting). 
27 Rancho Viejo, LLC v. Norton, 334 F.3d 1158 (D.C. Cir. 2003) (Roberts, J., dissenting). 
28 Bush nominees who have written and joined disturbing opinions and dissents are not limited to this first 
group of eleven. To learn more about the records of the new Bush judges that Kavanaugh helped select, 
see People For the American Way Foundation, Confirmed Judges. Confirmed Fears, Jan. 23, 2004, 
available at www.pfaw.org. 
29 David Margolick, Bush's Court Advantage, Vanity Fair, Dec. 2003, at 146 (hereinafter Margolick). 
30 See e.g. People For the American Way, Report of People For the American Way In Opposition to the 
Confirmation of William H. Pryor to the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, June I 0, 
2003 at 4 - 11; People For the American Way, Report of People For the American Way in Opposition to 
the Confirmation ofCarolvn Kuhl to the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circui!, March 3 l , 
2003. See also, People For the American Way Foundation, The Federalist Society: From Obscurity to 
Power, Aug. 200 I (updated Jan. 2003), at l 7 - 22. See also, Id. at 33 (reporting that of the first eleven 
Bush appellate court nominees, six were Federalist Society members). 
31 Gar Joseph, Ball in Fisher's Court to Replace Judge: PA. Senators Want a Woman After White House 
Says It Couldn't Find One, Philadelphia Daily News, Apr. 11 , 2003. The fourth woman was reportedly 
unacceptable because ''the Republicans didn't want to lose her as a candidate for the state Supreme Court 
rthat) year." Id. 
}2 Id. 
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governor on an anti-choice platform the year before.33 In fact, one Pennsylvania 
newspaper specifically criticized the fact that "the abortion issue was put forth by the 
Bush Administration as the sole litmus test" leading to Fisher's nomination.34 Such a 
frightening anti-choice litmus test for judicial nominees recalls the Reagan and Bush I 
administrations, when potential nominees - and even their colleagues - were vigorously 
interrogated about their abortion views as a prerequisite for earning a nomination to the 
federal bench. 35 As one of the top White House officials working on judicial 
nominations, serious questions are presented about Kavanaugh's role in the reported 
revival of this deplorable practice. 

Another dangerous tactic used by some in seeking to promote the President's 
judicial nominees was the theft by several Republican staffers of over 4,000 files 
containing confidential internal memos authored by Democratic Judiciary staff over the 
last two years in a scandal popularly known as "memogate.''36 Remarkably, many right
wing advocates have been so unapologetic for the unethical, and likely illegal, theft that 
they have criticized Judiciary Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch for authorizing an 
investigation of the tampering.37 The result of that investigation was a report by Senate 
Sergeant-at-Arms William Pickle that strongly suggested wrongdoing by the Senate aides 
and was referred to the Justice Department for possible criminal investigation and 
prosecution.38 It remains unclear how widely the memos were circulated, though it is 
certainly possible that Kavanaugh, as one of the top White House officials involved in the 
nomination process during the period in question, would have been privy to the 
improperly obtained information. The Senate Judiciary Committee should fully question 
Kavanaugh on this subject. In any event, Kavanaugh's key role in the Administration's 
judicial nominations efforts raises serious concerns about his own nomination. 

"A Starr Protege" 

33 Pennsylvania Catholic Conference, Primary Election 2002: Candidates for Governor and Lieutenant 
Governor Answer Pennsylvania Catholic Conference Questionnaire, Viewpoint: Newsletter of the 
Pennsylvania Catholic Conference (Vol. 18, Issue l); Pennsylvania Catholic Conference, Primary Election 
2002: Candidates for Governor and Lieutenant Governor Answer Pennsylvania Catholic Conference 
Questionnaire, Viewpoint: Newsletter of the Pennsylvania Catholic Conference (Vol. 18, Issue 3), both 
available at http://www.pacatholic.org/election%20archivc/primary%202002.pdf (visited 3/02/04). Fisher 
received the nomination despite the fact be bad just had a $220,000 civil rights judgement entered against 
him for violating the civil rights of employees under his control (Micewski v. Fisher, No. 3:00-CV-0521 
(M.D.Pa. Feb. 12, 2003) (special verdict judgment)). 
34 

Editorial, Fisher as an Appeals Judge: Attorney General has done a yeoman job. but selection shouldn' t 
be based mainly on his abortion position, Harrisburg Patriot News, April 30, 2003. 
35 Transcript of"All Things Considered" broadcast, National Public Radio report., Aug. 28, 1985 ("One 
female [prospective Reagan nominee] ... said she was asked repeatedly how she would rule on an abortion 
case if it came before her. Another ... said her fellow judges were called by Justice Department officials 
and asked for her views on abortion." See also People For the American Way, Assault on Liberty, ( 1992) 
at p. 6, available from People For the American Way. 
36 Helen Dewar, GOP Aides Implicated in Memo Downloads, Washington Post, March 5, 2004. Some 
memos were also taken from Senator Hatcb's computer files. 
37 Id. 
38 Dori Meinert, Theft of Democrats' Computer Memos Referred to Justice Department, Copley News 
Service, March 11, 2004. 
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One of the most significant chapters in Kavanaugh 's brief legal career has been 
the five years he spent as part of Kenneth Starr's Office ofindependent Counsel, 
participating in several investigations concerning the conduct of President Clinton. 
Frequently described as a "Starr protege,"39 Kavanaugh began his stint in the Special 
Prosecutor's office by heading up the investigation into White House Deputy Counsel 
Vince Foster's suicide.40 As the Whitewater investigation appeared to be winding down, 
Kavanaugh returned to private practice for a brief period, but then re-joined Starr's office 
when the Monica Lewinsky scandal broke. Reflecting on why Kavanaugh chose to 
return to the Special Prosecutor's office at that point, one lawyer close to the case 
reportedly noted "[t]hat was slime time. He wanted to be there for the ki ll."4 1 

Of course, the Special Prosecutor's investigation culminated with the release of 
the Starr Report, of which Kavanaugh was a co-author.42 The report consisted of two 
parts: the narrative, which offered what journalists called "an exhaustive chronology of 
Clinton's sexual escapades,"'0 and the grounds for impeachment, which outlined the 11 
specific counts that the Special Prosecutor believed justified impeaching the President for 
"high crimes and misdemeanors." Kavanaugh was one of the two authors of the grounds 
for impeachrnent.44 

The eleven specific counts Kavanaugh outlined against the President included-five 
allegations of perjury, five allegations of obstruction of justice, and one allegation that 
Clinton's actions were "inconsistent [with his] . . . constitutional duty to faithfully 
execute the laws.'.45 Even conservative commentators and legal scholars were largely 
unimpressed by Kavanaugh's work. The Wall Street Journal noted that a number of 
fonner prosecutors and legal scholars found the case against the President to "strain 
credulity" and to be based on "suppositional reasoning.'.46 The Chicago Tribune 
described Kavanaugh's tortured arguments as " [u]nique and [h]ardly [a)irtight" and 
reported that many experts accused the report of "using explicit descriptions of sexual 
acts to paper over shaky allegations.'.47 For example, Kavanaugh' s assertion that Clinton 
could be convicted of obstruction of justice because he lied to friends who later repeated 
his stories to the grand jury was "a real stretch,'' according to Miami lawyer Neal 
Sonnett, who noted it was a "theory that I've never seen or heard of in the criminal 
law.''48 Even the strongest parts of Kavanaugh's argument were weaker than many 
believed would be necessary to win a conviction. Richard Phelan, the Chicago attorney 
who led the investigation concerning House Speaker Jim Wright in the late 1980s, noted 

39 See Susan Schmidt and Dan Morgan, Starr: Witnessing for the Prosecution, Washington Post, Nov. 19, 
1998; Michael Lind, All the President 's Messes, New York Times, July 11, 1999; David W. Chen and Neil 
A. Lewis, Testing of a President: The Authors, New York Times, Sept. 12, 1998 (hereinafter Chen). 
40 Margolick at p. 162. 
41 Id. 
42 /d. 
43Ronald Brownstein, For Clinton Foes. Morality Clouds Political Storm Over Starr Report, Los Angeles 
Times, Sept. 14, 1998 (hereinafter Brownstein). 
44 Questionnaire at Question l 7(b)(l); Chen. 
4s Hedges. 
46 Simpson. 
47 Hedges. 
48 Id. 
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that while the case that Clinton had lied under oath was relatively strong, perjury was 
rarely successful as a stand-alone charge, and was usually tacked onto a more weighty 
fraud or drug indictment. "If you prosecuted every guy who lied in a deposition about 
something," Phelan noted, ''we'd have half the people in this country locked up.'"'9 Many 
members of Congress on both sides of the aisle were equally unimpressed. Senator 
Specter said he believed many senators would vote that the allegations in the report were 
"not proved" if they were given that option.so The fact that Kavanaugh's most significant 
legal accomplishment to date was a listing of dubious legal charges -- bolstered by 
evidence many still believe was only brought to light to embarrass the President -- raises 
serious questions about his work as a lawyer as well as his willingness to twist legal 
theory to suit his political ends. 

Whi le Kavanaugh has taken pains to point out that he did not personally have a 
hand in authoring the even more controversial narrative section of the Starr Report,s 1 he 
has nonetheless fully defended Starr's conduct as Special Prosecutor. Rarely missing an 
opportunity to praise Starr, Kavanaugh authored a series of op-eds in the fall and summer 
of 1999 fiercely defending his mentor and his actions in the face of growing criticism. s2 

Kavanaugh wrote that "Starr [] conducted thorough and fair investigations ... ; exercised 
discretion where appropriate and firmness where necessary; ... and displayed honor and 
determination in the face of relentless political attacks.''s3 Kavanaugh repeatedly lauded 
Starr as a man of "extraordinary accomplishment and integrity," even calling him "an 
American bero."54 In one instance, Kavanaugh sent a letter to the editor of the New York 
Times specifically to rebut an article that had mistakenly claimed Kavanaugh had found 
certain of Starr's tactics inappropriate.ss In another letter, Kavanaugh praised Starr's 
"honor" and insisted that "Judge Starr has consistently performed with the highest skill 
and integrity and [I] ... feel sick about the abuse he has suffered."s6 

Most Americans will recall that Starr's tactics included not only releasing "an 
exhaustive chronology of Clinton's sexual escapades"s7 despite the fact that most legal 
experts found it "difficult to see the legal purpose of such disclosures,"58 but also a wide 
array of questionable acts which were highly offensive to Clinton supporters and foes 
alike. Monica Lewinsky was reportedly taken to a hotel room and interrogated for 12 

49 Id. 
50 CNN, Three GOP Moderates Will Vote Against Conviction, Feb. I 0, 1999, available at coo.com. 
51 Questionnaire Answer 17(b)( I) (Kavanaugh notes that the report is "a matter of some continuing 
controversy" and states that he was only involved in writing the grounds for impeachment). 
52 Brett M. Kavanaugh, Op-Ed, We All Supported Kenneth Starr, Washington Post, July I, 1999; Brett M. 
Kavanaugh, Letter to the Editor, New York Times, Aug. 1, 1999; Robert Bittman and Brett M. Kavanaugh, 
Op-Ed, Indictment of an Ex-President?, Washington Post, Aug. 31, 1999; Robert Bittman, Brett M. 
Kavanaugh, and Solomon Wisenberg, Op-Ed, To Us. Starr Is an American Hero, Washington Post, Nov. 
15, 1999. 
53 Brett M. Kavanaugh, Letter to the Editor, New York Times, Aug. I, 1999. 
54 Id. and Robert Bittman, Brett M. Kavanaugh, and Solomon Wisenberg, Op-Ed, To Us. Starr Is an 
American Hero, Washington Post, Nov. 15, 1999. 
55 Brett M. Kavanaugh, Letter to the Editor, New York Times, Aug. I, 1999. 
56 Brett M. Kavanaugh, Op-Ed, We All Supported Kenneth Starr, Washington Post, July I, 1999. 
51 Brownstein. 
58 Id. 
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hours while her requests to call her attorney were denied,59 and her mother was forced to 
testify before the grandjury.60 According to several reports, secret grand jury information 
was intentionally leaked by Starr's office in an effort to undermine the president.61 

Innumerable public servants were subpoenaed and harassed - from the lowest staffers to 
the highest government officials - in what 14 Democratic members of the House 
Judiciary Committee descrbed as "a means of preventing or intimidating them from 
criticizing [Starr] ... [a method which is] clearly outrageous and may be prohibited by 
federa l law."62 Starr's tactics were so extreme as to alienate many, including 
Republicans. A number of prominent Republicans, including Senators Arlen Specter and 
John McCain, criticized Starr for being too aggressive in the course of his investigation. 63 

Especially in light of such concerns, Kavanaugh's unqualified praise and endorsement of 
Starr and his tactics raises disturbing concerns about Kavanaugh' s own legal judgment. 

A Malleable View on Privilege 

Kavanaugh's work as one of the architects of the Bush Administration judicia l 
nominations effort and hjs willingness to align himself with Kenneth Starr are not the 
only examples of his devotion to right-wing political causes. Rather, his stunning 
willingness to twist and shift legal theories and philosophies to best serve partisan 
interests is highly disturbing as well. An examination of the roles Kavanaugh has played 
in the Clinton and Bush II Administrations demonstrates the point. During the Clinton 
Administration, as discussed above, Kavanaugh was a key figure in the office of Special 
Prosecutor Kenneth Starr and, before ascending to the role of Stan' Report co-author, 
worked to gain unprecedented access to the records of the President of the United States. 
In his role in the Bush administration, however, Kavanaugh seems to have radically 
changed his views on presidential privilege and has worked diligently to ensure that the 
current President works with an unprecedented ability to keep presidential actions and 
records secret from Congress and the public. As summed up in the Washington Post, 
"within a few years, Kavanaugh's work has gone from being described as 'a serious blow 
to the presidency,' as Clinton lawyer Lloyd Cutter put it, to promoting an ' imperial 
presidency,' as Rep. Henry A. Waxman (D-Calif.) put it."64 

As a member of Starr's Whitewater team, Kavanaugh was directly involved in a 
number of p ivotal cases challenging long-held ideas of privilege and presidential privacy. 
Apparently intent on working to diminish presidential power and privilege, Kavanaugh 
played a key role in the fo llowing controversial cases: 

59 Michael Grunwald, Hardball at the Ritz Puts Starr on the Spot, Washington Post, Sept. 23, 1998. 
60 Dan BaJz, Week 4: All Eyes on Grand Jury. Lewinski 's Mother, Washington Post, Feb. 15, 1998. 
61 Joe Conason, Starr Springs a Leak. Salon, Oct. 1998, available at 
http://www.salon.com/news/ 1998/ l 0/cov _30newsc.html. 
62 CNN, Clinton Aide Appears Before Grand Jury, Feb. 26, 1998, available at 
www.cnn.com/ ALLPOLITICS/ 1998/02/2MewinskiscandaV. 
63 Howard Kurtz, Starr Is Urged to Curtail Inquiry, Washington Post, Mar. 2, 1998; Dan Camey and Carrol 
J. Doherty, GOP Struggles to find Strategy to Deal with Starr Fallout, CNN, Mar. 14, 1998, available at 
con.com. 
64 Milbank. 
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• In Swidler v. Bei'lin,65 Kavanaugh unsuccessfully argued for access to privileged 
communications between deceased Deputy White House Counsel Vince Foster and 
his attorney. The Supreme Court rejected Kavanaugh' s arguments by a 6-3 vote, 
holding that attorney-client privilege does survive the death of the client. This 
disturing challenge to well-established common law proves how far Kavanaugh and 
Starr were willing to go in pursuit of truly privileged information. 

• In In Re: Bruce Lindsey,66 Kavanaugh successfully argued that that the President 
does not enjoy attorney-client privileges in his relationship with White House 
attorneys, despite evidence that White House legal work and Clinton's private 
attorneys' legal work frequently intersected.67 

• In Rubin v. U.S.68
, Kavanaugh briefed the Special Prosecutor's position in an appeal 

of the D.C. Circuit's ruling that Secret Service agents could be forced to testify before 
grand juries concerning information they learned about the president while on the job. 
Kavanaugh advanced this point despite the very real danger that the ruling could 
cause future presidents to separate themselves from their protective detail during 
private or sensitive conversations - an act that would make the agents' jobs more 
difficult and put the president's life at risk. The Supreme Court denied certiorari, 
effectively upholding the appellate court's decision.69 

Kavanaugh's role in these critically important privilege cases might suggest that 
Kavanaugh believes strongly in the right to obtain information about the government and 
government leaders, particularly the president. Since President Bush took office, 
however, Kavanaugh seems to have had a startling change of heart: He now uses his 
position to argue in favor of privilege and presidential secrecy at least as vehemently as 
he once argued against it. 

In one of his first acts in the Bush White House, Kavanaugh served as a leading force 
in the development of the controversial Executive Order#l3233, which effectively 
eviscerated the Presidential Records Act (PRA).70 President Carter signed the PRA in the 
aftermath of Watergate to clarify that presidential records belong to the public and cannot 
be destroyed or controlled by a president after he has left office. It dictated that most 
presidential records would be available through Freedom of Information Act requests five 
years after the end of a president's administration. Other documents, including those 

65 524 U.S. 399 ( 1998). 
66 158 F.3d 1263 (O.C. Cir. 1998) cert. denied, Office of the President v. Office of Independent Counsel, 
525 U.S. 996 (1998). 
67 Previously, Kavanaugh had taken a similar position in In Re: Grand Jury, when he co-wrote a brief 
arguing that the First Lady did not enjoy attorney-client privileges in her relationship with White House 
counsel. 112 F.3d 910 (8th Cir. 1997), cert. denied, 521 U.S. 1105 (1997). 
68 525 U.S. 990 (1998), denying cert. to In Re: Sealed Case, 148 F.3d 1073 (O.C. Cir. 1998). 
69 Following Rubin v. U.S., there have been several attempts to use legislation to create a secret service 
privilege, (including a bi-partisan attempt in 1998), but none have been successful thus far. See Herbert L. 
Abrams, The Contemporary Presidency: Presidential Safety. Prosecutorial Zeal. and Judicial Blunders: The 
Protective Function Privilege, Presidential Studies Quarterly, June 1, 200 I. See also S. 1360, 106tb Cong. 
~ 1999); S.22, 1081

h Cong. (2003). 
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containing confidential advice a president received from his advisors, known as "P-5" 
documents, would not be available until 12 years after an administration's end. At that 
time, the P-5 documents would be released unless the current or former president was 
able to successfully argue a "constitutionally based privilege" that would justify 
withholding the materials.71 

President Ronald Reagan was to be the first president to have his P-5 documents 
released in January of 200 l. Roughly 68,000 documents were to be available to scholars, 
researchers, and the general public for the first time. The Bush Administration was given 
30 days notice to review the P-5 documents for information that could compromise 
national security before the documents would be released.72 

However, the Administration took action far beyond merely evaluating the sensitivity 
of the documents. After receiving a series of 90-day extensions, the White House finally 
responded in November of2001 by issuing executive order # 13233, reportedly written by 
Kavanaugh. 73 The controversial order gave both the sitting president and the former 
president or his designees the right to refuse the release of any P-5 document without 
cause and apparently in perpetuity.74 Many speculated that the motivation behind the 
order was to protect Bush advisors, many of whom served under President Reagan, from 
embarrassing revelations about advice they gave the former president. A researcher's 
only recourse would be to bring a lawsuit against the objecting president or presidents. 
This would be a daunting task for most academic researchers, who would not only be 
pitted against one, possibly two presidents, but also forced to retain counsel to fi le suit, 
even with limited funding. 75 

Kavanaugh was given the task of defending the order before a group of presidential 
scholars invited to the White House shortly after the executive order was issued. He 
attempted to assure the group that the researchers would be "happy with the [new] 
procedures" once they were in place. On the contrary, the researchers raised serious 
concerns. Robert Spitzer, president of the Presidency Research Group of the American 
Political Science Association, noted that "Kavanaugh's promise of openness reminds me 
that the promise is predicated not on law, but merely on good will ... [t]he situation 
continues to be deeply troubling."76 Hugh Graham, Reagan historian and professor 
emeritus at Vanderbilt University, was also troubled by Kavanaugh's efforts. He 
described the executive order as being "a victory for secrecy in government" that is "so 
total that it would make Nixon j ealous in his grave."77 

Other examples of Kavanaugh's sudden zeal for presidential secrecy abound. The 
Nation has reported t,baL 1'.aY'Uteh w.,_,•sel,te AM Whi~ efforts to keep 
notes from Vice President Dick Cheney's energy task force meetin8', which some 

71 Cannon. 
n Id. 
73 Milbank. 
74 Cannon. 
7S Id. 
16 Jd. 
77 Id. 
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speculate contain proof that the White House acted to aid Enron prior to its collapse, 
secret from the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee.78 The White House cited an 
interest in preserving "the ability of the president and vice president to receive 
unvarnished advice" as the reason for concealing the documents.79 Likewise, Kavanaugh 
reportedly played a key role in preventing congressional access to docwnents pertaining 
to presidential pardons. 80 The Washington Post said that the Administration's claim of 
executive privilege over pardon documents, "represents a hard line the government has 
never taken" - namely that executive privilege extends beyond communications from 
presidential advisors in the White House to include "government papers he has never 
seen and officia ls he has never talked to, such as the sentencing judge in a particular 
case."81 The Post noted that "[i]n the past, even pardon recommendations sent directly to 
the president from the Justice Department have been routinely made public by 
government archivists after several years. "82 The Bush Administration, by contrast, is 
even claiming privilege to keep secret pardon documents nearly 80 years old, asserting 
privilege over documents generated in considering the pardon of back-to-Africa 
movement leader Marcus Garvey, who was released from prison in 1927 after a fraud 
conviction. 83 

Such unprecedented claims of executive privilege serve as a sharp contrast to the 
insatiable appetite for access to presidential records and information exhibited by 
Kavanaugh during the Clinton administration. They suggest a view of the law that 
seriously threatens government openness and is of particular concern for a nominee to the 
D.C. Circuit, which often considers such issues. In addition, Kavanaugh's apparent 
willingness to shift his legal philosophy and twist legal theory so dramatically shows an 
enthusiasm for serving partisan political ends over the law that is extremely troubling for 
a nominee for a lifetime seat on the federal bench. 

Religious Liberty and the Public Schools 

Although Kavanaugh 's legal work (other than for Kenneth Starr and the Bush 
White House) is scant, the legal position he advocated in one case on religious liberty and 
church-state separation raises additional concerns. lo 1999, Kavanaugh authored an 
amicus brief on behalf of members of Congress that was submitted to the Supreme Court 
in the case of Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe.84 In that case, the school 
district argued that its "student-led" prayers over the school loudspeaker at public school 

78 Newfield. John Nichols, Enron: What Dick Cheney Knew, The Nation, March 28, 2002. 
79 CNN, Cheney Defends Refusal to Hand Over Energy Task Force Notes, Jan. 27, 2002, available at 
http://cnn.allpolitics.com. The issue of whether Cheney will be allowed to keep all such documents secret 
from the public is to be partially addressed by the Supreme Court this spring. See Charles Lane, High 
Court Will Review Ruling on Cheney Task Force Records, Washington Post, Dec. 16, 2003. Kavanaugh's 
Judiciary Committee hearing was scheduled on the same day as the Supreme Court oral argument in that 
case. 
80 Milbank. 
81 George Lardner, Bush Seeks Secrecy for Pardon Discussions, Washington Post, Aug. 27, 2002. 
82 Id. 
83 Id. 
84 Brief of amicus curiae Congressmen Steve Largent and J.C. Watts in Santa Fe Independent School 
District v. Doe, 199 U.S. Briefs 62, Dec. 30, 1999. (hereinafter "Santa Fe Brief') 
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football games did not infringe on students' rights under the Establishment Clause of the 
First Amendment. 

At issue in the case was a public school's policy of allowing the student body to 
elect a student representative each school year who would deliver an "invocation and/or 
message" over the school loudspeaker before footba ll games.85 In his brief, Kavanaugh 
argued that because the student body's chosen speaker was not specifically required to 
pray during the " invocation and/or message," any prayer offered by the speaker was 
essentially private religious speech, which is not only pennissible under, but is also 
protected by, the First Amendment.86 Kavanaugh claimed that the "sole question" raised 
in the case was "whether . .. the high school must actively prohibit that student speaker 
from invoking God's name, uttering religious words, or saying a prayer."87 He further 
asserted that ruling against the school district in the case would force schools "to monitor 
and censor religious words."88 

In a 6-3 decision, the Court squarelr, rejected Kavanaugh 's claim, finding that 
prayer was both "explicitly and implicitly'' 9 encou~ed by the policy which "involve[d] 
both perceived and actual endorsement of religion." The Court noted that while the 
speaker was not explicitly required to pray, an "invocation" was the only type of message 
expressly endorsed by the school and prayer is the most obvious means of "solemnizinf. 
the event," one of the purposes of the invocation acknowledged by Kavanaugh's brief. 1 

Pointing out that its decision does nothing to inhibit truly voluntary religious practice, as 
Kavanaugh appeared to argue, the Court explained that "nothing in the Constitution ... 
prohibits any public school student from voluntarily praying at any time before, during, 
or after the schoolday. But the religious liberty protected by the Constitution is abridged 
when the State affirmatively sponsors the particular religious practice of prayer."92 

ln sum, the Court wholly rejected Kavanaugh's argumenil, finding that an 
invocation on school property, at school-sponsored events, "over the school's public 
address system, by a speaker representing the student body, under the supervision of 
school faculty, and pursuant to a school policy that explicitly and implicitly encourages 
public prayer ... is not properly characterized as 'private' speech."9 The Court's clear 
and unequivocal opinion, and the fact that Kavanaugh failed to even properly frame the 
question before the Court in his brief, raises serious questions about both his legal 
philosophy and his skill as a lawyer. If given the opportunity to advocate these same 
views from the federal bench, the right of schoolchildren to be free from religious 
coercion and school-sponsored promotion of religion at school could be in jeopardy. 

85 Id. at 2. 
86 Id. at 3 - 5. 
87 Id. at 5. 
88 Id. at 4. 
89 Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290 (2000) at 301. 
90 Id. at 305. 
91 Id. at 306 - 307. 
92 Id. at 313. 
93 Id. at 310. 
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Conclusion 

Brett Kavanaugh is an unsuitable candidate for a lifetime appointment to the D.C. 
Circuit bench, the second highest court in the nation. While Kavanaugh's scant legal 
resume does not reveal much about his legal skills, the highly charged partisan items that 
it does contain tell a great deal about his loyalties, ideology, and legal philosophy. : 
Kavanaugh has eagerly allied himself with the highly questionable tactics of former 
Special Prosecutor Ken Starr. He has proven himself willing to change his view bf the 
law to bend with the political winds. He has recently argued for extensive presidential 
arid governmental secrecy and privilege that would severely undermine the rights of the 
public and Congress, particularly if implemented from a powerful lifetime position on the 
D.C. Circuit. Kavanaugh has played a key role in the Bush Administration's judicial 
nominations policy, and the judicial nominees that Kavanaugh had a hand in selecting 
and promoting have too often been extremists who would strip Congress of much of its 
power and remove the American people from much ofCongress' protection. Throughout 
most of his career, Kavanaugh has shown a dedication to extreme right wing ideas that 
undermine the freedoms and liberties that most Americans cherish. A lifetime 
appointment to a powerful federal appellate court should not become a political reward 
for a highly partisan political warrior. The nomination of Brett Kavanaugh to the United 
States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit should be rejected~ 
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. I. INTRODUCTION 

In acc~rdance with28 U.S.C. § 59~(h), the Office of Independent 
Counsel In re: Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan Association (the 
OIC) files this summary report on the.1993 ~eath ofDeputy White 
House Counsel Vincent.W. Fester, fr,.· 

On Juli20; 1993, pdlice and res~ue personnel were.called to.Fort 
Marcy Park in suburban Northern VirgiriiaThey found Mr. Foster . 
lying dead with a gun in his right hand and gunshot residue~like 

.. ' . . \ . ' 

. material on that hand, There .were no signs .of a struggle. There was a: 
gunshot wound through the back of his head and blood under his 
head and back. Jhe autopsy determined that Mr. F~ster's d(fath¥.was · .·· ~ 

' . caused by a gunshot through t}ie back of his mouth exiting the back' 
o(his head. The autopsy reVealed no other wounds on Mr. Foster's 
body. ('· 

. The police later learned tliatMr. Fosterhadcalled a family doctor for l 

antidepressantmedication the day before his death. He had told his 
sister four days before his death that he wa~ depressed, aild she had . 
given him the names of three psychiatrists. He had written in th~ days · 
or weeks before his death that he "was not meantforthe job or.;the 
spotlight of publicJife in Washington. Here, ruining people is 

· considered sport." . · · · · 

Two law enforcement investigations- the initial United States Park 
Police investigation al1d a fobsequentinvestigation conducted urider · · 
the direction of regulatory Independent Counsel Robert B: Fiske, Jr. .· 
- concluded that fylr. Foster committed suicide by g~n~hofin Fort 
Marcy Park. Two inquiries in the Congress of the United States < . 

reached the same conclusion. After analysis ofthe evidence gathered·.·. 
during those investigations, and further investigationi~cluding 
adducing evidence before the federal grand jury in· Washington, . 
D.C., the OIC likewise has concluded that Mr. Fostercomil1itted 
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suicide by gunshot in' Fort Marcy Park. 

The OIC's conclusion is based on analyses and conclusions of a 
number of experienced experts and criminal investigators retained by 
the OIC. They include Dr. Brian D. Blackbourne, a forensic 
pathologist who is the Medical Examiner for San Diego County, · 
California; Dr. Henry C. Lee, an expert in physical evidence and 
crime scene reconstruction who is Director of the Connecticut State 
Police Forensic Science Laboratory; Dr. Alan L. Berman, an expert 
suicidologist who currently is £xecutive Director of the American 
·Association ofSuicidology; and several experienced investigators 
with extensive service In the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI) 
and other l,aw enforcement agencies. These experts and investigators 
reviewed the evidence gathered during the prior investigations and 
conducted further investigation as necessary. 

Dr. Blackbourne concluded that '.'Vincent Foster committed suicide 
·on July)O, 1993 in Ft. Marcy Park by placing a .38 caliber revolver 

·, in his mouth and pulling the trigger. His death was at his own hand. II 
Dr. Lee reported that 11 [a]fter careful review of the crime scene 

photographs, reports, and reexamination ofthe physical evidence, the 
data indicate that the death of Mr. Vincent W. Foster, Jr. is consistent 
with a suicide. The' location where Mr. Foster's body was found is 
consistent with the primary scene, 11 that is, the location where he 
committed suicide. Dr. Be~an stated that 11 [i]n my opinion and to a 

. 100% degree of medical certainty, the death of Vincent Foster was a 
suicide. No plausible evidence has been presented to support any 
other conclusion." OIC investigators concurred, based on 
investigation and analysis of the evidentiary record, that Mr. Foster 
committed suicide by gunshot in Fort Marcy Park. 
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··II. BACKGROUND 

A. 1993 ParkPoUce Investigation 

.Because Mr. Foster's body was found in Fort Marcy, a park · 
m.aintained by the National Park Service, the United States Park~.· 
Police conduCted the investigation of his death. On the night of the . 
.death (July 20, 1993), Mr. Foster's body yYasJran.s'ported to Fairfax. 
·county Hospital in Fairfax, Virginia,The next day; Dr. James. C, 

Beyer, Deputy Chief Medical Examiner; Northern Virginia District 
of the Virginia Office of the ChiefMedical Examiner, conducted an 
autopsy in the presence of an assistant and four Par,k Police.officers. 

The FBI assisted the Park PoliCe in certain aspects of the ensuing 
death investigation, ·as did other federal and Virginia agencies .. 
Moreover, the FBI, at the direction of the Department of Justice,. 
opened a separate investigation of possible obstruction o{justice . 
after a note was reportedly found on Monday, July 26;J ??3, in Mr. 
Foster's briefcase at the White House; 

On Augustl 0, 1993, the Department of Justke, FBI, and Park Police 
jointly announced the results of the death and note investigations ... 
The Park Police concluded that Mr:. Foster cmnmitted suicide by 
gunshot. in Fort Marcy Park. Robert Langston, Chief of the Park 
Police, explained: 

., .. ;_. 

The condition of the s<;ene, the medic~l examiner's 
findings and the information gathered clearly indicate · · 
that Mr. Foster committed suicide: Without an 
eyewi,tness, the con~lusion of suicide.is deducted: after a _.· 
review oftheiµjury, the presence of the.weapon, the 
existence of some indicators',of a reason, andthe . 
elimination of mµnier. Our investigation has folil)d no 
evidence of foul pl(ly. The information gathered from. 
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· associates,.relatives and friends provide us with enough 
evidence to conclude that Mr. Foster's ... that Mr. Foster 
was anxious about his work and he was distressed to the 
degree that he took his own life. 

Based on the evidence the FBI gathered in its investigation, the 
Department of Justice did not seek criminal charges for obstruction 
of justice relating to the handling of the note. 

B. 1994 Fiske Investigation 

In 1992 and 1993, the Resolution Tnist Corporation (R TC) examined 
the operations of Madison Guaranty Savings & Loan, a defunct 
savings and loan in Little Rock, Arkansas, that had been operated by 
James and Susan McDo.ugaL The McDougals also had been partners 
with William Jefferson Clinton and Hillary Rodham Clinton in an 
Arkansas real estate venture known as the Whitewater Development 
Company. In October 1993, the RTC sent nine criminal referrals to 
the United States Attorney's Office in Little Rock concerning the 
activities of Madison Guaranty.· · 

Also in 1993, the FBI investigated the activities of Capital 
Management Services, Inc., a small business investment company in 
Little Rock that had been operated by David L. Hale. Mr. Hale was . 
indicted by a federal grand jury in the Eastern District of Arkansas on 
September 23, 1993. 

Both the' Hale prosecution and the Madison investigation were 
transferred in November 1993 from the United States Attorney's 
Office in Little Rock to the Fraud Section of the Department of 
Justice in Washington. On Decem]?er 20, 1993, the White House 
confirmed that Whitewater-related documents had been in Mr. 
Foster's White House office at the time of his death. On January 12, 
1994, President Clinton askedAttorney Gerieral Renq to appoint an 
independent counsel, and on January 20, 1994, the Attorney General. 
appointed Robert B. Fiske, Jr., to take over the investigation. 

Mr. Fiske's jurisdictional mandate vested him with authority to 
investigate whether any individuals or entities committed federal 
crimes "relating in any way to President William Jefferson Clinton's 
or Mrs. Hillary Rodham Clinton's relationships with ( 1) Madison 
Guaranty Savings & Loan Association, {2) Whitewater Development 
Corporation, or (3) Capital Management Services." After his 
appointment, Mr. Fiske took over both the Hale prosecution and the 
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· continuingMacllso'n inyes~igati()k : .. : . .. '. ' .. , 

Mr. Fiske also opened a new investigation of Mr. Foster's de~th, · 
utilizing FBI resources and a panel of distinguished and experi~nced 
pathologists. ()n June JO, 1994; Mr. Fiske issued a report concluding . 
that "[t]he overwhelming weight of the evidence compels the 
conclusion : : .'that Vincent Foster committed sui~ide in Fort Marcy 

·Park on July 20, 1993 ."r 
( 

C. Congressional Inquiries·· 

On February 24, 1994, Congressman Willfam F. Clin:ger, Jr., then the 
Ranking Republican on· the Committee on Government Operations of ·· 
the United States House of Representatives, initiated a probe into the 
death of Mr. Foster. Mr. Clinger's staff interviewed emergency 
rescue personnel,' law enforcement officials, and other person~ 
involved in the Park Police investigation of Mr. Foster'.s death. Mr. 
Clinger's staff obtained access to the Park Police reports and to 
photographs taken at the scene and at the autopsy. Mr. Clinger 
issued a report on Augu~t ,12, 1994, concluding.that "all available · 
factsJead tothe undeniable corichision that VincentW. Foster;Jr . 

. took his own life in Fort: Marcy Park, Virginia on July 20, 1993:" 

The United States Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and 
Urban Affairs conducted an inquiry into the Park P61i'ce investigation 
of Mr. Foster's death. The Committee concluded its inquiry with a 
·report issued on January 3, 1995, stating that "[t]he evidence 
overwhelmingly supports the conclusion of the Park Police that on 
July 20, 1993, Mr. Foster died in Fort Marcy Park from a 
self-inflicted gun shot wound to the upper palate of his mouth." The · 
additional views of Senators D'Amato, Faircloth, Bond, Hatch, 
Shelby, Mack, and Domenici stated that ''[w]e agree with the 
majority's conclusion that onJuly 20, 1993'Vincent Foster took.his 
own life in Fort Marcy Park;" · 

D. Appointment of the Independent Counsel .. 

On August 5, 1994, after enactment oftheindependentCounsel 
ReauthorizatfonAct of 1994, the Specfal Division of the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Dist~ict of Columbia Circuit 
appointed Kenneth .W. Starr as Independent Counsel·In re:.Madison 
Guaranty Savings & Loan Association. The OIC wa~ given . 
jurisdiction to investigate and prosecute matters ''relating in any way 
to James B. McDougal's, President William Jefferson Clib.ton's, or 
Mrs. Hillary Rod.ham Clinton's relationships with Madison Guaranty 
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Savings & Loan Association, Whitewater Development Corporation, 
. or Capital Management Services, Inc:" 

Due to continuing questions about Mr. Foster's death, the 
relationship between Mr. Foster's death and the handling of · 
documents (including Whitewater-related documents) from Mr. 
Foster's office after his death, and Mr. Foster's possible role or 
involvement in other events under investigation by the OIC, the OIC 
reviewed and analyzed the evidence gathered during prior 
investigations of Mr. Foster's death and conducted further 
investigation. · 
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III. OVERVIEW 

A. Scrutiny 

The gunshot death of a high-ranking White House lawyer who had 
been a law partner of the First Lady of the United States and friend to 

.. both the President and the First Lady was bound to be heavily 
scrutinized -- and it has been. Many persons have publicly identified 
specific issues regarding Mr. Foster's death that, in their view, might 
raise broader questions about the ultimate conclusion that Mr. Foster 
committed suicide in Fort Marcy Park. Those questions haye arisen 
and to some extent persisted for many of the same reasons that 
numerous suicides are. questioned. In this case, as in many suicides, 
no identified eyewitness saw Mr. Foster commit suicide, and Mr. 
Foster apparently did not leave a suicide note (that is, a note that 
specifically refers to or contemplates suicide). 

The primary issues that have been raised regarding the cause and 
manner of Mr. F aster's death can .be grouped into several broadly 
defined categories: (1) forensic issues; (2) apparent differences in 
statements of private witnesses, Park Police personnel, and Fairfax 
County Fire and Rescue Department (FCFRD) personnel regarding 
their activities and observations at Fort Marcy Park on July 20; (3) 
physical evidence (such as the fatal bullet) that could not be 
recovered; and (4) the conduct of the Park Police investigation and 
the autopsy. 

· B. OIC Personnel 

T() ensure that these issues were fully considered, carefully 
examined, and properly assessed in analyzing the cause and manner 
of Mr. Foster's death, the OIC retained a m1mber of experienced 
experts and criminal investigators. The experts included Dr. Brian D. 
Blackboume, Dr. Henry C. Lee, and Dr. Alan L. Berman. 

Dr. Blackboume has been County Medical Examiner for San Diego 
County, California, si.nce 1990. He was Chief Medical Examiner for 
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts from 1983 to 1990; Deputy 
ChiefMedicalExaminer in Washington, D.C., from 1972 to 1982; 
and Assistant Medical Examiner in Metropolitan Dade County, 
Florida, from 1967 to 1972. He has taught and written widely, and 
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has testified incourt on numeroUS'.OCCasions; He has performed, over 
. 5,500 autopsies, over700 ofWhkh haveinvolved gunshot wounds. 
The autopsies have included over 800 homicides and over 700 . ;o • 

suicides. He is a Fellow ofthe American Academy ofForensic 
Sciences and a member of the Nationa.1 Associatipn of MediCal. · 
Examiners. 

' -

Dr. Lee has served as Director of the Connecticut State Police 
··Forensic Science Laboratory since 1980. He has numerous -
professional affiliations and has served as a consultant to a variety of 
organizations. He has received o\rer400 awards and commendations, 
including a l986Distinguished.Service Award and a 1994 \ 
Distinguished Fellow Award from the American Academy of 
Forensic Sciences. He has b~en qualified in many state and federal 
courts as an expert witness or an expert involved in forensic science, -

-forensic serology, bloodspatter analysis, crime scene investigation, 
crime scene profiling, crime scene reconstruction, fingerprints, ' 
imprints, and general physical evidence. He has writtenor edited. 
many books and articles, including Physical Evidence (1995), Crime 

· Scene Investigation (1 ~94),Physical Evidence and Forensic Sci.ence · 
(1985), and Physical Evidenceand Crime Scerie Investigation 
(1983). - ' ' 

Since 1995, Dr. Berman h'as been E_xecutive Director ~f th:e 
American Association ofSuicidology. He was President ofthat 
Association in 1984-85. From 1991to1995;he was Director of the 
National Center for the Study and Prevention of Suicide. Since 1971, 
he has engaged in the.private practice ofpsychotherapy and 
psychological consultation. In 1982, he received the Edwin S. · · 
Shn,eidman Award for outstanding contribution in researGh by the 
American Association of Suicidology. He.has taught and written· 
extensively on the subject of suicide, and has testified before · 
committees of the United States House of Representatives and the 
United States Senate. He is a Distinguished Adjunct Professor of 
Psychology at the American University in Washington, D.C., and 
was a tenured professor in the Department of Psychology from 1979 · 
to 1991. He was co-editor ofAssessmentand Prediction of Suicide . 
(1992). He has been '1 cbrtsulting Editor of the journalSuicicle and_ 
Life Threatening Behavior since 1981. 

. . . . 
' ' ' 

· OIC investigators w~o worked with these outside, independent 
·experts included an FBI agent detailed from the FBI-MPD Cold Case 
Homicide Squad in Washington, D.C. Agents with the Cold Case 
Squad wor~ with MPD homicide· detectives in reviewing .and, 
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attempting to solve homicides that have remained unsolved for rriore 
than one year. Another OIC investigator has extensive homicide 
experience as a detective with the MPD in Washington, D.C., for 
over 20 years. Two other OIC investigators assigned to the Foster 
death matter have experience as FBI agents investigating homicides 
of federal officials and others. 

C. Methodology 

The OIC devoted substantial effort to gathering, examining, and 
analyzing evidence to render as conclusive a determination as 
possible of the cause and manner of Mr. Foster's death; In this kind 
of investigation - a reconstruction based jn part on evidence gathered 
and tested during prior investigations -- the important information in 
assessing the cause and manner of death includes testimonial, 
documentary, and photographic evidence relating to the scene and 
the autopsy; physical and forensic evidence gathered at the scene and 
the autopsy; a variety of tests and analyses of the evidence; and 
testimonial and documentary evidence revealing the decedent's 
activities and state of mind in the days and weeks before his death. 

In partiGular, the OIC obtained information gathered during the prior 
investigations of Mr. Foster's death, including physical evidence; 
photographs taken at the scene and the autopsy; and incident reports, 
interview reports, and other documents produced.or gathered by the 
Park Police, the FCFRD, the FBI, ahd Mr. Fiske's Office. The OIC 
questioned the known and identified civilian witnesses who were in 
Fort Marcy Park in the late afternoon of July 20, the Park Police and 
FCFRD personnel who responded to Fort Marcy Park, and the 
medical personnel who were involved in the Foster matter. Many of 

. these persons were questioned before the federal grand jury. 

As to forensic information, the OIC attemptedto obtain certain 
physical and forensic evidence in addition to that which had been 
gathered in prior investigations. Experts retained by the OIC 
reviewed and examined the evidence. Dr. Lee reviewed and studied 
scene and autopsy photographs and,documentation; studied, 
re-examined, and. tested physical evidence; reviewed FBI Laboratory 
tests and the autopsy results; met with FBI Laboratory personnel and 
Dr. Beyer, the medical examiner who conducted the autopsy; and 
toured and examined the Fort Marcy Park scene. Dr. Lee submitted a 
report summarizing his work on the physical and forensic evidence 

· ·and setting forth his analysis.' 

Dr. Blackboume reviewed the relevant reports.and the scene and 
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autopsy photographs; reviewed microscopic slides; examined the 
Fort Marcy Parkarea; andintervi~wed Dr. Beyer, Dr. Haut(the 
medical examiner who responded to the Fort Marcy scene on July 
20),and FBI and Virginia laboratory personnel.Dr. Blackboume 
prepared a report summarizing his work on the forensic issues·and 
setting forth his analysis. 

As to information regarding· Mr. Foster's activities and state of mind 
before his death, theOIC both re-interviewed .certain persons who 
had. been .interviewed during prior investigations and interviewed 
persons nht previously interviewed. These individuals included a 
variety of family members; friends, and associates who could . 
potentially shed light on Mr. Foster's activities and .state of mind. The 
OIC reviewed documents gathered in prior investigations, and sought· 
and reviewed new documents. 

The OIC provided Dr. Berman with relevant state-of-mind . 
information( the bulkof which consisted of interview reports and . 
transcripts), which he studied and analyzed. Dr. Berman submitted a 

. report to the OIC summarizing his work and providinghis an~lysis .. 

·, - I 

The OIC legal staff in Washington, D.C., and Little Rock, Arkansas, 
participated in assessing the evidence, considering the analyses and . 
conclusions of the OIC experts and investigators, and prepari~g this· 
report. 

D. Report 

This report will describe the factual background; the forensic 
evidence and analyses, including the autopsy findings; the analysis of 
Dr:Lee; and the analyses and reports prepared by Dr. Blackboume 
and the pathologists retained by Mr. Fiske's Office. Above all, the ' 
Foster death case is a forensic matter, a~d the.forensic evidence and. 
analyses provide the foundation for the ultimate:conclu~ion. The 
report then will discuss investigative work conducted with respect to · 
other, specific issues. Finally, the report will suriim<'.lrize Dr. Berman's 
conclusions regarding Mr. Foster's state of mind. 

. . 

The OIC has filed this summary report with the Special Division of 
the United States Court of Appeal~. Becaus~ of the secrecy; .. 
restrictions of Federal Rule ofCrimillal Procedure 6(e), the OIC has 
not su,bmittedthe report to the Congress or released it directlyto the 
public. The Special Division retains discretion to authorize public 
release of this report, and the OIC has prepared the report with the. 

· assumption that the Special Division, consistent with past practice, . 
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would see fit to authorize public release. While some descriptions of 
forensic evidence are necessarily graphic, the OIC has sought to.· 
comply with the 1994 Independent Counsel Reauthorization Act 
regarding the contents of reports. 

Some of the best evidence of the condition of Mr. Foster's body at 
the time of his death is contained in photographs taken by Park 
Police officers at Fort Marcy Park and in photographs taken at the . 
autopsy. However, based on traditional privacy considerations, th}s 
report does not include death scene or autopsy photographs. The 1. 

·potential for misuse and exploitation of such photographs is both 
substantialand obvious. · 
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IV. FACTUAL SUMMARY 
. ""'' 

A. Mr. Foster's Background and Activities o~ July 20, 1993 

Vincent W. Foster, Jr., wa~ boTI1 on January 15, 1945, in Hope, 
Arkansas, to Alice Mae and VincentW. Foster. He had.two sisters, 
Sheila and Sharon. He was graduated fromHope High Schoolin ·· 
1963 and from Davidson College in 1967; He married Elizabeth 

_, {Lisa) Braden in 1968, and they had three children, tWo boys and a 
. gfrl. Mr. F Oster was graduated first irl his class from the University of 

Arkansas School of Law in_ 19} 1, where he was Managing Editor of 
the Law Review. He joined the Rose Law_Firrri in Little Rock in · 
1971 as an associate, and he became a Member of the Firm in 197 4. 
Mr. Foster left the Rose Law Firm and moved to Washington in -
January 1993 to serve as Deputy White House Counsel. He initially 
lived in Washington with his sister Sheila Anthony and her husband · ·
Beryl Anthony; Mrs. Lisa Foster moved 'to Washington in early June · 
1993, and the famlly lived in a house in the Georgetown section of· 
Washington. ' · 

On the morning ofTuesday,July 20, 1993, six months intothe 
Clinton Administration, Mr. Foster drove his grayHondaAccord to 
the White House from the house· in Georgetown where he and his 

. . .\ . ' 

family were living. After dropping offhis older sou and his daughter 
on the way to work, Mr. Foster arrived at the suite .on the second . 

: . ' . 
floor of the Whitellouse's WestWing where White House Counsel 

· Bernard Nussbaum and Mr. Foster had offices. Three assistants (Mr. 
Nussbaum's assistants Betsy Pond and Linda Tripp and Mr. Foster's 

. assistant Deborah Gorhail1) and an intern (Thomas Castleton) had 
desks in the outer office of the suite. 

According to the testimonyofa number of witnesses, Mr~ Foster 
attended the morning Rose Garden ceremony announcing the 
nomination of Louis J. Freeh to be Directorof the FBI. According to 
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Ms. Tripp and Ms. Pond, at about 12:00 or 12:30 p.m., Mr. Foster 
asked them for lunch from the White House mess. 

After eating lunch in his office, Mr. Foster left the Counsel's suite. 
He was seen leaving by Ms. Tripp, Ms. Pond, and Mr. Castleton. The 
01c; like the oth,er investigative bodies before us, has not learned of 
or located anyonewho4efinitively saw Mr. Foster from the time he 
leftthe White House untilnear 6:00 p.m., at which time a private 
citizen found Mr. Foster dead in Fort Marcy Park. 

B. Fort Marcy 

Fort. Marcy was constructed as a Civil War earthwork fortification. It 
is located between the George 1W ashington Memorial Parkway ( G W 
Parkway) and Chain Bridge Road in the Virginia suburbs of 
Washington, D.C., approximately 6.5 miles by car from downtown 
Washington. The GW Parkway, on which there is virtually constant 
automobile traffic, runs along the Virginia side of the Potomac River 
from Mount Vernon to the Capital Beltway. Several bridges connect 
the Parkway (or roads leading , 
to the Parkway) to Washington:. A parking lot for the park is adjacent 
to the. outbound side of the GW Parkway. Inside the park, as of July 
1993, were two cannons - one closer to the GW Parkway and a 
second (the one near whiCh Mr. Foster was found) closer to Chain 
Bridge Road. That second cannon is approximately 200 yards from 
the parking area. 

Thirty-one witnesses, 19 of whom observed Mr. Fo.ster's body, have 
provided relevant testimony about their activities and observations in 
and around the Fort Marcy Park.area on July 20, 1993. They include: 

6 private citizens (one of whom discovered and observed Mr. 
Foster's body};· 

· 13 Park Police personnel (9 of whom observed Mr. Foster's 
body); 

11 Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department (FCFRD) 
personne~ (8 of whom observed the body); and 

Dr .. Haut, the doctor representing the Medical Examiner's 
Office who responded to the scene and examined the body. 

Between about 2:45 and 3:05 p.m., a citizen (Cl) driving outbound 
on GW Parkway saw "a dark metallic grey, Japanese sedan" occupied 
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by a single, white male abruptly 2nter Fort M~rcy Park. ~ 1 said in }iis .: · ' 
initial 1993 statement to the Park f olice that the license plate· was 
from Ohio or Arkansas. Months later, onApril 18, 1994; during Mr. 
Fiske's i~vestigation~ Cl was shown photographs of Mr.Foster's cat. 
c 1 stated that the car in the photographs lo.oked "similar" to the car 
he recalled, but that the license pl~te on it·differed from that which· 
he recalled. 

, . I 

Another citizen (C2) drov'e his rental car into the Fort Marcy parking 
Iot at approximately ,4:30 p.m. While there, C2 saw.one unoccupied 
car, whiCh he described as a "rust brown colored car with Arkansas 
license plates;" C2 also, s~wariother nearby car; that G'ar was 
occupied by a man who exited his car as C2 exited his own cat; C2 . 
described this man as having "a look like he had a ... an age11da," 
although "everything I based my observation of this guy, was from · 

· my gut, more than anything else.','. C2 and the man. did not speakto ( 
one another. C2 went intothe park to urinate, and the other manhad' 
reentered his car by the time C2 returned to the parking lot. C2 then · 
left the park in his car. 

. . . 
. . 

Aman (C3) and woman (C4) pulled into the Fort Marcy parking area 
in C4's white Nissan at about 5:00 p'.m. and were stiii'at Fort Marcy 

· when police and,rescue personnel arrived shortly after 6:0Q p.m. 
While C3 and C4 were at FortMarcy, anothercitizel1 (CS}drove his.· 
white yan.into the parking lotto urinate. CS said that he exited his 
van, and while walking through the park, found Mr. Foster's body 
near the second qmnon,the cannon closerto Chain Bridge Road. CS 

·· then left Fort Marcy and drove approximately2.75 miles further'. 
·outbound dn the GW Parkway to a parking area near GW Parkway · 
Headquarters; there, CS reportedthe dead body to two off-duty Park 
Service employees who called 911. Numerous Park Police .and . 

· FCFRD personnel thenrespondedto Fort Marcy Park., 
. . 

·In the initial response, t\vo groups of FCFRD personnel, as well as 
Park Police Officer Kevin Fomshill, arrived at Fort, Marcy Park at 
approximately thesarrie time-about6:10p.rri.Theythen splitfato 
teams to search thepark. Officer F qmshill and FCFRD personnel 
George Gonzalez and Todd Hall composed one group; FCFRD ·. 
personnel Richard Arthur, James Iacone, Jennifer Wacha; and Ralph 
Pisani formed the other.The Fomshill~Hall Gonzalez group' first 
reached the body ofMr. Foster,.and.the other group joined them soori 
thereafter. . · · .· . · . . ·" . · 

Twelve additional Park Police personnel sub~equehtly arrived at Fort 

, ,\ 
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Marcy Park. Officer Franz Ferstl was the responding beat officer 
and, as such, was responsible for preparing the incident report. He 
responded to the scene at the same time as Officer Julie Spetz. 
Sergeant Robert Edwards, the District supervisor, also arrived onthe 
scene. Ferstl, Spetz, and Edwards arrived before approximately 6: 15 

. p.m., according to the report of Officer Christine Hodakievic, who 
arrived at approximately 6:15 p.m. and recorded the names of those 
officers already on the scene (Fomshill, Ferstl, Spetz, and Edwards) . 
. Lieutenant Patrick Gavin arrived in a supervisory role at roughly 
6:30 p.m., according to his recollection. 

According to their reports, Investigators Cheryl Braun and John 
Rolla, the lead Park Police investigators, arrived along with 
Investigator Renee Abt at about 6:35 P·ll1· They received 
investigative assistance from Officer Hodakievic, who was an 
investigator in training atthat time. Peter Simonello, the Park Police 
identification technician responsible for gathering physical evidence, 
arrived shortly thereafter. 

At the scene, Park Police investigators and the Park Police 
identification technician conducted interviews, examined the body 
and Mr. Foster's car, made notes, took photographs, and collected 
evidence. Later, five ofthe Park Police personnel prepared typed 
reports: the responding beat officer (Ferstl), the two lead 
investigators (Rolla and Braun), Officer Hodakievic, and the 
identification technician (Sinionello ). Several evidence receipts were 
prepared to record physical evidence obtained at the scene. 

When the Park Police and rescue personnel found Mr. Foster's body, 
he was lying on his back on a berm in front of the second cannon, 
the cannon.nearer Chain Bridge Road: He was dead and had a gun 
in his right hand (with his thumb trapped in the trigger guard)~ 
Gunshot residue-like material was observed on his right hand. 

· When the Park Police lifted and turned over the body later that 
evening, they noted a wound out the back of his head, and blood on · 
the ground underneath his head and back. They observed no signs 
of a struggle. ·· 

Park Police also found a gray, 4-door Honda Accord with Arkansas 
plates in the parking lot; that car, the police discovered later that 
evening, was registered to Mr. Foster. The two lead Park Police · 
investigators (Braun and Rolla) photographed and examined the car 
and., during that examination, found Mr. Foster's White House 

1 identification. The car was towed to a Park Police impoundment lot 
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that night. Th~ n~xi day,Jhe c;a(was further photographed.and 
examined at the impoundment lot. · 

,'j 

Dr. Haut, the medical examiner'srepresentati.ve, arrived atFort . . 
Marcy.Park atapproximately 7:40 p.m. onJul)'20 and confirm~dthe · · 
death. The body was then transported by FCFRD ambulance 
personnel fo a morgue at Fairfax Hospital in fairfax, Virginia. 

The witnesses' recollections of precise details at Fort Marcy Park 
vary in some respects (the differences will be explored below). 
Nonetheless, the .evidence from the scene -including the gun, the 
apparent residue,. the nature of the wound, the blood, the lackofany ·· 
signs of a struggle -~ points to the conclusion that death resulted from 
suicide by gunshot A final determination of the manner ofdeath 
depends on a variety ·Of further investigative steps."-- most 

. - \ . ' 

importantly, those associated with forensic science. 
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V. FORENSIC ANALYSES 

The forensic analyses, in conjunction with the evidence from the' 
scene, confirm that Mr. Foster committed suicide in Fort Marcy Park .. 

A. Autopsy 

The autopsy occurred on: July 21, 1993, in the presence of six 
persons. Dr. James Beyer, Depµty Chief Medical Examiner of the 

. Virginia Office of the Chief Medical Examiner, conducted the 
autopsy, aided by an assistant. Park Police Sergeant Robert Rule and 

, Officer Jameis Morrissette observed the autopsy. Park Police 
IdentificationTechnicians Hill and Johnson took photographs at the 

· autopsy and collected evidence such as clothing, blood samples, and 
, , • ' I 

hair samples. Dr. Beyer prepared an autopsy report. He has 
supplemented the report with testimony on several occasions. Dr. 
Beyer has performed over 20,000 autopsies. ,His responsibility is to 
determine cause of death and, in the case of a gunshot wound, to 
determine with the police the manner of death - suicide, homicide, 
accident, or undetermined. 

Dr. Beyer said Dr. Haut contacted him early on July 21, 1993, to 
advise him of Mr. Foster's death. Dr. Beyer recall~d that Dr. Haut 
indicated that there was a perforating gunshot wound (that is, a 
gunshot wound with an entrance and exit) and that the Park Police 
was the investigating agency. 

Dr. Beyer recalled that when he opened the body bag, there was 
blood ori the right side of the face and on the right shoulder area of 
the shirt. Dr. Beyer found a large amount of blood in the body bag. 

The autopsy report states that Mr. Foster's height was 6 feet and 4 112 
inches and his weight\vas 197 pounds. The report indicates no 
problems or abnormalities with the cardiovascular system, respiratory 
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system, liver, g;~ii'Bladder, spleeh;. pancreas, adrenal and thyroid 
glands, gastrointestinal tract, genitourinary tract, kidneys, urinary 
bladder, or genitalia: The report states that the "[s]tomach contains a 
considerable amount of digested food material whose. components 
cannot be identified." 

As to the head, the report indicates: 

Perforating gunshot wound mouth-head; entrance wound is in 
the posterior oropharynx ata point approximately7 J/2" froni . 
the top of the head; there is also a defect in the tissues of the 
softpalate and some. of these fragments contain probable 
powder <;lebris. The wound track inthe head continues 
backward and upward with an entrance wound just left of the 
foremen magnum with tissue damage to the brain stem and feft· 

· cerebral hemisphere with an irregular exit scalp and skull . 
defect near the midline in the occipital region. No metallic 
fragments recovered. · 1 

. 

The report contains a diagram of the head arid brain area that depicts 
the entrance wound and the fracture liqe. A separate diagram depicts 
the fracture lines, exit,. and skull damage. A third page of diagrams of 
the head area states "perforating gunshot wound" and describes the 
entrance wound as follows: "Entrance~ mol,lth ~posterior· 
oropharynx - large defect-- soft palate defect I powder debris· 
identified." H describesthe exitwound as a wound of l 1/4" x 1 ". 
The report indicates "backward" an9 "upward" as the direction of the 
bullet through the l}ead. r 

. . 
. ' ' 

With r~spectJo the wound, Dr. Beyer stated: "The entralice wound 
was.in the back of the mouth, what we call theposterior.oropharynx; .· 
where a large defect was present. There was also a so ft palate tissue 
defect,·and powder deb.ris could be identified in the area ()fthe soft 
palate and the back of the mouth. The exit wound is depicted [in the 
autopsyreport] as being present three inches from the top of the 
head, approximately in the midline, and there is an irregular wound 
measuring one and one quarter inch by one inch."There was "good 
alignment" between the entrance and exit wouhds, and there was "no 
reason to think that this was not an entrance and exit defect 

. I . 

configuration." As the' report indicates, Dr. Beyer did not.recover any. 
bullets or bullet fragments from the body. 

1 

· 

' ·/ -, 

The report states that"[ s]ections of soft palate" were:''positive for 
powder debris," and Dr~ Beyer saidthat the gunpo'Nder debris in the 
mouth was "grossly present,"' meaning that it could beseen with the 
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naked eye, and was present in a "large amount." Thus, Dr. Beyer 
. ~tated that "the obvious finding was that the muzzle of the weapon 
had to be in his mouth, close to the back of his throat, back of his 
mouth." 

Dr. Beyer said that he performed "an external examination of the 
body, with photography of the body. We then examine the body for 
any identifying marks, such as scars, tatoos or wounds." Dr. Beyer 
stated that he recalls observing powder debris on the right hand. He 
recalled gunpowder debris on the left hand to a much lesser degree. 
(The diagrams in the autopsy report indicate "black material" on both 
the right hand and the left hand.) Dr. Beyer also recalled a "tannish 
brown: indentation" across the back of the rightthumb (the thumb 
which had been in the trigger guard}. 

Dr. Beyer said that observation of Mr. Foster's body revealed no 
wounds on the neck, hands, buttocks, shoulder, back, or any portion 
·of the body other than the head; he said, moreover, that any such 
wounds would have been registered on the anatomic diagram. Dr. 
Beyer stated that "[t]here was no evidence of any trauma to the 
individual other than the gunshot wound." 

Dr. Beyer concluded that this was a self-inflicted wound based upon 
the fact that there was no evidence of any trauma other than the 
gunshot wound, and "no evidence of any central nervqus system 
depression or diseased state that would have permitted, in my 
estimation, somebody to walk up and put a gun in his mouth and pull 
the trigger." · 

Dr. Beyer's conclusions were reviewed by two sets of experts, one set 
retained by the OIC and the other by Mr. Fiske's Office. Their 
analyses of Dr. Beyer's findings and of the.relevant laboratory. 
analyses are outlined below. They confirm the conclusions reached at 
the autopsy. 

B. Laboratory Analyses 

A number of photographs were taken at Fort Marcy Park and at the 
autopsy. In addition; at both the scene and the autopsy, the Park 
Police obtained physical evidence. Evidence receipts show that, at 
the Fort Marcy scene, the Park Police obtained physical evidence and 
clothing, including the following: 

l . 

. · * Colt Army Special .3 8 caliber revolver, 4", 6-shot (obtained 
I 
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from "righfharid victim")·· 
. - . . ' .I .• 

* round .38 caliber RP 3 8 SPL HV (from '1re;olver") 

*casing .38.caliber RP 38 SPL HV (from "revolver") 

* eyeglasses (from berm) .. 

* Seiko quartz wrist watch (from "Deceased left wrist") 

* pager (from "Deceased-right side w·aist area") 

* silver colored ring (from "Deceased right ring finger'~) . 

*gold colored ban'd type ring (from "Deceased left ring 
finger") 

* black suit jacket (from·;, front passenger seat of gray Honda'') .... 

* blue silk tie with swans (on ''top of c;;oat~n front passenger 
seat") 

*White i-IouseJderitification (from ''under coaton f;ont 
passenger seat") . 

*brown leather wallet (from "inside suit jacket pocket of suit 
jacket from front passenger seat") 

·. At the autopsy, the Park Police obtained physical evidence and 
clothing, including the following: 

* one vialofblood. 

* lock seal envelope containing pulled head hairs 

* white c~J6red long Sleeve button dow~ shirt with blood stain · 

* white colored shoi:1 sleeve t-shirt with blood stain 
.. 

* pair white colored boxer shorts 
(. 

* pair blue gray colored pa11ts with black colored belt ., 

·* pair black color.ed Socks · 

· ... * pair black colored~dress' shoes, size 11 M 

) 
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The Park Police and Medical Examiner's Office caused several 
laboratory tests ofihe evidence to be performedduring the initial 
1993 investigation. In addition, Mr. Fiske's Office and the OIC 
submitted physical evidence collected during the investigation of Mr. 
Foster's death to the FBI Laboratory, which has produced reports 
analyzing physical evidence. The OIC also submitted physical 
evidence to Dr. Lee, and he, too, produced a report based on his 
laboratory analyses. The following summarizes the relevant 
laboratory analyses. 

1. Gun 

a. Operation 

The .38 caliber revolver recovered from Mr. Foster's hand at Fort 
Marcy Park had a four-inch barrel and a capacity of six shots. It had 
one live round and one spent casing. I-lad the trigger been pulled 
again, the next shot would have fired the remaining round. 

In August 1993, at the request of the Park Police, the Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) Laboratory examined the 
revolver and found that it functioned. The A TF Laboratory 
determined that the cartridge case found in the cylinder under the 
hammer was fired in that gun. The FBI Laboratory also test-fired the 
gun and determined that it "functioned normally" and that the trigger 
pulls were normaL The .38 caliber cartridge case "was identified as 
having been fired in the ... revolver. " Like the expended cartridge, 
the unexpended cartridge was .3 8 caliber manufactured by . 
Remington. They bore similar headstamps. Dr. Lee also test-fired the 
revolver and found that it was operable. 

b. Serial Numbers 

An A TF report on the gun's twb .serial numbers revealed a purchase 
atthe Seattle Hardware Company in Seattle, Washington, on · 
September 14, 1913, and atthe Gus Habich Company in. 
Indianapolis, Indiana, on December 29, 1913. The gun could not be 
further traced. Laboratory examination of the gun 

\ . 

found. no indication of any alteration of the serial number of 
the weapon .... The additional serial number on the crane of 
the firearm most likely occurred at some time when the eighty 
year..;old weapon was repaired. There is no realistic way to 
determine when such a repair occurred. The exchange of the 
two numbers between the frame and the crane is a condition 
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noted on many similar fi~eamis Ill the Laboratory's Reference 
Firearm~ '.Colleetion and is not consider.ed significant. · 

c. Ammunition 

Dr. Lee noted that the ammunition found in this weapqn was type 
"RP .38 SPL HV," manufactured by Remington Peters; Dr. Lee · 
stated that information from the manufacturer indicated that this.· 
ammunition was discontinued in 1975, and that the cartridge 
therefore would have been manufactured prior to that time. 

d.DNA 
• • '; ._ I ' : 

DNA consistent with Mr. Foster's DNA was detected on the muzzle 
portion of the barrel of the revolver. In particular, DNA. type DQ 
alpha 2, 4 was detected on the gun and in Mr. Foster's blood. 

e. Blood 
I 

The gun was· recovered at the scene by Park Police Technician . . 
Simonello and subsequently packaged in brown paper for storage in 
an evidence locker. While the Park Police's subsequent examinations 
for fingerprints and other evidence' could have removed some trace · 
evidence that might have existed on the guh, br. Lee examined the 
gun and reported that "[s]mall specks of brownish-colored dep~sits · 
were noted." Dr. Lee found that "[s]ome ofthese deposits gave 
positive results with a chemical test for blood" although the "quantity. 
of sampl,e, presenfwas insufficient for further analysis.'' 

Dr. Lee also reportedthat"[m]acroscopic and microscopic 
examination of[the] piece of paper" originally wrapped around the .· 
barrel ofthe revolver for evidence storage "revealed the presence of 
reddish-colored particles'. These stains also gavepositive.results with 

·a chemical test for blood." Dr. Lee stated that. "[t]his factsuggests 
that the barrel of the weapon was in contact or at close range to a 
sdurce of liquid blood." '· . · . 

Dr. Lee further stateqthat "[b]lood spatters and tissueiike materials. 
were noted onthe fingerprint.lift tap~ from the weapon." Dr. Lee 
concluded that "[t]he presence of blood and tissue-like materials on . 

. the lifts is another str9ng indication that this weapon was fired while 
in contact with or close to a blood source." - . 

f~ Fingerprints. 
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· Identification Technician E.J. Smith of the Park Police examined the 
gunfor latent fingerprints on July 23, 1993. The results were 

r- negative. The FBI Laboratory later. examined the gun and similarly 
detected no latent prints on the exterior surface of the weapon. 

Ill his report tothe OIC, Dr. Lee explained that "[t]he handle grip 
area of [the .38 Colt revolver] is textured and is not typical of the 
type of surface which commonly results in the development of 

. identifiable latent fing~rprints." He also noted that the fingerprint 
powder method was used when the Park Police initially tested the 
gun; "[a]lthough the fingetjJrint powder method is one of the most 
common techniques used in the latent print field, there are also newer 
technologies, such as cyanoacrylate fuming, laser, and forensic 
lighting techniques which could have been used in this case. It is 
unknown at this time whether these techniques would have provided 
additional information" had they initially been employed. 

The FBI Laboratory also noted that a lack of fingerprints is not 
extraordinary and that "[g]enerally, the determining factors in leaving 
latent prints are having a transferable substance, i.e., sweat, 
sebaceous oil or other substance on the fingers, and having a surface 
that is receptive to receiving the substance that forms the latent 

. prints. A clean; smooth, flat surface is most receptive for transfer of 
any substance from the'fingers," and the surface ofthe grip handle at 
issue here was textured, not smooth. 

g. Marks on Body from Gunshot and Gun 

(1) Gunshot Residue on Hands 

The photographs of Mr. Foster's right hand taken at Fort Marcy Park 
and during the autopsy depict.black gunshot residuelike material on 
the right forefinger and the area between the thumb and forefinger .. · 
The autopsy report also noted material on the forefinger area of the 
left hand. · · 

' 
During the Park Police investigation, the A TF Laboratory found that 
gunshot residue patterns reproduced in the laboratory were consistent 
with those seen in the photographs taken by the Park Police at the · 
scene. The FBI Laboratory similarly stated that gunshot residue on 
the right forefinger area of the right hand is "consistent with the 
disposition of smoke from muzzle blast or cylinder blast when the .. 
.. revolver is fired using ammunition like that represented by" the 
cartridge and casing recovered from the gun "when this area of the 
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right hand is positiOned nearthe front of the cylinder or to the side of 
and near the muzzle." ' ' . . 

Dr. Lee conducted test firings using a laboratorystan~ard ~ea'pon 
and the same kindofamm·µnition that was found in the·

1
revolver 

recovered from Mr. Foster's hand. With the standard weapon, little or 
no observable gunpowder particles were released from the cylinder 
area or onto the shooter's hand. However, Dr. Lee reported that each 

. . . r 

test-fired shot of the revolver found in Mr. Foster's hand at Fort· . 
. Marcy Park produced a significant amount of unburned and partial~y 
burned gunpowder. Relatedly, Dr. Lee reported that the gun had an 
''extraordinary front cylinder gap" (the space bet\Veenthe cylinder 
and the barrel} of.O l inch through which gunpowder residl.leis : 
expelled when the gun is fired. Dr. Lee stated that the gap was one 

· · "possible cause[] of the deposit of a large amount of gunshot residue ·. 
particles on Mr. Foster's body m;idclothing.~" · . 

(2) Indentation on Thumb 

The revolver was recovered from Mr. Foster's right hand at the scene 
at Fort Marcy Park by Park Police Technician Simo~ello .. Technician . 
Simonello reported that Mr. Foster's thumb was trapped in the trigger 
guard of the gun~, consistent with Technician ,Simonello's · . . 
observation, the autopsy photographs depict an indentation mark on 
the inside of the right thumb; · < 

_.,': 

. ' 

The mark on the inside ofthe right thumb whici) is 
visible inthe [autopsy}photograph is consistent with a ·. 

· mark produced by thetrigger of the ... revolver when . 
this portion of the right thumb is wedged between the 
front of the trigge'r and the inside of the front ofthe 
trigger guard of the; .. revolver when tpe trigger 
rebounds (moves forward) . .The trigger of the. . . . 
revolver automatically rebounds when tel eased after · .. ·· 
firing (single or doubleaction) or wheneve.rthetl,"igger is 
released after it is moved to the rear. This mark is 

· consistent \vith the position of the right thunib of the 
victim in the trigger guard ofthe revolver in [three 
Polaroid] photographs.· 

Part V Continues 
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h. Summary: Gun , 

Dr. Lee concluded, "[b Jased on laboratory observations and the 
examinatiOn of tpe scene photographs," that ''the revolver·, .. is 
consistent with the weapon which resulted in the death of Mr. 
Vincent Foster. The barrel of this weapon was likely in Mr. Foster's 
mouth at the time the weapon was discharged. Gunshot residue noted . 
on Mr. Foster's right hand an.dthe lesser amount of deposits on his· 
left hand indicated that Mr.Foster held the weapon when it was 
fired." · 

2. Clothing 
. . 

At the autopsy, clothing W(l~ removed from Mr. Foster's body and 
placed on a table in the autopsy room. Park Police Officer Johnson 
took this clothing and placed it in a single bag for return to the Park 
Police offices. There, brown wrapping paper was laid on the floor of 
a photography room and the clothes placed on that paper. The clothes 
were left to dry in the photography room untiLMonday, July:26, · · 
'when Technician Sinionello packaged the clothing and put it into an 

. . '· - . ' - ,. . 

evidence locker. 

The FBI Laboratory and Dr. Lee independe~tly examined the . 
clothing, examined debris collected from the clothing by the FBI 
Laboratory during the 1994 investigation cori.gucted'by Mr. Fis~e's · 

. Office, studied photographs taken at the scene and autopsy;and 
... reported a numberoffindings related to the clothing. . · · · 

· a. Gunshot Residue 

Dr. Lee, in his examinatfons, reported "[s]mall deposits of. 
gunpowder residue and partially burned gunpowder particles ii on the . 
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shirt. Earlier FBI Laboratory examination of the shirt resulted in a 
positive reaction for vaporized lead and very fine particulate lead on 
the front of the shirt. "This type of reaction is consistent with the type 

. of reaction.expected when a firearm is discharged in close proximity 
to this portion of the shirt. It is consistent with muzzle bla,st or 
cylinder blast from a revolver like the [submitted] revolver using 
ammunition like" the cartridge and cartridge case submitted with the 
gun. The FBI Laboratory further stated that 

[ s ]ubsequent chemical processing of the ... shirt in the 
Laboratory revealed lead residues in a small area nearthe sixth 
button from the collar on the front of the ... shirt. This 
reaction could have been caused by contact with a source of 
lead residues. Lead _residues were also detected on the 

. underside of the edge of the collar on the left side of the ... 
shirt. This small area of lead residues could have been caused 
by the discharge of a firearm consistent with the positive 
reaction noted above when the [submitted] shirt was received 
in the Laboratory. 

The FBI Laboratory reported that these gunshot r~sidues "are 
consistent with the cylinder blast or the muzzle blasts" which would 
be produced if the revolver was fired "in close proximity to the front 
of th[is] shirt." 

Similarly, when theATF Laboratory, at the request of the Park 
Police, tested Mr. Foster's shirt, it found "a positive reaction 
consistent with the discharge of a revolver in close proximity to the 
upper front of the shirt." 

b. Bloodstain Patterns as Depicted in Photographs From. Scene 

The FBI Laboratory examined the bloodstain patterns depicted in the 
Polaroids taken at the scene. The Laboratory Report stated: 

Photographs of the victim at the incident scene depict apparent 
blood stains on his face and the right shoulder of his dress 
shirt. The.staining on the shirt covers the top of the shoulder 
from the neck to the top of the arm and consists of saturating 
stains typical of having been caused by a flow of blood onto or 
soaking into the fabric. The stains on his face take the form of 
two drain tracks and one larger contact stain .... 

The contact stain on the right cheek a.nd jaw of tp.e victim is 
typical of having been caused by a blotting action, such as · 
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would happen if a blood-so.aked object was brought in contact .. 
with the ·side .. o.fh.is f(lce and taken away, leaving the observed · · 

·pattern behind. The closest blood-bearing object which could . 
have caused this staining is the right shoulder of the victim's 
shirt. The quantity, configuration and distribution of the blood 

.·on the shirt and the right cheekaµdJaw of the victim a,re 
consistent with the jaw being in contact With the shoulder of 
the shirt at some time~ . . . . . 

Dr. Lee also examined the photographs taken at FortMarcyPark..He. ·. 
noted that the photographs of the shirt show several areas of. 
bloodstains, illcluding "saturated-type bloodstains" on the "shoulder 
and collar region." 

·ona separate bloodstain issue, Dr. Lee examinedthephotographs 
and reported that "[h]igh velocity impact type bloodspatters were · 
observed on Mr. Fostees face, hands, and shirt~" Dr. Lee stated that 
"[tJhis type of blood spatter typically is produced at the.time when a 
weapon is discharged and the.spatters result from the hack$patter of 
the gunshot wound:"' Dr. Lee.reported that "[t]hese blood spatters are· 
intact and no signs of alteration or smudging were, observed." This. 
finding is in conflict with any theory thatthe fatal shot was fired . . . 
elsewhere arid the head wrapped during movemenf or cleaned upon . 
arrival "'- because those actions likely would have altered, smudged, 
or eliminated the bl~ocl spatters, contrary to what Dr. Lee found. 

c. Blood Drainage After Movement lFrom Fort Marcy P~rkancll 
Bloodstains on Clothing at Autopsy 

Dr. Lee noted tha.tDr. Beyer had "observed a large amount of liquid 
blood in the body.bag and in Mr. Foster's body," which "further 
indicates that the location where the body was found is consistent 
with the primary scene [and that it] is, therefore,·unlikelythat Mr. 
Foster's body was moved t.o the.Fort Marcy Park scene from another 
location." 

The shirt itself, which was removed at the autopsy lifter l'hovement'of . 
the body to the morgue, contains bloodstains on areas where blood 
does not appear in the photographs of the body at the scene. Dr. Lee· 
stated that these. stains on the. shirt "most likely occurred. when the 

. body was placed into the body bag and moved from the sceneand/or .· . 
when In the body bag, piior to the collection ofthe decedent's . 
clothing." As·n:otedhelovv,1he.experts concludedthat the shirt.likely 
.wouldhavebeen more extensively stained whenthebody'was.found 
at the second :cannon area at Fort Marcy Park had the body been 

- ' . 
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moved from another location. 

d. MineralN egetative Material 

Dr. Lee reported that examination of a photograph of Mr. Foster's 
shoes taken by the FBI Laboratory at the time of its initial 
examination revealed brownish smears on thy left heel. Dr. Lee 
further stated that his own macroscopic and microscopic 
examinations of the shoes.revealed the presence of soil-like debris. 
(The FBI Laboratory photo of the shoes, taken in 1994 at the time of 
the Laboratory's examination of the clothing, shows traces of soil 

'visible to the naked eye.) Dr. Lee found that "[t]race materials were 
located embedded in the grooves of the sole patterns at the heel of 
[the left shoe]. A portion of this material subsequently was removed. 
Microscopic and macroscopic examination showed this material to 
contain mineral particles, including mica, other soil materials, and 
vegetative matter." Dr. Lee stated that this fact "indicates, the sole of 
the shoe had direct contact with a soil surface containing these ' 
materials." 

e. Lack of Rips, Tears, or Scraping on Clothing 

Dr. Lee found a small amount of vegetative material on Mr. Foster's 
shirt that could have resulted from contact with the ground in the 
park. Dr. Lee found norippiilg, tearing, or scratch or scraping-type 
marks on, the shirt. Dr. Lee stated that this fact "suggests that. no 
prolonged moving contact with a soil surface occurred which would 
cause the type of damage commonly resulting fr.om dragging or 
similar action." 

Dr. Lee reported that soil and grasslike materials were similarly 
present on the pants in the area of the rear pocket, which indicates 
that the pants had direct contact with a soil surface. Dr. Lee reported 
that "[n]o dragging-type soil patterns or damage which could have 
resulted from dragging-type action were observed on these, pants." 

f.Bone Chip 

Dr. Lee examined debris collected from Mr. Foster's clothing and 
reported that the debriswas "found to contain a bone chip." Dr. Lee 
stated that DNA was extracted from this bone fragment and 
amplified, an.dthe DNA profile generated for this bone sample was 
consistent with the DNA types of Mr. Foster. Based on his analysis 
of the evidence, Dr. Lee concluded that "[t]his bone chip originated 
from Mr. Foster and· separated from his skull .~t the time the.projectile 

I 
•/ 
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exit~d Mr. Fostet's head." 

g. Pants Pocket arid Oven Mitt 

William Kennedy, Associate White House. Counsel, eventually t9ok 
possession of Mr. Foster's car ori behalf of the Foster family after the 
Park Police released it on July 28, 1993. Mr. Kennedy maintained 
contents of the car that had not been taken into evidence by the Park 
Police, arid he produced those contents to investigators from Mr. 
Fiske's Office. The contents included a kitchen oven mitt that had 

'. . . ' 

been in the glove compartment in Mr. Foster's car (the mitt is 
. depicted in the glove compartment in the Park Police photographs of 
thecar taken at the impcmndment lot on July21). ·· . 

Dr. Lee's examinations of this oven mitt and.ofMr. Foster's pau'ts 
(taken into evidence by the Park Police at the autopsy on July 21) . 
. produced circumstantial evidence relevant to the investigation. 

Dr. :Lee reported that "Im ]acroscopic and microscopic examination of 
the inside of the front pants pockets reveal~d the presence of fiber~ . 
and other materials, including a portion of a sunflower seed husk ip 
the front l~ft pocket. Instrumental analysis of particles removed from 

. the pocket surface revealed the presence of lead. These materfals 
,were also found inside the oven mitt located in the glove ·. . 
compartm~nt of Mr. Foster's vehicle .... The presen:ceof these trace 
materials could indicate that they share a common origin. These 
materials in the pants pocket clearly resulted from the transfer by an . 
intermediate object, such as the Colt weapon.'' 

As noted, Dr: Lee also examined the oven mitt recovered from Mr. 
Foster's car. He reported: "Dark particle residues were located inside · 
of the oven mitt. Instrumental .analysis revealed the presence of the 
elements lead and antimony in these partieles; this finding could 
indicate that an item which had gunshot residue on it, ~uch. as the 
revolver ... , came in contact with the interior of [the oven mitt].'·' 

· Dr. Lee further stated that "[ s ]uriflower-type seed husks were located · · 
on the inner surfaces ofthis oven mitt. These sunflower seed 
particles were similar to the sunflower seed husks found in Mr. . 
F ostei's front, left pant~ pocket." Dr. Lee stated that " [ t]his finding. 
suggests that the sunflower seed husk found inside the pants pocket 
could have been transferred from the oven mitt through an 
intermediate object, sm~h as-the revolver.;' 

I' 

Virtually all theories that the manner ofdeath was not suicide assume 
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that Mr. Foster did not previously possess the gun recovered from his 
hand at Fort Marcy Park. Apart from a variety of other compelling 
circumstantial arid testimonial evidence (discussed below) that the 
gun belonged to Mr. Foster, tlie evidence regarding the pants pocket 
and oven mitt also tends to link Mr. Foster to the gun. Mr. Foster was 
found by police and rescue personnel wi.th the gun that fired the fatal 
shot in his hand, and the oven mitt was found in the glove 
compartment in his car. There is no evidence, moreover, that anyone 
other than Mr. Foster did place .or would have placed this or any 
other gun into Mr. Foster's pants pocket and into the oven mitt. 
Those pieces of evidence, when considered together arid with all of 
the other evidence, tend to link Mr. Foster to the gun and thus tend to 
refute a theory that the manner of death was not suicide. The 
evidence regarding the pants pocket and oven mitt does not itself 
compel a finding as to location of death, but it is consistent with a 
scenario in which Mr. Foster transported the gun from the Foster 
home in the oven mitt, and carried the gun in his pants pocket as he 
walked from his car in Fort Marcy Park to the berm near the second 
cannon. 

h. Hairs and Fibers 

In debris collected from Mr. Foster's clothing, the FBI Laboratory 
reported finding two blond to light brown head hairs of Caucasian 
ofigin that were suitable for comparison purposes and dissimilar to 
those of Mr. Foster. The hairs did not appear to have been forcibly 
removed. Hair evidence can become important or relevant in a 

" criminal investigation when there is a known suspect and a 
significant evidentiary question whether the suspect can be , 
forensically linked to another person (a rape or murder victim, for 
example) or to a particular location. If the suspect is a strang~r to the 
victim or the scene, the presence of the suspect's hair is relevant in 
assessing whether he or she had contact with the victim or scene. In . 
this case, however, the only known individuals who reasonably 
might have been compelled to provide hair samples were persons 
already known to have had contact with Mr. Foster. 

The FBI Laboratory reported 35 definitive carpet-type fibers in the 
·debris collected from the clothing. Of those fibers, 23 were white 
fibers. OIC investigators sought to determine a possible source for 
the fibers_:. for the white fibers in particular, in light of the number of 
white fibers in comparison to the limited number of fibers.of other 
colors. The logical known sources for possible comparison were 
carpets from locations with which Mr. Foster was known to heave 
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been in contact;_-h~ car, home, and workplace. OIC investigator~ 
obtained carpet samples from those sources, including from a white 
carpet locafrdin 1993 in th~ house in Washillgton where Mr, Foster 
lived with his family. The FBI Laboratory determined that the white 
fibers obtained from Mr. Foster's clothing were consistent with the 
samples obtained from thatcarpet. 

In sum, therefore, the carpet fiber evidence - the determination that 
the white fibers were cons_istent with a carpetfro1TI the Fosters' house 
and the variety and insignificant number of other fibers"--- does not 
support speculation that Mr. Foster was wrapped and moved in a .. 
carpet on July 20. Indeed, the fiber evidence, when considered . 
together. with the' entirety of the evidence, is in~onsist~nt with, such ·. ·, 
speculation. · , 

3. Eyeglasses 

When found, Mr. Foster's body waslocated ona steep berm with his 
head higher than his feet and his feetpointed essentially· straight · 
down the berm. Mr. f aster's eyeglasses were recovered by Park 
Poiice TechnicianSimonello ~pproximately ·13 feet l?elow Mr. 
Foster's f~et. 

a. Blood 
. .. · .. • 

Dr. Lee stated that '.'[b]loodstains'were found on both sides of the 
lenses" of Mr. Foster's eyeglasses. These bloodstains "were.less than 
or equal to 1 mm in size. In addition, bloodlik~ and tissue-like 
materials were identified on the [fingerprint] lifts ofthe eyeglasses. " 

. . ... ! ' ,. 

b. Gmipowder 

The FBI Laboratory found one piece of ballsmokeless P<:hyder 911 
the· eyeglasses, and it was ''physically and chemically similar" to the 
gunpowder identified in the cartridge case. . . · 

c. Summary: Eyeglasses 

Dr. Lee stated that the above facts i•support the interpretation that Mr. 
Foster was wearing his eyeglasses at the time the gun was . · 
discharged;" The analyses and conclusions of the experts· apd · 
investigators in this and prior investigations reveal that th.e'location 
where the glasses were found is consistent with the conclusion that 
Mr. Foster was wearing the.glasses at the time the shot wasfired. 
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4. Surrounding Area 

a. Gunshot Residue in Soil 

As part of his examination, Dr. Lee went to Fort Marcy Park with 
OIC investigators and obtained soil and other materials from the 
berm on which Mr. Foster's body was found. Dr. Lee examined the 
soil samples; he reported that " [a] few unburned. and partially 
deformed gunpowder-like garticles were recovered from the soil in 
the area where Vincent Foster's body was found." It cannot be 
determined " [ w ]hether these particles were deposited on the ground 
at the time of Mr. Foster's death or at any other period of time." 

:. 

b. Possible Bloodstains on Vegetation at Scene 

Dr. Lee stated that one photograph of the scene "shows a view of the 
vegetation in the areas where Mr. Foster's body was found. 
Reddish-brown, blood-like stains can be seen on sever.al leaves ofthe 
vegetation in this area." He also noted that"[ a] close-up view of 
some of these blood-like stains can be seen in [a separate] 
photograph." 

Part V Continues 
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5. Contents of B.odily Fluid 

During the 1993 investigation, the Laboratory of the Virginia 
Division of Forensic Science found that the blood, vitreous humor, 
and urine were negative for alcohols and ketones. The Laboratory 
did not detect "phencyclidine, morphine, cocaine, [or] 
bepzoylecgqnine''; "other alkaline extractable drugs"; or "acidic [or] 
neutral drugs." 

The FBI Laboratory later conducted more sensitive testing and 
determined that the.blood sample from Mr. Foster contained 
trazodone. Trazodone was an antidepressant medication prescribed 
as Desyrel by Mr. Foster's physician on July 19, 1993, and Mr. Foster 
took one tablet thatnight, according to his wife. 

C. Review by.Pathologists . 

Be.cause of the importance of the forensic evidence to the conclusion 
about cause and manner of death, the OIC retained Dr. Brian 
Blackboume as an expert pathologist to assist the investigation. Dr. 
Blackboume reviewed the relevant reports, photographs, and 
microscopic slides; toured Fort MarcyPark; and interviewed Dr. 
Beyer, Dr. Haut, and FBI and Virginia laboratory personnel. He 
provided a report to the OIC summarizing his work on the forensic 
issues and setting forth his analysis •. 

Dr. Blackboume concluded that Mr. Foster "died of a contact 
gunshot wound of the mouth, perforating his skull and brain." Dr. 
Blackboume based that conclusion "upon the autopsy report, 
diagrams and photographs and my examination of the microscopic 
slides of the entrance wound in the soft palate and posterior 

. oropharynx wh,ich demonstrated extensive soot." 

Dr. Blackboume concluded that Mr. Foster was alive at the time the 
·shot was fired. Dr. Blackboume based this conclusion . 

upon the autopsy report and photographic evidence that there 
was bleeding beneath the scalp about the gunshot exit wound 
and beneath the fractures of the back of the skull. Such 
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bleeding requires the heart to be beating.al the titne. th~se . ' 
injuries occurred. The autopsy report and my microscopic · 
observation that bloodwas aspirated into the l~ngsrequires 
that the person be breathing in order to suck.the blood into the 
small air sa,cks of theh:mg. 

,·· ·. . . . ·, ·. .. '. 

Dr. Blackboume concludeci that Mr. Foster "fired the gun with the 
muzzle in his mouth, his right thumb pulling the trigger and . 
supporting the gun with both hands and.with both index fingers 
relatively close fo the cylinder gap (the space between the cylinder 
ai:id the barrel}." Dr. B lackboume reasoned that ''the densedeposit of 
soot on the soft palate and oropharynx indicated that the gun was 
discharged in close proximity to the soft palate. "Jn addition, the 
DNA from the muzzle of the gun was consiste~twith that of Mt. 
Foster. Fµrthermore, "[t]he rightthumb was entrapped within the 
trigger guard by the forward motion of the trigger after the revolver 

·was fired." Finally, Dr.Blackboume stated that"[w]hen a revolver is · 
fired, smoke issues outof the space between the cylinder and the 
barrel. This smoke will be deposited on skin, clothing or other . 
objects close to the cylinder gap. The autopsy report documents that 
smoke deposits were noted on the radial aspect of both right and: left 
index fingers. Dr. Beyer told me that there was more deposit on the 
right as compared to th~ leftindex fingers." 

Dr. Blackboume concluded that "[a]tthe time of his death Vfocent 
Foster was not ·under the influence of alcohol, narcotics, [or] . 
cocaine/' Dr. Blackboume based this conclusion upon the toxicology .. · 
reports of the Virginia Division of Forensic Science Tox,icology _ 
Laboratory and the FBI Laboratory; an1eeting \vith the personnel of· 
the FBI Laboratory; and a discussion with the toxicologist for the , 
Virginia Division of Forensic Science who performed work ori,the 
Foster case in 1993 . 

. Dr. Blackboume concluded that the gunshot wmmdthat caused Mr; 
Foster's death occurred in Fort Marcy Park at the location where his 

. . I . .· - . . . .,, ,. , .. · .. "' 

·. body was discovered. Dr. Bfackbourne based this con;clusion · .·· ._ 

upon the fact thathe would be immediately un~onsciqus . 
.. following the gunshot wound through the brain; Mov'emento,f . 
the body, afterthe gunshot, by another person(s).wouldha.ve · 
produced atrail of dripping blood and disphced some of his· 
)clothing. If he haµ been t~ansported from another location, 
. such movement would have resulted in much greater blood 
soilage of his ciothing (as was seen.when he later ~as pfac~d . 

'· 

/ 
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in a body bag and transported to Fairfax Hospital and later to 
the Medical Examiner's Office). No trail of dripping blood was 
observed about the body on the scene. His clothing was neat 
and notdisplaced. The blood beneath the head and on the face 
and shoulder is consistent with coming from the entrance and 
exit wounds . 

. Dr. Blackboume c.oncluded that the blood draining from the right 
nostril and right side of the mouth, as' documented by Polaroid scene 
photographs, suggests that an early observer may have caused 
movement of the head. Dr. Blackboume based.this conclusion 

upon the fact that blood will pool in the mouth and 
nasopharynx while the heart is still beating following a 
gunshot wound of the back of the mouth. This blood may drain 
toward the dependent side of the head if the volume of blood 
exceeds the capacity of the mouth. There will be a thin trickle. 
The broad area of blood covering the right lower face, chin 
and right side of his neck and. extending over the right shoulder 
and right collar of his shirt would result from the sudden 
drainage of all of the blood in his mouth .... This event 
occurred prior to taking the Polaroid scene photographs .. 

Based on all of the above evidence, analyses, and conclusions, Dr. 
Blackboume concluded that "Vincent Foster committed suicide on 
July 20, 1993 in Ft. Marcy Park by placing a .38 caliber revolver in 
his mouth and pulling the trigger. His death was at his own hand." 
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. VI. ISSUES RELATING TO EVIDENCE AT SCENE 

Evidence from the scene and regarding the activities and 
observations of persons .in and around Fort Marcy :Park on July 20, 
1993; raised certain issues requiring further investigative work: 

A. Blood Transfer Stain 

. The .Polaroids of the ho~y atthe scene depict, and many wit~esses .·.· 
who observed the body at the scene describe, the position of the head 
as facing virtually straight, not tilting noticeably to one side or the 
other. The Polaroids depict a blood transfer stain in the area of the 
right side of the face. As explained in previous sections, the expert 
pathologists and Dr. Lee analyzed this blood evidence and the 
Polaroid photographs. They concluded, based on the blood transfer 
stain, that the head made contact with the right:shoulder atsome . 
point ~efore the Polaroids were taken. The testimony and 
·contemporaneous reports· point to the conclusion that .rescue 
personnel at the scene handled the· decedent's head to check· for vital 
signs and open an airway~ 

l. 
B. Quantity of Blood 

Many who saw the body at Fort Marcy Park afteritwas lifted alld 
rolled over at the scene described a quantity o(blood behind Mr. 
Foster's head, under his body, and on the back ofhis shirt. A reporter 

··· · · and Park Police officers separately visited the scetie on July 21 and. 
22, 1993, and stated that they could identify the spot wherethe body 
had been locatedbythe blood soaked into theground. A reporter 

. placed. a stick into the ground ~here the blood spot was located and 
estimated the blood depth atone-eighth inch: .. · 

- .:.,. ·. I , 

.[n addition, as Dr. Lee stated regarding the quantity of bloo'd, the 
photographs a{ the autopsy reveal blood staining on the clothes th.at 

- .'.:·: 
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was not depicted at the scene. Moreover, Dr. Beyer, who performed 
the autopsy, found a large amount of blood in the body bag. These 
facts indi,cate that still more blood drained from the body during 
movement fr~m the Fort Marcy scene to the autopsy. 

There has been occasional public suggestion, premised on the 
s_upposedly low amount of blood observed a~ the Fort Marcy scene, 
that blood must already have drained from the body elsewhere and 
that the fatal shot therefore must have been fired elsewhere. As 
revealed by the foregoing descriptions of the evidence, the 
underlying premise of this theory is erroneous: A qu~ntity of blood 
was observed at the park under th,e body and QJl the back of the head 
and shirt; Moreover, the suggestion fails to account for the blood that 
sub~equently drained from Mr. Foster's body during movement to the 
autopsy. The blood-quantity evidence, even when considered in 
isolation from other evidence, does not support (and indeed 
contravenes) ~ suggestion that the fatal shot was fired at a place other 
than where Mr. Foster was found at Fort Marcy Park. 

C. Unidentified Persons and Cars 

The evidence establishes that at least three cars belonging to civilians 
were in and around the Fort Marcy parking lot area when the first 
Park Police and FCFRb personnel arrived: {1) Mr. Foster's gray 
Honda Accord with Arkansas tags; (2) the white Nissan with 
Maryland tags driven by C4; and (3) the broken- down blue 

. Mercedes driven by C6. The three cars belonging to Mr. Foster, C4, . 
and C6 are the only cars positively identified and known to law 
enforcement and the OIC that were in the Fort Marcy Park parking 
lot area in the 6:00- 8:30 p.m. time frame and that belong to persons 
other than F,CFRD personnel, Park Police personnel, towing 
personnel, and Dr. Haut. 

During the afternoon, before Park Police. and FCFRD personnel were 
called to the scene at Fort Mar~y Park, C2 s.aw a man in a car next to 
him; C3 and C4's statements suggest the presence of at least one man . . . . I 

in the parking lot and perhaps a jogger; and C6, after hercar broke 
down, saw a man on the entrance ramp to the parking lot who asked· 
herif she needed a ride. Law enforcement and the OIC are not aware 
ofthe identities of the persons (other than CS) described by C2, C3, 
C4, and C6. There is no evidence that any of those unidentified 
persons (or any identified persons, for that matter) had any 
connection to Mr. Foster's death; and the totality of the forensic, 
circumstantial, testimonial, and state-of-mind evidence contrasts with 
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any such sp'efa11ation" 
,:·,.' 

D. Car Locks ···_, 

. . . '' 

The Park Police investigators (Braun and Rolla) who entered and 
· searched Mr. Foster's car at FortMarcy Park said thatt}iey were able 

to enter the car without keys because the car was not locked. James 
Iacorie of the FCFRD statedJhat he had tried at least one of the doors 
and thatit was locked. That statement contrasts with that of Ralph 
Pisani of the FCFRD, who said that he, !enniferWacha,andlacone 
looked into the Honda, but that no one tried the door.s. In any event, 
even were Iacone's recollection more accurate than the oJhers, the. 
statement would be of uncertain significarice, inasmuch as it is, of . 
course, possible that one or more of the four doors was locked and 
one or more .unlocked: 

E. Neighborhood 
. . 
' ' .. ~ . > ~ . 

OIC investigators canvassed the area surrounding Fort Marcy Parkto 
· determine whether/anyone observed, heard, or had knowledge of . 
relevant activity on July20. That effort did not yield relevant. · 
information. . . · · 

', F. Pager 

A Park Police·evidence control receipt indicates that atthe scene, 
Investigator Rolla took possession of Mr. Foster's pager from his . 
right waist area. The receipt reveals that the pager, along with other 
personal property such as Mr. Foster's wallet, rings, and· watch, were 

· released tothe White House on the. evening of July 21 to be returned 
·to the Foster family. Investigator Rolla said that Mr. FQster's pager 
.was off when he recovered it. White House records of pager · 
messages do not indicatemessages sent to or from Mr. .Foster onJuly 
20. 
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VII. ISSUES RELATING TO CONDUCT OF 
INITIAL INVESTIGATION 

Certain issues related to the conduct of the initial 1993 investigation 
into Mr. Foster's death warrant discussion in.this report. 

A. Photographs 

Park Police Identification Techni~ian Simonello took 35 millimeter 
photographs of Mr. Foster's body and of the scene. Park Police 
investigators also took a number of Polaroids of Mr. Foster's body 
and of the scene. Polaroids taken at a crime or death scene develop 
immediately, and thus are useful in the event that problems 

'subsequently occur in developing other film (as occurred here). 

Thirteen of the Polaroids provided to Mr. Fiske's Office aqd the OIC 
are of the body scene, and five are of the parking lot scene. Of the 13 
Polaroids of the body scene, eight are initialed by Investigator Rolla~ 
The backs of the other five say "from C202 Sg~. Edwards 7-20-93 on 
scene." Officer F erstl said that he took Polaroids and, without 
initialing or marking them, gave them to Sergeant Edwards, who 
gave them to the investigators. Sergeant Edwards does not recall 
taking Polaroids himself. 

B. Keys 

Investigator Rolla said he felt into Mr. Foster's pants pockets at the 
scene in looking for personal effects. Later, when it became £,tpparent 

· to Investigators Rolla and Braun that they did not have the keys to 
the car, they went to the hospital to check more thoroughly for keys. 
The hospital logs indicate that Investigators Rolla and Braun were at 
the morgue.at 9:12 p.m. Investigator Braun thoroughly searched the 
pants pockets by pulling the pockets inside out, and she found two 
sets of keys. She prepared an evidence receipt indicating that the 
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keys were taken from the right_papts pocket, and she subsequently 
placed the keys. in an evidenc~ locker. L 

C. x~Rays ··. 

Although no x-rays were produced from the a,utopsy, the gunshot 
wound chart inthe autopsy report has a mark nextW "x-raysmade." 
Dr. Beyer has stated that either he did not take x~rays because the ' 
machine was not functioning properly at the time, or that if he 
attempted to takex..:rays, they did nottum out. He· stated:· · 

I had intended. to take x-rays, but our x-ray machine was· .. · 
not functioning properly that day. And if we took any all 
we got was a totally black, unreadable x:...ray, so I have 
no x-rays in the file .... l could very well have tried to 
useiton the Foster autopsy and got an imreadab.le x-ray~ 
If his wound had beena penetrating wound, where there 
was only a wound of entrance, and the missile was . · 
retained within the body, then there would h_ave been a 
requirement that I have an x.,:ray. Since this was a 
perforating wound, where there was a wound of entrance 
and a wound of exit, and I was going to examine the 
tissue through which the missile path .had tak~n, I 
concluded we could proceed without the x-ray, rather 

. than delay it six to eighthours. ' 

Dr. Beyer's assistant recalled that, at the time of the Foster autopsy, .. 
•the laboratory had recently obtained a new x-ray machine and that it 
was not tuhctioning properly. The assistant stated that the machipe 
sometimes would expose.the film·and sometimes would not. In this. 
case, the assistant recalled moving the machine over Mr. Foster's ' 
body in the usual procedure and. taking the x-ray. He said that he did 
not know untilnear the end of the autopsy thatthe machine did riot 
expose the film~ In addition, like Dr. Beyer and the assistant, the 
administrative manager of the Medical Examiner's Office recalled 
''numerous problems" with thex~ray machine in 1993 (which, 
according to records, had be.~n delivered in June 1993). . 

With respectto the check of the x-ray box on thereport·, Dr.Beyer 
· stated that he checked that box before the autopsy while c;ompleting 
preliminary information on the form and that he mistakenly did not 
erase th.at check mark when the report was finalized. · 
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VIII. OTHER ISSUES 

Several other issues have arisen and been examined by the OIC. · 
. . . . 

A. Gun Observations and Ownership , 

The 01 C conducted investigation and analysis with respect to the· , · · 
gun, both as to <?bservationsofthe gun atthe scene.and ownershipof 

'the gun. 

1. Observations of Gun at Scene · 

According to the testim~ny of the first three offici~l person11el to firid 
the body (Park Police Officer Fomshill and FCFRD personnel Hall 
and Gonzalez), the gun was in Mr. Foster's hand when they found the 
body (although Offi,cer F omshill himself did not see or look for it, 
but rather was told of it by the others). Those st~tements contrast 

\with the testimony of C5, the individual.who first saw. Mr. Foster's 
body and did not see a gun: Careful evaluation of all of the, 
circumstances and evidenGe leads to the conclusion that C5 sipiply · 
did not see the gun that was in Mr. Foster's hand. 

First, when questioned by the OIC, C5 agreed with a statement 
attributed to him in an interview report that "there was extreme dense 

. , . ., 'I 

and heavy foliage inthe area and in close proximity to the body, and 
the possibility does exist that thete was a gun Ori rearofhandthat he 
might not have seen; II That is supported, moreover, bythe testimony 
of several witnesses establishing thatthe gun was difficult to see in 
Mr. Foster's hand when standing in a position above the head on the · 
top of the berm. That is further confirmed by Polaroids taken from 
.above the head that revealthe difficulty of seeing the gunfrom that 
angle; · . . . . 

The forensic evidence and al1alyses outlined above also Sl!pport the 
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·. conclusion that the gun was in Mr. Foster's hand when CS saw him. 
As explained by the pathologists and Dr. Lee, Mr. Foster's DNA was 
consistent with that on the muzzle of the gun, traces of blood 
evidence were derived from the gun, residue was on his hand, and 
residues were on his shirt. In addition, an indentation mark on his 
thumb suggests that the gun was in the hand: for some period of time. 
The totality of the evidence leads to the conclusion that the gun 
recovered from Fort Marcy Park was in fact in Mr. Foster's hand 
when CS happened upon tbe body; but that CS simply did not see it. 

There are discrepancies in the descriptions of the color and kind of 
gun seen in Mr. Foster's hand. However, the descriptions provided by 
the first two persons to observe the gun, as well as of numerous 
others, are consistent with the gun retrieved from the scene and 
depicted in the on-the-scene Polaroids. That gun was·takeninto 
evidence by Technician Simonello on July 20, and has been 
maintained by law enforcement since then~ 

2. Ownership of Gun 

· One follow-up investigative issue concerning the gun relates to its 
ownership. Virtually all theories that the manner of death was not 
suicide rest on an assumption that the gun did not belong to Mr . 

. Foster.But testimony, circumstantial evidence, and forensic evidence 
support the conclusion thatthe gun did in fact belong to Mr. Foster. 

Mrs. Alice Mae Foster, Mr. Foster's mother, stated that Mr. Foster, 
Sr., died in 1991. He had kept a revolver in a drawer of his bedside 
table, in addition to other guns in the house. In 1991, when Mr. 
Foster, Sr., had been ill and bedridden for a period of time, Mrs. 
Alice Mae Foster had all the handguns in the house placed in a box 
and put into a closet. Subsequent to the death of Mr. Foster, Sr., in 
1991, Mrs. Alice Mae Foster gave Mr. Foster, Jr., the box of 
handguns. 

Mrs. Lisa Foster similarly recalls that her husband took possession of 
' several handguns from his parents' house ,near the ~ime of his father's 

death. She recalled that, after they moved to Washington in 1993, 
some guns were kept in a bedroom closet. She recalled what she 
described as a silver-colored gun (she also has referred to it as a 
"9owboy gun"), which had been packed in Little Rock and unpacked 
fo Wa.shington. She also recalled a .4S caliber semi-automatic pistol. 
She said she found one gun in its usual location on July 20, 1993, the 
.45 caliber semi-automatic pistol. She did not find the other gun on 
or after July 20, 1993. · 
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On July.29, 1993, Mrs.Fo.sterwas shown a photograph ofthe gun. 
retrieved from the. ;;cene and, according to the Park Police interview 
report; was unable to identify it from the photograph. On May 9, .· L 

1994, she was shown the actual gun that was recovered and said, 
according to the interview report, that the gtin "may be a gun which 
she formerly saw in her residence 'in Little Rock, Arkansas" and that 
."she may have seen the handgun ... at her residence in Washington:" 
She stated to the OIC in November 1995, when viewing the gun· 
recovered from Mr. Foster's hand, that it was the gun she unpacked 
in Washington but had not subsequentiy found; although she said she 
seemed to remember the front of the gun looking lighter in. color 
when she saw it during the move to Washington. 

Webster Hubbell stat~d that, on the night of Mr. Foster's death, Lisa 
Foster went upstairs in. the Foster house with him. While th.ere, she··. 
looked into the top of a closet, pulled out a "squared-off' gun, and 
said, according to Hubbell, that one of the guns was missing. To 
Hub bell's knowledge, the "other gun" was neverfourid at the Foster 
house. 

Sharon Bowman, one of Mr. Foster's sisters, recalled that her father 
kept a black' revolver in a drawer of his bedside table . .She said that 
she had retrieved various handguns from her parents' house, placed 
them in a shoebox, and p\lt them in her mother's closet ( ahd Ms. 
Bowman said they later were given-to Mr. Foster,Jr.) During the· 
1993 Park Police investigation, John Sloan, a family friend of the 
Fosters, wrote a letter to Captain Hume of the Park Police, stati~g 

. that he had shown Sharon Bowman a photograph ofthe gun. 
According to thefetter, Ms. Bowman stated that it ;'looked like a gun 
she had seen in her father's collection, u and particularlypointed out 
the "'wavelike' detailing at the base of the grip:" Ms. Bowman was 
later•shown the revolverrecovered from Fort Marcy Park She ·. · 
indi~ated that it looked like one that her father kept in the house in ·· 
Hope, but she couldnot positively identify it· . . 

Mr. Foster's other sister, Sheila Anthony, said she had no personal 
knowledge about the gun found in Mr. Foster's hand at Fort Marcy . 
Park. She n~called, howev:er, that her sister,' Sharon Bowman, and her.· 
brother had 'removed guns from their father;s house neat the father's 
death. · ... · 

Mr. Foster's older son said he knew his father had an old J 8 caliber 
· revolver. He saw lt being unpacked at their hotise in Washington: 
· when they moved there. Mr. Foster told his son that he had received,·. 
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this gun from his father (Vincent Foster, Sr} The older son did not 
know where the gun was kept in Washington. The son was unable to 

· conclusively identify the gun recovered on July 20, 1993, from Mr. 
Foster's hand.as the one he had previously seen. 

Mr. Foster's younger son stated that he saw one or two handguns in a 
shoebox along with a number ofloose bullets while unpacking in 
Washington. The younger son stated that these items came from his 
grandfather's house. He described his grandfather's guns as a small, 
pearl-handled gun, and one or two revolvers. He believes his father 
placed the guns in a closet in Washington. 

Mr. Foster's daughter stated she recalled someone unpacking a 
handgun at the house when they initially moved to Washington, 
although she hevet saw any other guns in their Washington house. 

To sum up, the testimony establishes that, near the time of his father's. 
death, Mr. Foster took possession of some handguns that had 

· belonged to his father. The testimony also establishes that guns, 
including ( acQording to the older son) a .3 8 caliber revolver, were 
taken to Washington bythe Foster family in 1993. Mrs. Lisa Foster 
said that she recalls two guns in a bedroom closet in Washington, one 

·of which was missing wheri she looked in the closet after Mr. 
Foster's death, and that the missing gun was the one found at the · 
scene.' Ms. Bowman has said the gun found at the scene looks like a 
gun previously kept by her father. 

In addition, forensic examinations of Mr. Foster's pants pocket and 
the oven mitt support the conclusion that Mr. Foster carried, and thus 
possessed, a gun at a time close to his death. As explained above, that 
'evidence tends to link. Mr. Foster to the gun recovered from his hand. 

This combination of testimonial, circumstantial, and forensic 
. evidence supports the conclusion thatthe gun found in Mr. Foster's 
hand belonged to Mr. Foster. · 

B. Brief case · 

There are some discrepancies in statements regarding whether a 
briefcase was in Mr.Foster's car at Fort ·Marcy Park. . 

Mr. Foster's black briefcase was in his office on July 22 when . 
documents in the. officewere reviewed by Mr. Nussbaum in the 
presence oflaw enforcementofficials. Four days later, a tom n~te 
was reportedly found in that briefcase by an Associate White House 
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Cou!1sel. To determine whetherabriefcase (and perhapsthatblack 
briefcase) was in Mr. Foster's car atFort Marcy Park, five related 
questions must be considered: 

1. Did those who saw Mr. Fostetleaye t~e .White HouseonJl!ly 20. 
· see him with a briefcase? 

2. Was a briefcase observed in Mr. Fo~ter's car at F'ort Marcy Park?·· 
. ' ' 

3; Did the Park Police ~etum a briefcase to the Secret Service that 
evening? 

. 4. Was a briefcase in Mr. Foster's office at t~e White Hol,lse after his 
death? 

5. How many briefcases did Mr. Foster use? 
. •" 

1. Mr. Foster's Departti.re From the White House· 

Linda Tripp, Betsy Pond, and Tom Castleton- all of whom worked 
in the Counsel's suite of offices__:_ said they saw Mr. Foster leave the 

·· Counsel's suite on July 20. They were interviewed separately by the 
· Park Police on July 22, 1993. 

The Park Police report of the interview with Ms. Tripp states: 

Ms. Tripp makes it a habit to notice what the· staff'niembers are 
taking with them when.they leavethe office in order to,' ' 
determine for herself how lorig she may expectthem to be · 
away from the office. Ms; Tripp was absolute_ly certain that 
Mr. Foster did not carry al1ythingin the way of a briefcase, 
bag, umbrella, etc. out of the office; · . 

Ms. Tripp cortfimied to the OIC t]Jat this teport accurately reflected 
her recollection. 

The relevant portion of the ParkPolice report ofMs.'Pond's 
interview of July 22, 1993, does.not address what Mr. Fostercarried 
when he left the office. In aJater il)terview, Ms; Pond stated that "I ... 
think I rem~mber his jacket swung over his'shoulder"and said.'i[n]ot ·. 
that I recall" tothe questionwhether Mr. Foster was carrying a .·· 
briefcase. . . . .. · 

The Park Police report ofMr .. Ca'stleton's interview of July 22, 1993; 
does not address what Mr. Foster carried when he left the office. ' · 
When questioned over eight months later; Mr.Castletonrecalled Mc 
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Foster carrying a briefcase, and Mr. Castle~on has said that it "looked 
·very much like the one" that was in Mr. Foster's office on July 22. 

The testimony of Ms. Tripp, Ms. Pond, and Mr. Castleton thus 
conflicts as to whether Foster carried a briefcase when he left the 
Counsel's suite -- two saying that he did not and one saying that he 
did. ' 

2. Mr. Foster's Car. at Fort Marcy 

. The Park Police officers who searched Mr. Foster's car at Fort Marcy 
Park (Braun and Rolla) stated there was no briefcase .in the car. The 
Park Polic'e technician who inventoried the car on July 21, E.J. 
Smith, stated that no briefcase was found. The Polaroids of the 
interior of Mr. F aster's car taken at Fort Marcy Park, and the 
photographs taken the next day at the impoundment lot, do not show 
a briefcase in the car. (The photos from Fort Marcy show a white 
canvas bag in front ·Of the rear seat on the driver's side of the car.) 

In addition, four other persons at Fort Marcy Park specifically recall 
looking into Mr. Foster's car but do not recall a briefcase. Officer 
Fomshill of the Park Police stated that he looked into the car 
{although not closely) but did not see a briefcase. Wacha, Iacone, and 
Pisani of the FCFRD also said that they did not recall seeing a 
briefcase~ 

Four other persons have varying, but imprecise, degrees of 
recollection ofa briefcase in somecar at Fort Marcy Park. 

Todd Hall of the FCFRD stated in a March 18, 1994, interview and 
in a January 5, 1995, statement to the OIC, that he recalled a 
briefcase of uncertain color in the car with Arkansas plates. 
However, in a July 20, 1994, Senate deposition, he stated "We saw a 
suit coat and I ~hink his briefcase, something like that. ... All I know 
for sure I saw was his suit coat. And I thought I may have seen, he 
may have had a briefcase or something in there." 

George Gonzalez of the FCFRD said in one statement that he saw a 
black briefcase/attache case in the car with Arkansas plates. In a later 
statement, however, Gonzalez stated, "I can't say if I saw a briefcase 
or papers. I can't correctly say whether I saw it or not. ... I think the 
tie was in there and the jacket was in there. That's what I remember. 
That's ail I can really remember." He also said that what he recalled 
could have been a canvas bag that was found in Mr. Foster's car. 
Gonzalez was not present when the Park Police entered the Honda. 
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C5 testified that he ''would just'about bet" that a "brown briefcase" · 
was in the car, aithough he "wouldn't bet [his] life on it;" C5's 
statements and a reenactment conducted with C? at the scene by . . 
investigators reveal, however, that C5 was descfibing the car ofC4, · 
not Mr. Foster's car, when he referred to the briefcase. 

C2 testified that he saw a briefcase - as well as wine ·coolers - in a .· · · 
car with Arkansas plates that was parked in the parking lot.He 
stated: "I looked and l saw the briefcase and saw the jacket, saw the 
wine coolers, it was two ofthein.Iremember exactly how they were · 
laying i.n the back seat of the car." (There is no other evidence that 
wine coolers were in Mr. Foster's car.) 

3. Park Police Communications With Secret Service 

An official Secret Service report prepared at 10:01 p.Ih. on July 20 
states in relevant part: 

. ' . 

.. SA Tom Canavit, WFO PI squad, advlsed that he has been in·. 
contact with US Park Police and was assufed that if any·. 
materi.als of a sensitive nature (schedules of the POTUS, etc.) 
were recovered, they would immediately be turned over to the 
USSS. (At the time of this writing, no such materials were . 
located). 

4 .. Mr. Foster's Office at the White House 

White House employee Patsy Thomasson testified that she 9aw Mr. 
Foster's briefcase by the desk in Foster's office on the night of July 
20 and indeed looked into the top of that briefcase for a note. As 
noted above, the testimony of White House, Department.of Justice, 
FBI, ang Park Police personnel confirms that Mr. Foster's black 
briefcase was in his White House office cm July 22, two days after .· . 
his death, during the review of documents in Mr.Foster's office. 

5. Mr. Foster's Briefcase 
. ' ' ' ·, . . ., . ' 

The OIC.is aware of only one briefcase used in Washington by Mr .. ~ 
.. Foster, the black briefcas'e that Ms. Thomasson observed in Mr. . 

Foster's White House office on the night of July 20 and that a. 
number of other witnesses observed there on July 22; · 

6. Summary: Briefcase 

Based on careful consideration of <!11 of the evidence, the. conclusions·· 
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significantly supported are: (a) Mr. Foster's black briefcase remained 
in his office when he left on July 20; and (b) neither it nor another 
briefcase was in his car at Fort Marcy Park. 

' ' 

c. Notification 

According to Secret Service records, the Secret Service was notified 
of Mr. Foster's death at about 8:30 p.m, Eastern time on July 20~ The 
r.ecords reflect that various White House officials were then · 
contacted. 

An Arkansas Trooper has stated that, while on duty at the Arkansas 
Governor's Mansion, he was notified of Mr. Foster's death by Helen 
Dickey, at the time a 22-year-old personal assistant of the Clintons 
who lived on the third floor ofthe White House Residence. The 
trooper described Dickey as "hysterical" and "very upset" when she 
called. The trooper, who was working a shift until 10:30 p.m. 
Arkansas time that night, stated that Dickey called him before 7:30 
p.m. Arkansas time (8':30 p.m. Eastern time); according to the 
interview report, he said "he could possibly be mistaken about the 
time the call from Dickey was received. The call could have been as 

· 1ate as 8:30 PM, Arkansas time. However, he still felt his best 
recollection was that the call was received sometime between 4:30 

. PM and 7:30 PM [Arkansas time]." 

Helen Dickey stated that she was first notified of Mr. Foster's death 
by an employee of the White House Usher's Office at about 10:00 
p.m. and that she became very upset (The Dickeys had lived next 
door to the Fosters in Little Rock when Helen was younger.) She 
then contacted her mother in Virginia and her father in Georgia from 
a phone on the second floor ~fthe White House Residence.Dickey. 
stated that she later called (from a different phone) the Arkansas 
Governor's Mansion and talked to the trooper at approximately 10:30 
p.m. Eastern time. 

There are two other pieces of relevant evidence with respect to Ms. 
Dickey's statement. First, Ms. Dickey's diary entry for July 20 
(written within a few days of the event) states in relevant part: 

!watched [Larry King Live] and about 10:30 [the Usher's 
. Office employee] came up. and told me they had found· Vince 
Foster's body and that he'd killed himself. I waited for t,he 
punchline and lost it. I called Mom and Dad .... We went to 
Lisa's, and everyone was there ... 
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Second~ the Usher's Office employee confirmed that he notified Ms. 
Dickey of Mr. Foster's death shortly after 10:00 p.m. and said that 

· Ms;-Dickey linmedtately became hysterical, started screaming and 
crying, and ran downstairs. The Usher's Office employee "firmly 
believes he was the first to inform Dickey ofthe news of Foster's 
death because of her extreme reaction to the news." 

The totality of the evjdence - including the d}~ry entry, the testimony 
. of the Usher's. Office employee·, and the lack of any other evidence 
that. White House or Secret Service, personnel)rnd knowledge of Mr. 
Foster's death at a time earlier than when the Park Police first notified . . ' . . . 

the Secret Service -- does not support a conclusion that Ms. Dickey 
knew about Mr. Foster's death at some earliettir:ne. 

D. Search for Bullet 
. . .· ·' 

During the ParkPolice; Fiske, and OIC investigatio~s, searcfies were 
conducted of Fort Marcy Park for the bullet that caused 'Mr. Foster's 
death. · 

On July 22, 1993, four Park Police personnel(HiU, Johnson, Rule, 
and Morrissette) searched with a metal detector the. immediate area 
where the body was found: Their search for the bull~twas 
· .. unsu.ccess''fui. · · . . : ... · · 

Investigators in Mr. Fiske's,Office c~nducted a search in the ar~a 
where Mr. Foster's body was found. Their search for the buUetfired 

. from Mr. Foster's gun was unsuccessful. 

With the assistance of Dr. Lee, the National Park Service, and a larg'e 
number of investigators, the OIC organized a broader search of Fort. 

· Marcy Park for the fatal bµUet. The search Was led by Richard K. 
Graham, an expertjn crime scene metai detectio11. ·The .search pian. 
was devised utilizing informatfon obtained through ballistics fests 
performed by the Army Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving 

· Grounds, Maryland" 

The search didnot locate a bullet fired from the gu11 recovered from . 
Mr. Foster's hand. That the search did not uncover the fatal bullet · 
does not affect the conclusion that Mr. Foster cotnmitted suicide in 
Fort MarcyPark. Because·a search covering the maximum range 

. estimates "would have included ayast.area ... \a search which was - " 
· limited in scope to the highest probability areas, dos.er to the . 

minimum range estimates, was undertaken." Inother words, while 
the ore search covered a broader area than previous searches, i'the 
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maximum range estimates" predicted the possibility that "the bullet 
could have cleared the tree tops in Ft. Marcy and landed well outside 
the park." Moreover, although lines ultimately were laid out within 
the park along the outer limits of a 90 degree arc to a distance of 17 5 
meters, which represented the "highest probability areas," a full 
search of even the 90 degree-17 5 meter range would have included 
areas outside the park that were not searched. li1 additi2n, because 
"dense foliage and trees surround the area where Foster's body was 
discovered, and since thereis a ... cannon approximately 12.5 feet 
directly behind the location where the body lay, there is a distinct 

· possibility the bullet's trajectory was altered due to its striking or 
ricocheting off a natural or man-made obstruction." Another variable 
is that "Fosteris head could have been turned to one side or the other 
when the shot was fired." 

•• N:Ew~:{\1It.r 
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IX. STATE OF MIND· 

In a death investigation, state-of-mind evidence can buttress the 
forensic and other evide.hce and, in that respect, is an issue within the· 

·scope of the investigation. For that reason, the OIC intensively 
examined Mr. F aster's state of mind arid activities before his death. 
The OIC reconstnicted and examined previously unrevie\Ved 
documents from Mr. Foster's White House·office.The OTC sought 
relevant documents from other sources. The OIC intentiewed Mr. 
Foster's wife, sisters; mother, children, and other relatives; numerous 
friends in Arkansas and ·Washington; many colleagues who worked 
closely with him at the Rose Law Firm or the White House; and · 
various other p((rsons with potentially important information.· During 
this effort, the OIC gathered extensive evidence· relating to Mr. . 
F aster's state of mind and activities. · \ . ~ 

The OIC is grateful to the Foster family mt:mbers-:- including Alice.·· 
· Mae Foster, Lisa Foster, Sharon Bowman, Sheila Anthony, Beryl· 
Anthony, and the Foster children, ~mong others - for cooperating 
with this and prior investigations under painful and difficµlt 
.circumstances. Lisa Foster and Mr. Foster's mother, Alice Mae 
Foster, not only spoke with OIC investigators at some length, but 
also provided additional information and assistance at their homes in ·1 

Arkan·sas. · · · ' 

· A. Dr. Berman'sAnalysis 

Suicide,.perhaps contrary to popular und~rstanding, is a common . 
manner of death in the United States. According to the Centers for 
Disease Control (CDC), suicide was the ninth leading cause of death 
among Americans in the period frorn 19 80 through 1992. The CDC's 
statistics reveal that more individuals in the United State~ died by 
suicide than by homicide in every year since 19 81, In the United 
States in 1993; 31, 102 individuals committed suicide, and. 18,940 of 
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them committed suicide with a firearm. During 1993, therefore, there 
were approximately 85 suicides per day, and 52 suicides by firearm 
per day, in the United States. 

The OICretained I'.>L Alan Berman to review and analyze ,, 
state-of-mind evidence gathered by the ore in the course of its 
investigation. Dr. Berman, as noted above, has extensive experience 
and expertise in the study of suicide. He examined the evidence and 
reported his findings to the OIC. 

In his report, Dr. Berman first noted that "[d]escriptors used by 
interviewees with regard to Vincent Foster's basic personality were 
extraordinarily consistent in describing a controlled, private, 
perfectionistic character whose public persona as a man ofintegrity, 
honesty, and unimpeachable reputation was of utmost importance." 

Mr. Foster's life, after "arriving in Washington, was filled with long, 
intense and demanding hours ofwork."Dr. Berman noted that Mr. 
Foster's May 8 commencement address to the University of Arkansas 
School of Law was "replete with reflections upon and regret 

· regarding the changes wrought by his experiences in Washington." 
Mr. Foster had "uncharacteristically ... talked of quitting," but 
considered a return to Little Rock to be a "humiliation." 

Dr. Berman reported that "[ m ]istakes, real or perceived, posed a 
profound threat to his self-esteem/self-worth and represented 
evidence for a lack of control over his environment. Feelings of 
unworthiness, inferiority, and guilt followed and were difficult for 
him to tolerate. There are signs of an intense and profound anguish, 
harsh self-evaluation, shame, and chronic fear. All these on top of an 
evident clinical depression and his separation from the comforts and 
security of Little Rock. He, furthermore, faced a feared humiliation 
should he resign and return to Little Rock." The tom note "highlights 
his preoccupation with themes of guilt, anger, and his need to protect· 
others." 

Dr. Berman noted that Mr.. Foster's admission to his sister on the 
Friday before his death that he was depressed was a "profound 
expression of his depression." Dr. Berman also noted Mr. Foster's 
July 19 call to Dr. Larry Watkins in Little Rock, during which Mr. 
Foster referred to symptoms ofa mild depression and to stress, 
criticism, and long hours. 

Dr. Berman stated that Mr. Foster was "not a helpseeker" and was 
"reluctant to seek help" although he was "[a]ware he was in trouble 

/ 
I 
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psychologically." Dr. Beqnan stated that "[t]his difficulty .accepting 
the vulnerable position is common .to successfuLexecutives." Dr. 
Berman stated that l'[b ]y the'Ffiday before his death he was . 
desperate; calling. for names of psychiatrists was :a dear ... 
admission of his failure. He was ambivalent and fearful about this 

' . ~· 

helpseeking." He ultimately '~preferred the safety ofhis family · 
physician ... to the immediacy and presence pf other,·unknown 

· professionals in the DCarea.'' · . . 

Dr. Berman said that Mr. Foster's "lasf96 hours show clear signs of 
crisis and uncharacteristic vulnerability." Dr. Berman concluded, 
furthermore; that "[t]here is little doubt that Foster was clinically 
depressed ... in early 1993, and, perhaps, sub-clinically even before 
this." Dr. Berman noted thatthere was some history.of depression in 
the family. . · . ' 

Dr. Berman- explained tha{for certain executives fadng difficult .. 
circumstances, "[i]n essence, death is preferred to preserve one's 
identity. The suicide has an inability to tolerate an altered view of· 
himself; suicide maintains. a selfview and escapes having to .· 
incorporate discordant implications about the self. These types of 
suicides are typically complete surprises to others in the available 
support system.". · · · 

As to why Mr. Foster was overwhelmed at that particular time, Dr 
Berman explained that Mr. Foster was. "under an increasing burden 
of intense external stress, a loss of security, a painful scannill.g of his 
environment for negative judgments regarding his performance, a. · · · 
rigid hold of perfectionistic self-demands, a breakdown in and the 
absence of his usual ability to handle that stress primarily due fothe 
impact of a mental disorder which was undertreated." 

Mr. Foster apparently did not leave a note that specifically refers to 
or contemplates suicide. Dr. Berman indicated that the great inajority 
of persons committing suicide do not leave a nqte. Dr. Berman also 
stated, with respect to the lack ofa note in this case, that Mr. Foster 
was "intensely self-focused at this point; overwhelmed and out of 
control." 

·As to the. FOrt Marcy Park location, Dr. Berman stated thafMr. 
Foster "was ambivalent to the ~nd" · aml may have driven for a while 
before going to Fort Marcy Park. He may have ''simply anq . 
inadvertently happened upon the park or he may have purposely 

. picked it off the area map found in his car." Dr; Berman stated that 
·. Mr. Foster's suicide in Fort Marcy Park is "[s]imilar to the typical 
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male physician who suicides by seeking the guaranteed privacy of a 
hotel room, and a 'do not disturb' sign" 

In sum, Dr.. Berman, based on his evaluation of the evidence, 
concluded: "In my opinion and to a 100% degree of medical 

. certainty, the death of Vincent Foster was a suicide. No plausible 
evidence has been presented to support any other conclusion" 

B. Evidence 

The·OIC, like other investigations before, is not aware of a single, 
obvious triggering event that might have motivated Mr. Foster to 
commit suicide. Therefore, the following is simply a brief outline of 
some of the evidence relevant to the ultimate determination that Mr. 
Foster's state of mind was consistent with suicide. This outline is not 
designed to set forth or to suggest some particular reason or set of 
reasons why Mr. Foster committed suicide. Rather, the issue for 
purposes of the death investigation is whether Mr. Foster committed 
suicide, and this outline is designed to show that, as Dr. Berman 
concluded, compelling evidence exists that Mr. Foster was distressed 
or depressed in a manner consistent with suicide. 

To begin with, in his six months inthe White House, Mr. Foster was 
involved in work related to a number of important and difficult 
issues. The issues included, for example~ the appointments and 
vetting of an Attorney General, a Supreme Court Justice, as well as 
many others (some of which developed into difficult situations 

. abounding with unfavorable public comment); legal issues related to 
health care, such as medical malpractice reform; .litigation related to 
the Health Care Task Force; the dismissal of White House Travel 
Office employees and the ensuing fallout from that incident; the 
Clintons' tax returns (which involved an issue regarding treatment of 
the Clintons' 1992 sale of their interest in Whitewater); the Clintons' 
blind trust; liaison with the White House Usher's Office over issues 
related to the White House Residence; and issues related to the 
Freedom oflnformation Act. 

The work proved to be difficult and stressful. In a letter to a friend in 
Arkansas on March 4, 1993, for example, Mr. Foster wrote: "I have 
never worked so hard for so long in my life. The legal issues are 
mind boggling and the time pressures are immense .... The pressure, 
financial sacrifice and family disruption are the price of public 
service at this level. As they say, ''The wind blows hardest at the top 
of the mountain."' 
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During that six-mo,l)th period, certain other aspects ofMr: Foster's 
life also canfo under some .scrutiny: For example, in May 1993, a · 
controversy arose over membership of Administration offieials in the 
Country Club ·of Little Rock, which had h<l;d no black members. Mr: 
Foster was a member ofthat club and resigned fromitthat.month. 
On a copy of a May 11, 1993, newspaper article in ML F aster's office · 
that mentioned the controversy, Mr. Foster wrote; "I wish I had done · 
more." 

At.the same time, the White House staff ge~erally was subjectto· 
media cdticism during the first six months of the Administration. 
Some public criticism suggested incompetence, if not malfeasance, 
by staff members. Mr. Faster himself was mentioned in some of the 

··critical editorial commentary.•Numerous witnesses· said that Mr; 
·Foster was concerned and/or upset over the·press criticism, 
According to Mr. Foster's ,brother-in- Jaw, former Congressman. 
Beryl Anthony, Mr.Foster said words to the effect that he had ''spent 
a lifetime building [his] reputation" and was ''in the process of · 
having it tarnished." · 

As Dr. Berman noted, reputati?n was clearlyimportant to Mr. Foster. 
·Indeed, in the May 8, 1993, commencementaddress, Mr. Foster said 
that " [ d]ents to the. repu,tation in the legal profession are irreparable" 
and that "no victory, no advantage, no fee, no favor ... is worth even 
a blemish on your reputation for intellect and integrity." He, · 
emphasized that the "reputation you develop for intellectual arid 
ethical integrity will be your greatest asset or your worst enemy." 

In that commencement address, Mr. Foster also noted that there will· 
·be "failures, and criticisms and bad press and lies, stormy days arid 
cloudy days." He advised to "[t]ake time out for yourself. Have. som(! 
fun, go fishing, every once in a while take a walk in the woods by 
yourself."' He suggested that "[i]fyou find yourself getting burned 

.. out or unfulfilled, unappreciated[,] ... have the courage tomake.a 
change.". 

- . . ' ' 

The Travel Office matter, in particular, was the subject of public 
controversy beginning in May 1993 and continuing through Mr. • 
Foster's death. Criticism focused on the White House's handling of ', · 
the matter before and after the May 19 firings. Legislation ~nacted on 
July 2, 1993, required the General Accounting Office (GAO) to 
investigate the Travel Office firings. There was a possibility of some 
form of congressional review,.or perhaps special counsel . · 

. investigation, as well as the GAO investigation~ During the:week of 
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July 12, Mr. Foster contacted private attorneys seeking advice in 
connection with the Travel Office incident. 

At some point in the last weeks of his life, Mr. Foster wrote a note 
that he had "made mistakes from ignorance, inexperience and 
overwork" and that he "was not mea1:1t for the job or the spotlight of 

·public life in Washington. Here ruining people is considered sport." 

During that same period, according to Mr. Foster's immediate 
superior, Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, Mr. Foster's work effort 
decreased noticeably. According to William Kennedy, Sheila 
Anthony, and Lisa Foster, Mr. Foster said he was considering 
res1gnmg. 

Mr. Foster's sister Sheila Anthony said that Mr. Foster told her on 
Friday, July 16 that he was depressed. She furnished him.the names 
of three psychiatrists. Mr. Foster did not speak to any of the three 
psychiatfists, although phone records show that Mr. Foster attempted 
to con ta.ct one of them on July 16. When ·Mr. Foster was found at · 
Fort Marcy Park, a list of the three psychiatrists was in his wallet. 

·. ' 

·Lisa Foster sai'd thather husband cried while talking to her on Friday 
night, July 16 and that Mr. Foster mentioned resigning during the 
weekend of July 16-18. 

Meanwhile, Mr. Foster's mother, Alice Mae Foster, said that she 
talked to her son a day or two before his death and that he said he 
was unhappy because ofhisjob and that it was "such a grind." 

On Monday, July 19, Mr. Foster contacted Dr. Larry Watkins, his 
physician in Little Rock, and was prescribed an antidepressant. 
Watkins' typed notes of July 21 say the following: 

. . 
I talkedto Vince on 7/19/93, at which time he complained of 
anorexia and insomnia. He had no GI [gastrointestinal] 
symptoms. We. discussed the possibility oftaking Axid or 
Zantac to help with any ulcer symptoms as he was under a lot 

. of stress. He was concerned about the criticism they were 
getting and the long hours he was working at t~e White House. 

· He did feel that he had some mild depression. I started him on 
. Desyrel, 50 mK He was to start with one at bedtime and move 
up to three .... [received word at 10:20 p.m. on 7/20/93 that 
he had committed suicide. 

Dr. Watkins said that it was unusual, even unprecedented, for Mr. 
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Foster to call him directly. Lisa Foster said that Mr. Foster took one 
tablet of the antidepressant medication on the night of the 19th. 

In short, the OIC cannot set forth apartic~lar reason or set of reaso~s .·· 
why Mr. Foster committed suieide; The important issue, from.the 
standpoint of the death i,nvestigation, is whether Mr. Foster . 
committed suicide. On that issue, the state-of-mind evidence is. 
compelling, and it demonstrates that Mr. Foster was, in fact, 
distressed or depressed in amanner consistent with suicide. Indeed, 
the evidence was sufficientfor Dr. Berman to ·conclude that "to a 
100% oegree of medical certainty, the death of Vincent Fo~tet was· a 

'· . ', . . . / 

suicide." · · · 
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X. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

To sum up, the OIC has investigated the cause and manner of Mr. 
Foster's death. To ensure that all relevantissues were fully 
considered, carefully analyzed, and properly assessed, the OIC 
retained a number of experienced experts and criminal investigators. 
The experts included Dr. Brian D. Blackboume, Dr. Henry C. Lee, 
and Dr. Alan L. Berman. The investigators included an FBI agent 
detailed from the FBI-MPD Cold Case Homicide Squad in 

. Washington, D.C.; an investigator who also had extensive homicide 
experience as a detective. with the Metropolitan Police Department in 
Washington,·D.C., for over 20 years; and two other OIC 
investigators who had experience as FBI agents investigating the ,' 
murders of federal officials and other homicides. The OIC legal staff 
in Washington, D.C., and Little Rock, Arkansas, participated in 
assessing the evidence, examining the analyses and conclusions of 
the OIC experts and investigators, and preparing this report . 

. The autopsy report and the reports of the pathologists retained by the 
OIC and Mr. Fiske's Office demonstrate that the cause of death was a 

· gunshot wound through the back of Mr. Foster's mouth and out the 
back of his.head. The autopsy photographs depict the wound in the 
back of the head, and the photographs show the trajectory rod 
through the wound. The evidence, including the photographic 
evidence, reveals no other trauma or wounds on Mr. Foster's body.' 

The available evidence points clearly to suicide as the manner of 
death. That conclusion. is based on the evidence gathered and the 
analyses performed during previous investigations, and the additional 
evidence gathered and analyses performed during the OIC 
investigation, including the evaluations of Dr. Lee, Dr. Blackbourne, 
Dr. Berman, and the various OIC investigators. 

When police and rescue personnel arrived at the scene, they found 
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Mr. Foster dead with a gun in his right hand. That gun, the evidence. . 
tends to show,.belonged to Mr. Foster. Gunshot residue-like material·· 
was observed on Mr. Foster's dgfit handjn a manner consist~nt both 

·with test firings of the gun and with the gun's cylinder gap. Gunshot . 
residue was found in his mouth. DNA consistent with that ofMr. ·· · 
Foster was found on the gun. Blood was detected on.the paper 
initially used to packagethegun. Blood spatterswere deteeted on the 
lifts from the gun. In addition, lead residue was found on the. clothes . 
worn by Mr. Foster when found at the sc~ne. This evidence, taken · 
together, l~ads to the conclusiopthatMr. Foster firedthis gun into 
his mouth. This evidence also leads to the conclusion that this shot 

. . . 

was firedwhilehewas wearing.the clothes in which he wasfound . 
. Mr. Foster's thumb was trapped in the trigger guard, and the trigger 
caused a noticeable indentation on the thumb, demonstrating thatthe 
gun remained in his hand after firing. 

The police detected no signs ofa struggle atthe·scene,and · 
examination·of Mr. Foster's clothes by Dr. Lee revealed no evidence 
of a struggle or ofdragging. Nor. does the evidence reveal thatMr. 
Foster was· intoxicated or drugged. 

Dr.Lee' found gunshot residue in a sample of the soil from. the place 
where Mr. Foster was found. He also found a bmw chip containing 
DNA consistent withthat of Mr. Foster in debris from the clothing.·· 
Dr. Le.e observed blood-like spatter on vegetation in the photographs·. < ··· .. 
of the scene. Investigators found a quantity of blood under Mr. 
Foster's back and head when the body was turned, and Dr. Beyer, 
who performed the autopsy, found a large amount of bfood in the . 
body bag. In addition, the blood spatters on f\.fr. Foster's face had not 
been altered or smudged, contrary to what likely would have. · 
occurred had the body been moved and the head wrapped .or cleaned. 
Fort Marcy Park is publicly accessible and traveled; Mr. Fosterwas. 
discovered in that park in broad daylight; and no one s~w Mr: Foster ·. 
being carried into the park. All of this evidence, taken. together, leads 
to. the conclusion thatthe shot was fired by Mr.Foster where he was 
found in Fort Marcy Park. 

The evidence with respect to state of mind points as well to suicide. 
Mr. Foster told his sister four days before his· death th.at he was . 
depressed; he cried at dinner with his wife four days before his death; 

. he told his mother a .day orJwo before his death. that he was unh~ppy .. 
because work was "a grind"; he was consulting attorneys for legal 
advice the week before his death; he told several people he was . 
considering resignation; he wrote. a note that he "was not 'meant, for I. 
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the job or the spotlight of public life in Washington. Here ruinin~ 
people is considered sport." The day before his death, he contacted a 

. physician and indicated that he was under stress. He was prescribed 
antidepressant medication and took one tablet that evening. 

I 

Dr. Berman concluded that Mr. F aster's "last 96 hours show clear 
·signs of crisis and uncharacteristic vulnerability." Dr. Berman stated, 
furthermore, that "[t]here is little doubt that Foster was clinically 
depressed ... in early 1993, and, perhaps, sub-clinically even before 
this." Dr.. Berman concluded that "[i]n my opinion and to a 100% 
degree of medical certainty, the death of Vincent Foster was a 

:"~_ suicide. No plausible evidence has been. presented to support any 
other conclusion." 

. . 
In sum, based on all dfthe available evidence, which is considerable, 
the OIC agrees with the conclusion reached by every official entity 
that has examined the issue: Mr. Foster committed suicide by 
gunshot in Fort Marcy Park on July 20, 1993. 
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What the Editorial Page Had. to Say about the Attacks cm Independent Coun~el Starr 

Washington Post, October 20, 1999 . .. 

• 

Yetthe sum of Mr. Starr's faults constituted a mere shado';V ofthe villainy ofwhidi he was 
regularly accused. The larger picture is that Mr. Starr pursued his mandates in the face 

· ofa relentless and dishonorable smear campaigndirected against him by the White 
House. He delivered factually rigorous answers to the questions posed him. and,. for the 
most part, brought credible indictments and obtained appropriate convictions. For all the 
criticism of the style of his report on the Mopica Lewi11skyordeal, the White House· .never 
laid a glove on its factual contentions. The.various ethical allegations against him have.·· 

. mostly melted away on close inspection. At the end cffthe day, Mr. Starr got a lot o(,things 
right~. . . . . . . . . ·. .· 

The temptation to make Mr; Starr-into an emblem ofsomethingflows out of the need to 
make a neat story out of a complex and messy history. But it is ·exactly the complexity ofMr. 
Starr's investigation that belies any attempt to make it stand simply for any sefof virtues or · 
vices in the legal system. Mr. Starr, in our view, should be relllembere<J,as ~man who-
hampered alike by intensely adverse conditions and by his own missteps-:-inanaged to 

' .. perform, a significant public service. 

Washington Post, May 24, 2000 · 
. . . 

• .·· Throughout the Monica Lewinsky scandal; the White House fried to turn :the tab)es on . 
: Kenneth Starr by making the prosecutor's conduct- rather than the president's --the 
. issue. In the White House version ofeven~s~ a vindictive and ideofogically motivated . . 
. prosecutor seized on purely personal misconduct by the president ahd Vi()lated all manner of 

ethical rules to bring him down. The allegations of misconducfdid, infact, divert attention 
from Mr. Starr's investigation .. So it is worth asking which, if either, of these men turns out 
fo have a real problem under the rules oflegal ethics. Conveniently, Mr. ~tarrand Mr. 
Clinton both faced reckonings on this score over the past week. · Last Thnrsd?Y ·.a federal 
judge threw out a series of ethical allegations against Mr. Starr. Four days later a· 
disciplinary panel of the Arkansas Supreme.Cour~ decided that Mr. C'untoh sh()uld be·· .. 
disbarred. · · · · · · ·· 

Washington Post, November 11, 1999 

• Mr. Clil1ton will surely not be remembered for any no]Jility or higher purpose. The president 
dragged the country through months of trallina to fight allegations that \Vere~ at least in the ··· · 

· main, _true. His operatives smeared. political and legal opponents. Jo this day, he has . 
hever'acknowledged the harm he did .. At to' this behavior, there wasnothing''rightaboutit. 

Washington P.ost, September 15, 1999 

. • Mr. Starr was attacked throughout the Lewinsky episode in a coordinated'.sriiear 
: camp~lign that accused him publicly of a Variety of types of m_isc()ndiict. 'I'IIese. · · ·· 
· accusa1l:ions seriously undermined his investigation and· distracted people from sober 
-discussion either of the president's conduct or Mr~ Sfarr.'s probe. • ,,_ 



The allegations took a great deal of time to investigate and sort out. Now, one by One, they · 
are proving meritless, but only long after they have done theirjob of eroding confidence in 
his investigation. This is not to say that Mr. Starr has beeh a Boy Scout. There is much to 
criticize about his investigation. But there is a difference between criticism of Mr. Starr's · 
judgment and allegations of illegalities or misconduct. The readiness of many people to so 
confidently level grave allegations is a dist11rbing feature ofthe way~our political culture 
responded to tile Lewinsky scandal. 

Washington Post, June 5, 1998 

• · . But the e~tra layers [of appellate review J will grant the White House time: time in which 
to attack Mr. Starr's investigators and - even while extending the probe - coin plain · 
about its duration and cost. All this, naturally, without honoring the promise that President 
Clinton made at the outset of the Lewinsky matter that he would answer the legitimate 
questions at its heart. · 

Washington Post, March 5, 1998 
. . . . 

• · • The attacks on Mr. Starr are working, so there seems little reason to change anything. 
But Mr; Clinton owes an accounting that only he can give; The approach the White 

·House has. adopted instead-to keep mum, attack Mr. Starr, belittle the offense,.shift 
the focus to anything you can think of but whether the president lied - is harmful, not 
just shifty. The faster the couritry can get at the truth arid qecide whatto do about it, the 
better. ·That's.what matters, not the peripheral fireworks the White ijouse wouldrather 
become the issue instead. That'swhyit's good news if Mr. Starrinfactis back at work. 

Washington Post, February 25, 1998 

• The White.House should remember that what is driving this story is not.the conduct of 
Mr. Starr's staff, alleged leaks, supposed. media bias or - in Mrs. Clinton's now famous 
words - a "vast right wing conspiracy:" Mr. Clinton is the only :one who can make this 
matter go away, and he remains entirely free to do so at any time.· The president should 
simply tell the real story now about what happened between him and Monica Lewinsky. Ifit 
causes him problems, he should take the hit and get it over with ... Better thanhan prolonging 
a process that is doing no one any good:-- surely 11ot hini, and not the country either. 
Whatever the truth, the longer he and .bis defenders spend attacking others for · .. . 
problems he alone can address, the harder a time his spin doctors 'Will have persuading 
anyone to believe. hiinwhen he finally is forcedto talk. · · · 

Washington Post, February 2, 1998 
. . . . 

• Our own sense, even. so, is that step by step, each of tbe expansions ofthe investigatiolli, 
. including the current one, can be justified. ·The bases have not been manufactured. They 
continue to derive, Unfortunately, from the Clintons'. own behavior, The questions raised . 
have been serious ones and the kind that require independent investigation; ,That is what the 
defenders convehieritly ignore. · · · 

:, ~ ' ,, 



. ·- . ' 

· Washington Post, September 27, 1996 

.. ' ' •, . ' . 

We have seen no evidence of any impropriety in the conduct of the sp'ecial prosecutor's 
·office itself. Rather, Mr. Starr and his team s_eem to be following precisely the mandate 
they were set bya panel offederaljudges at the request ofMr. Clinton's attorney 

. general, Janet Reno. That mandate ordered Mr. Starr to uncover whether "any individual" 
' had committed a crime "relating in any way toJames B!. McDougal's, President William 
·· Jefferson Clinton's, or Mrs.' Hillary Rodham Clinton's relationships': With '\yhi~ewafor or the .·· 

Madison Savings and Loan. If Mr. Clinton sees "a fot·ofevidence"thatMr. S~rrisdoing 
otherwise, he should share it. . 
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Editorial 

Mr. Starr's Departure 

AS LONG AS. historians remain interested in hnerican politics i~ 
the 1990s they .are likely to debate the merits of Kenneth. Starr's 
investigation. The parameters of the debate are already stark. Mr. 
Starr~s defenders see him as a voice of prin~iple who st6od fir~ fo~ 
the rule of law and courageously spoke Unpopular truths ·about a . 
president who had disgraced his office yet remained inexplicably 
popular. By contrast, Mr. Stari's detractors. see him as a ki9d o~ 
demon who eITl.bodies everything puritanical.andintrusive about 
contemporary American conservatism and whose zeal against a' president 
from a rlifferent party led him on a crusade to bring him down, with 

·whatever collateral consequences. 

·The reality is .that neither of these narratives aptly desct.ibes. · 
M.r. Starr or the ver.y mixed legacy that he left on resigning his post 

. this week. Mr. Starr was given an almost impossible task .. He was asked 
to address authoritatively a set of essentially unrelated public 
integrity questions of· varying degrees of seriousness .. The' 
impossibility of his job was partly his own tault1 since he ~a~e the 
mistake Of accepting_;-and sometimes seeking~::-:additional matters'_. to 
review. But it .is unclear whether anyonewlth. s\lCh broad j uri'sdiction 
could have avoidedbeing perceived as President Clinton's perso11al 
prosecutor .• 

. ' 

• > • ' ' • ' 

Mr. ·Starr is own errors contributed greatly to this perception.· .. 
At times in his investigation, he clearly lackedperspective--go.ing 
full throttle after relatively marginal characters and pursuing 
impructent litigation and investigative strategies. He also had ~ 

maddening tendency. to ignore appearanc,es--even at the expense of the' 
public. credibility of his investigation. This was particularly' . 
regrettable because the circumstances of hisowh appointment, which 
followed the dismis§al of the widely admired Robert Fi§ke tor· · ·· .. ·· 
.inadequate reasons, begged suspicion. Rather th~n allayi~g this 
concern; ·Mr. ,Stari seemed to taunt his-doubters by maintaining.his law 

-practice and his relationship with cbnservative causes. 

Yet the sum of Mr. Starr's faults constituted a mere shadow of· 
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:the villainy. of wh.ich he was regularly accl1~ed. ·The larger picture 'ls. 
that Mi. Starr pursued his ~and~tes in the fa~e df a relentless· and I 

dishonorable smear campaign directed against him by the White House . 
. He delivered factually rigorous answers to the questions posed him 
and; for the most part, brought credible indictments and obtairl.ed 
appropriate convictions .. For all the criticism of .the style of his 
repbrt on the Monica Lewinsky ordeai, the White Hoµse never laid a 
glove on .its fa.ctual contentions .. The yariou,s ethical allegatioI1s 
against him have mostly melted aw~y on clo?e ·inspection .. At the , end of 
the day, Mr.··· Starr got a lot of things right,._ · 

·The temptation. to make Mr. Starr into ah efrtblem of something. 
fiowq out of the need to make a neat story out 'o.f a complex ?nci messy 
history. But it i9 exactly the cornplexity. of'. Mr. ·starr's inyestiga£ion 
that belies· any attempt to make it starid. simply for ariy. set.of virtue_s 
or vices· ih the legal system. Mr. Starr, in our view, ·should be ·· 
rernember~d q.s a mc;i.p who--pampered alike by .intensely· adyerse .·. ·. , · .. 
conciition-s and by his own missteps,.--managed to perform a signl.ficant 

·public service. · · · · · · ._
1 
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Editor.I.al. 

Legal Ethics and Spin 

THROUGHOUT THE Monica. Lewinsky scandal, the White House tried to 
tlirri the tables. on Kenneth Starr by making the prosecµtor' s . .. 
conduct-~rather ihan the president 1 s--the issue. In th~White'.House 
ve:rs±on of events, a vindictive and ideologically motivated prosecutor 
seized on purely personal misconduct by thepresident and violated all 
manner of ethical rules to bring him ~own. The allegations of 
prosecutorial misconduct did, in fact, divert attention.from Mr.· 
Clinton's own behavior and greatly weakenedp~blic confidence in Mr. 
Starr's investigation. So it. is worth asking which, if either;. of· · 
these men turns out to have a real problem under the rules of. legal 
ethics. Conveniently, ·Mr. Starr and Mr .. ·· Clinton both faced reckonings 
on this score 'over the past· week. Last Thursday a federal· judge threw · 
out a series of ethical allegations· against Mr. Starr. Four days•··1ater 
a disciplinary panel of the. Arkansas Supreme Court decided that Mr .. 
Clihtan should be disbirre~. . 

' . ' 

The• disbarment recommendation is hardly a surprise .. The false 
testimony that just abo.ut everyone understands Mr. Clinton gave under . 
oath in the Paula Jones case clearly,.,. conflicts with the obligation of 
candor that a lawyer owes to the judicial system. The recusal of ~eJght 
of the 14 members· ()f. the disciplinary .committee--those with ties to 
the president--will inevitably raise questions about. whether Mr.. . . . 
Clinton is being judged by political fcies. But the ieality is that the 
committee Is options, are limited. '.I'he evidence that Mr.:. Clintqn ii~d is 
overwhelming. Judge Susan Webber Wright held as much in finding him in 
contempt of :court. To have ignored so ,public a flouting of the ethical 
rules would have made a joke of t.he disciplipary process-...:a j6ke the 
commit tee could not afford. The only real question is whether. a · · · · 
~eprimand.or a suspension from the bar is an adequate alternative to 
disbarment. It.'s not a flattering que~tion. 

The coritr~st with the ruling on. Mr. Starr.' s. conduct is quite · 
striking. Ih unusually strong language; Senior U.S. District Judge 

. John Nangle qismissed a s<:;ries.of misconduct complaints brought · 
against t.he former independent counsel by a Connecticut lawyer nam~d 
Francis Mandanici. Judge Nangle f_ound "no support for ,the allegation" 
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that.Mr. Starr or his colleagues had .tried to get~people to testify 
falsely. And he described the .contention that Mr. Starr harbored a 
potential conflict of. interest with respect to conservative• 

. philanthropist Richard Mellon ScaiJe as "th~ stuff that·dream.s are 
made_ of." _He called· other allegation9 "nonsense" and ":ridiculous.'' 
Whateverone thinks of Mr. Starr's·investigation, an,d we have 
exptessed:ourown reservations, Judge Nangle's opinion'bffers powerful 

· vindication on some of the leading ethical charges. · · 

Cha.rges involvi•ng leaks and 0th.er .:Lss\.les remain to be resolved· 
against. Mr. St.arr' s former office. And the disbar~eht recommendation 
against Mr. Clinton is still only_ a recommendatiori. But the .wee:k' s 
events ·make pretty clear which of the lawyers in this baftl.e, Mr. 
s·tarr arid Mr: .. Clinton, was the one with the ;ethical problems. 
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Editorial 

~r. Clinton's.Claim tci History 

HAVING WON the battle to remain in office, President Clinton has 
begun trying to rehabilitate his reputation. -While· contemporary 
commentators may regard his conduct in the Monica Lewinsky episode as .. 
deplorable, the president recently told ABC News.that "T think history: 
will view this much differently.~' Historians, he said,.will understand 
that there really was a right~wing effort to get him: "I~ade a· · 
personal mistake, and they.spent $50 million trying to ferret it out 
and root it out, because theyhad nothing.else to do, because_ all the 
ot_her .charges· were totally false -- bogus,' made up, an:d .people were 
persecuted because they wouldn't commit perjury against me~" :t:n short; 
the-president claimed, history "will sp.y I made a bad personal 
mistake, I paid .a serious price for it, but. that I was right to stand. 
and f i~ht for my country and my Constitution and its princi~les, and 
that the American people were very good to stan_d with me." · 

President Clinton can perhaps. be forgiven for wanting .. to shift 
the premises of the discussion of his imbeachment. But no -~atter how 
mightily he strives, he cannot turn his fight for personal survival_ 
into ~ battle on behalf oi the Constitution. · · · · 

. ' . . 

Following a habit that dates from his initial quasi-'apologies. 
for his conduct, the president describes his transgression as a . 
"personal mistake" -- a phrase that seems to refer only to hi.'s :·s·exual 
exploits rather than to his false testimony about them and his 
willingness to see others testify· falsely to cover them up. His .. · 
phrasing misses the point. Historians will s_ur·ely recall that it was 
not an.y personal mistake but the question of whether the president had 
committed perjury and corrupted evidence in a_federal proceeding.that 
was the issue in his impeachment. They may also recall that it was not 
just independent counsel Kenneth Starr or the Republican House:of 
Representatives but Judge Susan Webber Wright--' the same .judge who 
threw out the Paula Jones lawsuit -- who described the'. president's 
testimony under oath unequivocally as "false, misleading and evasive 
answers that were designed· to obstruct the judicial process. 1i . · 

Historians will have to cope with the troubling ·questioh ~f 
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whet_her an effort to corrupt evidence of' ari affair in a ~i vil lawsuit ' 
warrants impeachment. But the White House's.effort to protect Mr. 
Clintonwill surely not be remembered for any nobility or higher 
purpose. The-. president dragged the country through months c>'f tr.auma to 
fight allegations that were, .- at least in the main, trG~. His ·· 
operati yes smeared political and legal -- opponents,: To this day,·· he has 
never acknowledged· the harm he did. As tdhh; behavior, there _was 
nothing uright" about it. 
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Editorial 
. . . 

Mr. Starr and Leaks 

WHEN THE Ne.w York Times published a story back in Jariuciry. 
suggesting that ·Kenneth Starr believed he had the authority to indict 
President Clinton before he left office, the react.ion against Mr.· 
Starr was strong and immediate. It was, critics were quick to ~ilege, 
another violation of grand jury secrecy, a.nd .the White House· asked 
Judge Norma Holloway Johnson to investigate. Never ~ind that the stor~ 
included nothing that, looked much like grand jury informat;L()p but, 
rather, reported on Mr. Starr's conclusion that it was legally 
possible to indict a sitting president and on .the feeli.ng of some of. 
his staff that doing so would be a good idea.·;. Never mind as well that 
this ·information was not really even news .at all. The incl.dent was 
widely decried as yet another example of Mr. Starr's ,behaving. 
unethically in a vendetta against.the president, ~nd Judge Johnson 
made an irii ti al f ind;Lng that the off ice had violated the law .. 

Mr. Start did himself no favors in the matter by initialiy 
denyipg that the story had come from his office, something his own 
internal investigation later showed· to· be false. This1eq.to the 
resignation of his spokesman, Charles Bakaly III, whom the. internal 
probe· fingered as a sou:i::-ce. ··As Mr. Bakaly had .denied in ari' affidavit 

.. commenting on what Mr. Starr and his office were considering, Mr. 
Start also· 'referred him to the Justice Department for possible: 
crimiha1 f)rosecution. 

Whatever comes of the Bakaly matter, it is ·worth notin~ that 
the unclerlying charge of a. grand jury leak has,· like so.many. · 
allegations against Mr. Starr and his people, evaporated on neutral 

· inspection. A unanimous panel of the. D. C. Circuit ruled r,ecently>that 
11 .lnternal deliberations of prosecutors that·· do. nqt directly ,reveal · 
grand jury proceedings are not" covered by grand jury· secrecy~ The 
ruli~g does not clear Mr. Starr on all allegations of grand·~ury 
leaks, as a much larger group of 24 instances bf alleged l~aks~iemains 
before .the courts. But the current ruling does suggest thaLat least 
some o} these instanc::es may .be found not to have involved· grand jury 
material after all. · 
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It i.s another example·· of an ·ethical _allegation that many 
assumed self-evident melting on closer examination.· Mr. Starr was 
attacked throughbut the Lewinsky episode in a coordinated ~roear 
campaign that atcused him publicly of a variety cif ty~es•of · 
misconduct." These atcusations serioGsly undermined his investigation 
anti di~tracted p~ople from sober discussion either of .. the president's. 
condbct-or of Mr~ Starr's probe. 

. . 

The allegations took a great deal of time to· investigate 'and 
sort out. Now, one by orie, they are provingmeritless, but only long 
after they _have done their job of eroding confidence in his · · 
investigation. This. is not to say that Mr. Starr has been a. .Boy Scout. 
Ther~ is much to criticize about his. investigation. But there is a 
difference between criticism of Mr. Starr's· j udgme·nt ·and allegations 
Of illegalities or misconduct .. The readiness of many people to s.o 
confidently level grave allegations is a disturbing feature: of the way 
our political culture :r.esponded to the LewinskY,. scandaL · · · 
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Friday, June 5, 1998 

Editorial 

More Delay 

IT IS understandable that the Supreme Court yesterday declined to. 
review immediately two lower court decisions rejecting,. in. turn, the 
White House Is assertion of attorney-client privilege and th.e Secret ' 
Service's claims of a fanciful "protective function" privilege; .Once 
President, Clin~oh backed off his executiye privilege cl~ims earlier 

.this. week, independent counsel Kenneth Starr's case that the Supreme 
Court .should preempt review by the court of appeals grew weaker . 

. There's a lot of reason to respect the .normal appellate court 
hierarchy. And for the. Supreme Court to jettison the tradition. layers 
of appeal in the .absence of an urgent constitutional'controversy 
and the only controversy of constitutional dimensions was the , 
discarded executive privilege claim -- may' have been inc.autious. 

'The result -- more delay~- is nonetheless frustrating. The 
Secret Service's claimed privilege should not ~- and, in all .. 

. likelihood, vvill not -- be sustained; And the White House;.s vision•of 
an expansive governmental attorney-'client privilege was rejected 
decisi ve1y by the U ~ S. Court of Appeals for the 8th Circuit last. year. 
Even 'Judge Norma Holloway Johnson's more generous vision.of this 

·controversial privilege would require that White House lawyer B.tuc(2 
Lindsey give testimony before Mr. Starr's g.ra,nd. jury. So. in the end;. 
the additional layers of litigation seem unlikely to reverse Mr. 
Starr's Victories. · 

But the extra layers will grant .the White House time:~ tim~.in 
which to attack Mr. Starr's investigators and-'- even w}:iile extending 
the probe -- complain. about its. duration and cost. All this, 
naturally, 'without honoring the promise that President ·Clinton made at 

. the. outset ·.Of the •Lewinsky matter that he would answer the legitimate· 
questions at its h~art. Thos~ questioni ~~.one it.rains to recall . 
were not about t.he Secret Service, executive privilege; book 
purchases~ talk-show lawyers or whether the president has an· 
attorriey~client relationship with the White House counsel~ ~he 
questions were about whether President Clinton committed federa·l 
crimes by lying uhde.t oath about h~s relationship with a White Aouse 
intern, suborning her perjuryandobst(uct,ing justice by helping her 
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fin.d work in. exchange for faise testimony. The answers still have not 
.be~n given. 
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Editorial · 

Diversionary Flares 

IN THE six weeks since the Monica Lewinsky scandal .broke, .the 
. president's aides have been frantically launching diversionary flares 
. to shift the public's attention from Bill Clinton's ccmduct. Most of 
these· flares have sought to illumin~te the flaws -...:. real and imagiried 
-- .of independent counsel Kenneth Starr. As White House spokesmen have. 
ihrouded Mr~ Cliriton~s own behavior in the most general -~ and 
least-informative -- denials, they -have issued shrill denunciation.s of 
everything· from ML Stair's ]Jl1dget, to his party affiliation, to his· 
other legal.work. ft is all an effort to portray the most powerful man 
in the world -- a man. who refuses. to tell his' own side of the. story -- .. 
as a victim, and it would be merely silly were .it not working so well, 

Of course, the independent cou_nsel has, in part, himself to 
thank for.its success. When the White House> stuck out its foot last 
week, he seemed only too eager to trip over it -- ha~linef sldqey 
Blumenthal before his grand jury to answer questions about the-White 
House's efforts to - smear him and his_ staff. It was a move that lent 

. credence to all the portrayals of· Mr. St.arr as an .overzealous 
prosecutor with an ax to grind against the president. It was .. the kind 
of favor that only an enemy could· have d6nefor Mr. Clinton. 

But after a spectacularly bad week. in which he·- seemed to .us,. as to· 
others, to have stumbled into the hands of his. critics, Mr. Sta tr 
appeais to b~ back on track. Instead of {nvestigating who in ttl~ White 
House may or may not have been digging up and peddling st()ries meant 
to discredit him, his staff and their joint effort, he has re.turned to 
the basic question of whether President Clinton lied arid, either. _ 
directly or through aides and associates, encouraged others· to lie in. 
the Monica Lewinsky case. 

In th~ midst .. pf all this distraction, it is worth· remembering 
what this investigation is supposedly about and why it remairi~ . . 
important. The investigation is not about the president's·private 
affairs,:· as his defenders constantly claim. It is, rather1· about. 
whether someone conspired to corrupt a civil suit_ in federal court in 
Arkansas. T.he allegations, if true, are important not because of some -
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pru~ient i~terest in the president's sex life bqt because they address 
· a fundamental issue o{ fairness in the- administration of j usti~e. · One 
cah believe or not believe Paula Jones, but she is surely entitled -
~s are-0e all ~~ to have her~case heard without having it marred by 
allegedly perjured testimony paid for with jobs. We continue to 
reserve judgment on the facts of the Lewinsky matter; bu:t. if the 
president did urge Ms. Lewinsky to lie urider oath, this would be ·no 

. insignificant matter that should be ignored because the underlying 
conctuct is sexual in nature. It is criti~al, therefore, for M~, Starr 
to stay focused on resolving the main issue authoritatively and 
quickly, rather than meandering off· again into some examination o{ the 
White House's public relations strategy. / 

I:t. is even more critical for the president to finally step up 
to the plate and face.the questions that he has so embarrassingly 
dodged since the scandal began. This course is, needless to say, a. . 
toug:h. sell at a time when Mr. Clinton is enjoying the highest approval 
'ratings· of his presidency. The attacks on Mr. Starr are working,. so 
t.here seems little reason to change anything. But Mr. c:;linton owes an' 
accouiiting that.only he can give. The approach the White House has 
adopted instead -- keep mum, attackMi. Starr, belittle the offense; 
shift .the focus to anythihq you can think of but whether the president 
lied -- is harmful, not just shifty. The faster the country can get at 
the truth and decide what to do about it~ the better. That's .. 0hat 
matte.rs, not. the peripheral fireworks the White House would rather 
become the issue. instead .. That's why .it's good news if Mr. Starr in 
fact is back at work. 
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Editorial· 

An Unruly Mess 

·THE WHITE HOUSE and Kenneth Starr are in.a race to thebQttom iri 
the increasingly bizarre scandal surrounding. Bill Clinton's 
relationship with.Monica Lewinsky. The president's deferiders have 
decided that smearing ·investigators -- ·r.ather than answering 
legitimate questions -- is the appropriate mear:is ·of defending Mr. 
Clinton .• Mr.. Starr, meanwhile, appears .to have corne. to the· conclusion 
that this White House strategy itself may be an. effort at intimidating. · 
prosecutors,· and he absurdly issued. a subp6eriat6 piesidentia~ aide 
Sidney Blume.nthal demanding that Mr. Blument.hal ·testify before the 
gr'arid jury and apparently turn over documents t~~t refer td Mr; 
Starr's offic~ and staff. 

On Sunday the White House denounced as "blatant lies" .the 
suggestiori that the president's troops authorized private snoopers to 
dig· up dirt on those "investigators, ·prosecutors, or·. reporters" ' 
looking into the Lewinsky matter. Turns oqt, however, that Mr. 
Clinton's lawyers did retain the serv~ces of private eye Terry F. 
Lenzner (whom Mr. Starr has also subpo~naed) .. Mr. Lenzner, Mr~ 

Clinton's lawyers said yesterday, has been working for them since 
1994, '~assist [ing] in the defense of .. mat~ers related tothe 
president"; their statement, however, reiteratesthat he is "not, 
irivestigating the personal lives of" those investigatiI1'g Mr. Clinton, 
T.he continuing and indignant denial~ by .the Whi t;e House that it would ' 
hire a private sleuth to look for disparaging tidbits on M·r.:.'Sfarr .· 
seems doubly peculiar,. since officials are entirely 6pen.abqqf the 
fact that smearing Mr. Starr arid his deputies is their primary .. . . 
strategy. The New York Times actually quoted a White House .. officiai 
describing "our continuing campaign to destroy Ken Starr. II What Is ··. ' '' 
more, i{ the president's aides are.~efraining ~~om investigating the; 
press for' now, it.' s certainly not because they are above attacking 
journalists. In 1996; First Lady Hillary Clinton ordered atto:rneys, for·.· 
the president to write a report critiquing th,e coverage of Whitewater · 

.by Susan Schmidt, The Post's main reporter on the subject. Mrs. 
Clinton. actu,3,lly. wanted the report released publicly, .Post staff. 
write~ Howard .Kurtz recently wrote; although White Bouse spokesman 
Michael McCurry arid special counsel Mark F.abiani .killed that idea. 

. : ' 
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Looking for dirt on prosecutors arid tryif!-g'to discredit I 

straightforward reporting of embarrassing fac.ts about, yourself.·· is .. 
inde:ed a· sleazy strategy, . but it is f.ar . from criminal. And if wbuld .be 

· .an abuse of. his power if Mr. Starr hauled Mr. Blumenthal before the 
grand jurj simpiy b~cause the latter had played a key role"in·such an ·' 
effort. A g:ranci jury investigation is supposed to focus on.al-legations 
nf criminal conduct, and a subpoena i~ not meant to be used as ·~ 

. ·retci.liatory gestu:re. There is, at thisstage, no public evi<)ence 
suggesting that Mr. Blumenthal's media campaign or his documents 
related t¢'Mr. Starr are germane to any criminal allegationsi Mr . 

. Starr's explp.nation yesterday ~- that the "IT\isinformatiorr'; spread' 
about. prosecutors foay be "intended to intimidate. prosecutors_· and.· 
investig.ators, impede the work of t_he grand jury~ or otherwise' , 
obstruct justice" ....:;.... seems pretty thin. Prosecut.ors get attacked every·· 
day by potential defendants, and having a thick skin is_ part.of. the 

.·.job~ If Mr. Starr's only basis for these· subpoenas is the "slated one, 
. he should back down.· Unless he possesses .evidence suggesting that. the 

Wh.ite. House is violating some .law by attacking his peop]_e,. his effort. 
to investigate the defense is potentially an abuse:.:__ and' it certafnly 
plays ihto :the hands of those who regard. his investigation a.s a ' 
reckless a~~ partisan attack on the president~ · 

.. This is a p~rticular shame, because it is important' that· center. . 
stage ln this drama be reserved for the main .iss~e: the condu6t of 
Bill Clinton. The White House spin-meisters have been .able __ ....: with Mr~ 
Starr's help -- to create momentary distractions from the.underlying 
scandal, but these distractions will only be momentary;.·. The White 
House should. remember that what is driving this story is not: the. 
conduct of Mr. Starr's staff, alleged. leaks, supposed media ):)"ias .or 
in l1rs. c1inton' s now famous words :.:__ a "vast. rigpt~win9 conspiraci~ '' 
Mr: tlinton is the only one who can mak~ this matter·go~wa~,. and he 
remains entirely free to do so. at any tiIT\e·. The president should · 
simply tell the real story now about what happene'd between him and 
Monica Lew,tnsk.y. If.· it causes him problems, he should take the hit. and. 
get i.t over with .. Better that than prolonging a process ~hat is doing 
no one any good -- surely not him, and not the count:iy, either.' 
W.hatever the truth, the long-er he and his defender::;· spend attacking 
others for problems he alone can address,,, the harder a time his spin 
doctors. wil.l have persuading anyone to beli~ve him .when ·finally he is 
forced to talk. 
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Editorial 

The Kenneth Starr. Question 

LEAVE ASIDE the transparently demagogic political counterattack on 
Kenneth Starr by the Clinton White House. Others who are not working .. 
from anyone'· s talking points have come to wonder whether independent.· 

• • • • • • - • • I • • -

counsel Kenneth Starr's investigation has gotten out of hand;.· What 
began as a· fairly conventional inquiry into the role, if any,' of th~· 
Clintons _in the. draining and ultimate failu~e of an Arkansas. savings 
and loan has become, as the daily soap opera attests, .much more. · 

Ther~ ate three main sources of unease with the way·the 
investigation has been transformed. One has: to do with the .constant . 
migration and broadening of Mr. Starr's jurisdiction. Whatever turns 
up ends ~Pon Mr. Starr's platter, br so it seems~ He has.become. less 
an independent counsel than a kind of standing inspector general for 
the Clinton White House. Second is.thesmarmy and personaJ zoneinto 
which the jurisdictional spread most recently_ has led him. This is .·. 
now, at least in part, ah inquiry intothe president's sex.;Life, based' 
on surreptitious tape recordings by one woman of the supposed. 
confidences of another much younger one; _It is, in this. sense; a slimy 
and intrusive business with which'no one can 'be comfortable. Finally, 
Mr; Starr has been charged by Mrs. Clinton and otherswith either 
conducting or lending himself to a political vendetta against the 
president. He denies it, but a number of the ancillary characters in _ 
th.e drama have openly anti-Clinton.agendas, and on occasion Mr::. 
Starr Is own careless .behavior has seemed to support the charge; . 

Our owri sensej even so, is that step by step~ each of the · 
expansions of the investigation, including the current q_ne; · can. l:)e 
justified. The .bases have not been manufactured~ "They continue t¢ 

·derive, unfortunately, from the Clintons' ·own behavior. The qu~stions 
raise~ ha~e been serious ones and the. k{nd· th.at require'ind~p~nderi€ 
investigatirih. That is what the defenders corive~iently igno~~- . 

< /. . '. . . .. .· .· ... · ·.. ' ,j; ··' 

. Mr. Starr's· original mandate was to determine whether.· the 
Clintons and other political figures in Arkansas used the failed-

.·. savings-and-loan association a.s a piggy bank. in violation of the law. 
The special: court that names an independent counse.l at the attorney 
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gener<;i.1' s request gave him extremely broad authority to ·do so. He has 
·· caught some· considerable fish,· including Mr. Ci in ton's successor as 

governor ¢f Arkansas; Mr. Clinton's first choice to be associate 
attorney general. in the administration, Webster Hubbell~ ~nd the. 
owners of t,he S&L, who wete also the Clintons' business partners in. 
the. failed real estate venture called Whitewater, . which has· giyen the 
wh:o1e· affair its name. Whcit Mr .. Sta'rr has not been able. to do, despite 
'effotts to extract more information from lesser' figures in the ·case,' 
including Mr. HUbbelli is show thatthe Clintons themselve~ violated 
th~law~: He corttinues to feel that so~e witnesses have not been · 
fort{icoming, is looking for possible rea'sons .why and is. trying to 
squee?-e them; This Whitewater part of the inquiry seems to have come 
down.to.a familiar endgame. 

There were; meanwhile, two re la ti vely minor expans:Loris of his 
mandate :--< as ever{ with the attorI)eY general's approval -- having to 
do with the firing of White House.travel office employees early in the· 
fi~s~:term:and the still n~t fully explained gathering in the White··• 
House; also in the first term, of FBI files on some Republicans. Both 
these presented.·· issues that needed vetting by an independent counsel, 
and Mr. Starr was at hand. He seems to· have been assigned them ma.inly 
as a matter of 'convenience. 

. ·. Ih. t.lie. current case, the tape recordings containing. charges .... 
·against the president -- charges whose seri.ousness has to do .much inore 
with possible perjury than with sex. -- were brought to Mr. Starr by 
the woman who had made them .. She appe'ars to have done so in such. a way 
that they might have bee.n inadmis.sible in court. Mr. $tarr wired he:r:-

. with. he_r. consent to remake them,, iQ part to validate her claims. ·The 
· . wiring was a repul.si ve thing to do, but not ille·gal and evide[it]_y a 

fairly cbmmon prosecutorial pra;ctice .. He ·apparently a.cted qu:LC:kly 
'pari:::ly: be~ause there was a. threat that news of the tapes would shortly 
appear _ih · p:r:_il1t, as inf act it did·. He then presented the ··e\tiderice to 
the att9rne:y general' who without much apparent hesi tafion '3.gree'd wit[l 
him thp;t '~he,' court should include them in his mandate .. I.f not Mr... . 

. Starr,·· another counsel w9uld plainly have had_ to .be named.. If ~.Ver 
. ther_e•. were a case. the . Justice Department . c·annot its elf credibly .. 
investigate, this is it. The tawdriness of· the busirress "':"- the illicit 

"and sneaky nature of the taping, to say. nothing. of t.he. cori:tent of .the 
tapes -- .is· no,t Mr. Starr's· fault.· He drew what seems to us a strained·. 
connectio.rt between the Whitewater case and this, in that Wash~ngton 
lawyer and.Clinton con.fidant Vernon .Jordan cou.ld be f 6und in. both 
helping possible witnesses against the president fihd j.obs. But that's. 
not.1tJf}y he· has this case; nor do we quarrel J.:Ji th his decision to take 
the first step. of creating a C::leart tape; if that word can be u~eq for 
any aspect of this case., before going" to. the• \:lttorhey general .. ;. 

Mr.·.starrhas been casual ih. the past .about flashing his ow~ • 
con~ervati ve 'politics while occupying· th~ .off ice of independent.·. 
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counsel., It-' s a. huge mistake. The whole purpose of naming- an 
indepefident counsel is, insofar a~ possible, to de-politicize, an 
investigation such as this. He risks the undermining _of his ow.n role. 
There are problems w_i th Mr. Starr, but the basic problem here is not 
with hi~. · · 
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Editorial 

'Isri~t It Obvious?l 

·"ISN\T IT obvious?" So responded President Clinton on television the 
other riight .. when PBS host Jim Lehrer. askeci him whether.•.s.pecial 
prosecutor Kenneth Starr is just out to "get" Mr. Clint~n. an.d Hillary 

. .Clinton. Mr. c1:Lnt 0 n leveled an extraordinary charge against. the 
·special prosecutor. He paraphrased his convicted old friend, Susan 
McDougal~, as believing that Mr. Starr wants her to perjure herself. if 
necessary to build a case against the Clintons·. Then Mr. Clinton said: .. 
".There's a lot of evidence to support. that." 

Well, that doesn't· seein so obvious to us. Certainly Mr; .Starr 
is a Republican; and he or his 1aw firm, in their other work, may have 
left themselves open to conflict,-of-interest charges -- cha.rge·s the 
White House has been only too happy to whip up. But Mr.·. Cli.nton' s 
latest assault goes w.ell beyond what is legitimate· in the' way of.· 
campaign spin and counterspin. · .· .. 

We have seen no evidence of any· impropriety i·n the conduct of . 
tihe spec~al prosecutor's office itself. Rather, Mr·. Starr .·and· his team 

. •' seem to be fallowing precisely the manda.te they were set by .a. panel of .. 
£ederal judges :at the request of Mr. Clinton's attorney: general;. Janet 
Reno~ That )nanciate ordered Mr. Starr .to uncover whether• ''any· · . · 
individual" had committed a crime ·"relating in any way to JamesB. 

·McDougal' s,. Pres.ident William Jefferson Clinton's, or Mr.s ,, Hillary 
Rodham Clinton's relationships" with .Whitewater or the Madison ~avings 
a.·nd lo~r1. If Mr. Clinton sees "a lot of evidence" that Mr. Starr is 
doing ()therw'ise~ he should share it. · . 

i. ''Obvious" might better. describe the questibns that Mr. St~rI' 
Jias put to Susan McDougal. and for which,. to avoid answering, Mrs. 
McDptigal ha,s gone to jail in contempt. of court< Mr .. Starr wanted to· · 
know whether Mr. Clinton knew about illegal loans and· whether ne 
testified truthfully about them during the tr.ial in which the 
McDougals thernselves were convicted., Those, on their face, 'do not seem 

····difficult questions to answer. · · 

•iobvious," too; is Mr. Clinton's impropriety in dangling :the 
', · . .,. ~ : .' . ' . : . ' - . - . . . . . . .. 
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possibility of a presidential p'ardon before Mr~. McDougal, -who faces 
two years in prison for her four felony convi6iions. When Mr~: Lehrer 
asked the president about a second-term pardon' for her or. other •.• · 
whitewater-related figures, Mr., Clinton said he'd. "given no . · 

I . . ·. 

conslderation to that.~ Then he' went on to describe the "regular 
process" for presideritial pardons and to say that Whitewat~i~telated 
cases "should be handled like others."· · · 

. ' 

But these Whitewatei cases are not like any other, becahse' 
those seeking pardons may have information bearing on:Mr.:Clfnton . 
himself oron his wife. Before the election, Mr. ClintoI1 should.make 
clear that,' if reelected, he will not subvert the judicial proc.ess' 
through-attacks on the special prosecutor or by abusing the · 
president 1 ~ pard6n pow~r. That much should be obViobs. · 
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BY FACSIMILE AND MAIL 

Miss Harriet Miers 
Counsel to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20502 

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 

February 16, 2005 

Re: Brett M. Kavanaugh 

Standing Committee on 
Federal Judiciary 
7 40 Fifteenth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005-1022 
Facsimile: (202) 662-1762 

\ 

United States Court of Appeals, District of Columbia 

Dear Miss Miers: 

The purpose of this letter is to confirm the recommendation of this Committee 
previously given as to the nomination of Brett M. Kavanaugh for appointment as Judge of the 
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 

A substantial majority of the Committee is of the opinion that Brett M. Kavanaugh is 
Well Qualified for appointment as Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the District 
of Columbia. A minority of the Committee is of the opinion that Brett M. Kavanaugh is 
Qualified for appointment as Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia. 

TZH:mer 

cc: Daniel J. Bryant, Esq. 

Yours very truly, 

4}1-h 
Thomas Z. Hayward, Jr. 
Chair 

ABA Standing Committee on Federal Judiciary 

490484/C/1 

-
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Thomas Z. Hayward, Jr. 
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70 West Madison Street 
Chicago, IL 60602-4207 
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FAX: 312-372-0576 
E-mail: thayward@bellboyd.com 

BY FA CS/MILE AND MAIL 

Miss Harriet Miers 
Counsel to the President 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20502 

Re: Thomas Beall Griffith 

February 16, 2005 

7 40 Fifteenth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005-1022 
Facsimile: (202) 662-1762 

l 

United States Court of Appeals, District of Columbia 

Dear Miss Miers: 

The purpose of this letter is to confirm the recommendation of this Committee 
previously given as to the nomination of Thomas Beall Griffith for appointment as Judge of the 
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 

A majority of the Committee is of the opinion that Thomas Beall Griffith is Qualified 
for appointment as Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. A 
minority of the Committee is of the opinion that Thomas Beall Griffith is Not Qualified for 
appointment as Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 

TZH:mer 

cc: Daniel J. Bryant, Esq. 

Yours very truly, 

~rl,-·-1/ 
Thomas Z. Hayward, Jr. (/ 
Chair 

ABA Standing Committee on Federal Judiciary 

490480/C/l 
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The Honorable On-in G. Hatch 

Brett M. Kavanaugh 
3633 M Street, N.W., #JA 

Washington,DC 20007 

November 19, 2004 

Chainnan of the Cornmittee on the Judiciary 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Chairman Hatch: 

Attached please find responses to written questions from Members of the Committee. 

Sincerely yours, 

~·~~-~~~t 
Brett M. Kavanaugh 

, \ 



Responses of Brett M. Kavanaugh 
to the Written Questions of Senator Leahy 

1. In your testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee, you indicated ihatthe 
work on judicial nominations was divided in the Office of White House Courisel_ 
among several Associate Counsels. You testified that you had "different areas ofthe 
country that we would work on and diffen~nt nominations that we'd workon." You 
mentioned that California and Illinois were among the states you worked on, and 
that you "worked on certain circuit court nominations." A) Could you please list 
your partiicular geographic areas of responsibility, whether you covered just distric~ 
or circuit court nominations or both within tbose areas, and the names of all of the 
circuit court nominees you worked on?B) What percentage ofyourtimein the 
office wolllld you say was devoted to judicial nominations? C) What other matte.rs .c 

did you work on during your time in the Office of White House Counsel? 

Response: I \\'.as one of eight associate counsels in the White House Counse.rs office who 
'participated in the judicial selection process. AtJudge Gonzales' directiof1, we diyided 

. up states for district court nominations, and we divided up appeals court nominations as 
vacancies arose. Our roles included discussions with staffs of home-State Senators and 
other state and local officials,review of candidates'records, participation in candidate 
interviews (usually with Judge Gonzales. and/or his deputy and Department of Justice 
lawyers), and participation in meetings of the judicial selection committee· chaired by 

. Jtidge Gonzales. That committee would make recommendations and provide advice to 
the President. Throughout this process, we worked collaboratively with Department of 
Justice attorneys .. It is fair to say that all of the attorneys in the White House Counsel's' 
office who worked on judges (usually ten lawyers) participated in discussions and 
meetings concerning all of the President'sjudicial nominations. 

At the district court Jevel, I assisted with nominations from Illinois, Idaho, Arizona, 
Ma~yland, California, and Pennsylvania, among other states. I assisted several court of 
appeals nominees on the confirmation side of the process, including Judge Consuelo · 
Callahan, Judge Steve Colloton, Judge Carlos Bea, Justice Priscilla Owen, Miguel 
Estrada, ·and Judge Carolyn Kuhl, among others. 

The time I devoted to the judicial nomina~ion and confirmation process varied~bµt . 
probably was about half my time when I worked in the Counsel's office. I (,llso worked .·· 
:on a variety ofethics issues, legal policy matters such as victim compensation and .. 
liability issues, separation of powers issues, and records issues; al.!1ong other matters.· 



----- -- ------ ------ -----

2; A) Now that the ABA is no longer involved in .the decision about whether. or n.ot 
· to nominate someone for federal court vacancies, are there any other individµals or. 
groups with whom the nominees are asked to meet as these choices are being made? 
B) In particular, have potential nominees been or are they n.ow advised or sent to 

.. meet with or interview with individuals or groups outside of the government as part 
of the judiicial s.electiou process? · · 

Response: No . 

. 3. Didyouor anyone.else ill theOfficeofWhiteHous~ Couinsel seek advice or 
information or receive advice or information from any individuals or groups outside 
of the government when deciding on ajudicialnominee? A) Were any :Whitellou$e\ .· 
officials from outside the Office of the White House Coons.el involved in decisions on · 
judicial selection? B) If so, who and.from what offices? C) In particular, was Karl 
RoveinvoRved in the judicial selection process, and if so, can you describe iudetaH 

. his inv()lvement? . · · · · .··· 

Response: Qutside gr'oupsand individuals -including Senators, Representat~ves,. .··· .. 
Governors, other state and local officials, local bar officials and lawyers, andirtembets of ·· 
interest groups - would often support or recommend candidates .. That isttaditiona] and . 
appropriate. In addition, the Department of Justice conducts athorough vetting process · 
during which many individuals familiar ~ith the candidate prqvide input regarding a 
candidate.'s qualifications and suitabi~it)' for the federal bench. As Judge Gonzales 
previously has explained, jlldicial nomination recommendations are provided to the 
President by the judicial selection committee, whichis chaired by JUdge Gonzales and 
includes individuals from the White House and the Departmeritof Justice. The.President 
himself makes the decision in all cases to submit a particular judicial n.omi~ation to the .·· 
Senate ... · . . 

4. Did you work. with others inside the government, including the Department of 
Justice and Senate Republicans and their staffs, to determine how to prepare the 
nominees or work.to secure their confirmation? 

. Response: Yes, that is an important part of th~ woi;k of t~e Counsel.' soffice and the. 
Department of Justice. · · · . · 

-:·.··· 



5. In your hearing testimony, you indicated that part of your responsibilities 
included "public liaison" work. That means working with groups from outside of 
the government. A) Did you have a regul:,ir meeting set up with outside groups or 
individuals? B) If so, please list the names of the outside groups or individuals with 
whom yout regularly met, how often the meetings took place, and the na~ure of those 
meetings. C) If not, did you meet at any time with any outside groups or individualS 
about judicial nominations? D) Apart from groups or individuals involved in 
regular meetings, with which other outside groups or individuals have you met 
aboutjudicial nominations? E) For each of these groups or individuals, please, tell 
me how often you would meet with them and the nature of those meetings. 

Response: We met with members of a wide variety of groups that were interested in the 
judicial nomination and confirmation process. That is traditional and appropriate ... 
Beyond that, it would not be appropriate in this eontext for me to provide information 
regarding the Administration's judicial nomination and confinnation strate.gy and · 
meetings. 

6. In youir hearing testimony you indicated there was a "team" thatworkediu 
Senator Batch's office a11d Senator Frist's office ou nominatfons. A) Who was on 
that team during the time you worked in the Office of the White House Counsel? B) 

· How often would that team meet? . C) Where did that team meet? D) What . . . , •, 

specifically was the work of thatteam? 
. ' 

. - : . . - . ' ' 

Response: The people who worked on issues relating tO judicial confirmatiOns included 
· the White House Counsel's office lawyers, staff of the White House Office of Legislative 

Affairs, other White House st<1;ff, Department of Justice lawyers and persoru;iel, .Members ·· 
and· staffs of the Senate Judiciary Committee, and Senate leadership Membersand staffs, 

· . among others. As I understand it, previous Administtatiqns of both parties operated in·. 
the same manner with respect to judicial nominations and confirmations. The White 
House and Departmetit of Justice met often with Senate staffers in order to maintain 
communications regarding the status of individual judicial nominations arid tQ discuss 
·upcoming hearings, votes, or other issues. Meetings would occur in a variety of 
government rooms depending on convenience and avalh1bilifr. 

7. Atyour hearing the subject of consulting on nominations to the D.C. Circuit 
came up. Did you or anyone involved in the judicialnominationsprocess for . 
President .Bush ever discuss nominations to the D~C. District Court or the D.C 
Circuit with any elected officials from the .District ofColumbia? 

Response: I am aware that the Administration consults with Mayor Williams On a variety 
of issues affecting the District of Columbia, including localjudges. I do not know 
whether he or other local elected officials have been consulted for vacancies onthe D.C. . 
Circuit Court of Appeals. I believe there has been consultation on certainD;C. District 

. Court nominations. 
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8. President Clinton nominated several individuals to the circuit and district co.urts 
with no close ties to him or other Democrats but who were championed by 
Republican Senators because they were either registered Republicans or close . 
friends of the Senator of the other party. For example, Judge Richard Tallman was 
nominated to the Ninth Circuit and confirmed at the urging of Republican Senator 
Slade Gordon; Judge Barry Silverman was nominated to the Ninth Circuit and ·. · 
confirmedatthe urging of Republican Senafor John Kyl, who struck the na(lles of.···· 
Democratic candidates; Judge,William Traxler, who was put on the distr:ict court by 
President Reagan, was nominated to the Fourth Circuit and confirmed at the · 
request of Republican Senator Strom Thurmond; Judge Stanley Marcus was · · ( 
nominated to the Eleventh Circuit and confirmed at the urging of Republican. 
Senator Connie .Mack. Please list the names of all of the circuit c·ourt nominations 
President Bush has made who were first recommended to you by a .Democratic 
Senator. 

Response: Recommendations for district and circuit nominees come to the 
Administration from many sources, and it is often difficult to identify the "first'.' 
recommendation of a particular candidate. I can say that there are numerous court of 
appeals nominees of President Bush who had the support of home-state D.emocratic 
Senators, including: Edith Brown Clement, Consuelo Callahan, Allyson Duncan, Dennis 
Shedd, Reena Raggi, Barrington Parker, LavenskiSmith, Steve Colloton; Michael 
Melloy, Carlos Bea, Richard Qifton, and Jay Bybee. We are proud of the strorig support· 
these court of appeals nominees received from the Democratic Senatprs in their home 
states. 

Response: .I have met and think very highly of Mr, Snyder and Dean Kagan. The 
• Presid.ent hasconsistently stated that everyjudicialnominee deserves-an up or down vote 

in the Senate, regardless of who is President. It is the Senate's decision whether to 
co.nfirm or reject any individual nominee. 
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. . 
10. As you know there has been a lot of controversy surrounding the appointment· 
of members to certain statutorily created bi-partisan boards and commission~. The 

·White House gives a tortured interpretation to the statutes governing these' bodies, 
claiming they permit the President to name not only the members of his political 
party, but also tbe members not of his political par:ty, insisting that there. is,no 
requirement that the leadership of the political party opposite the President make·. 
these choices. Frankly, we find these contentions absurd and contrary to 'the letter · · 
·and spirit of the law. A) Do youagree with the President's interpretation? 11) What· 
was your role in helping the President reach the conclusion that Democrats are not 
·to pick nominees for Democratic seats?. -

R~sponse: I am not familiar with any ongoing dispute of this sort . . - ' 

. . . 

11.. Historian Richar.d Reeves said about Executive Order 13233 that; '~[w]ith a 
stroke of the pen on November l, President Bush stabbed history in the back and 
blocked Americans'· right to know how Presidents [and Vi.ce Presidents] have made 
decisions," and that the Order "ended more than 30 years of increasi11g openness in 
g()vernment." . You testified at your hearing that you believed the "initial concern" · 
by historians and archivists about Executive Order 13233 was "based.m1a .· .. 
misunderstanding." You indicated there were meetings with historians ,to dis.cuss 

.and explann the Order and that historians have found them usefuL With which 
·historians have you·met and when did you meet with .them? 

. ·' ' 

. Response: I do not have a full list of the individuals who attended such meetings. ·· ) 
Professor Martha Kurriar organized the groups that attended the meetings, They occurred 
about every six months while I was in the Counsel's office. · 

j 
I 
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.12. As you know, after Executive Order 13233 was promillgated, numbers of 
promiirent historians and the major associations of historians, including the 
American Historical Association, and the Organizatfon of American Historians, 
filecJ. suit in federal court challenging the v;ilidity _of the Order. Even after the 
meeting or meetings you held with them, they continued with the lawsuit. Indeed, 
one major plaintiff, the American Political Science Association, joined the suit after 
your meetfogs began. Their criticism continued as welL While the historians were 
complimentary of yourpersonal demeanor in the initial meeting you bad with them, 
they continu.ed to be seriously concerned. For example, Robert Spitzer, president 
of the Presidency Research Group of the Americ,an Political Science Association 

,. . . . , ' ,, . , 

said, "Kavanaugh's promise of openness reminds me that the promise is predicated 
·not on law, but merely on good will .. \ the situation continues to be deeply 
troubling." The late Hugh Graham, a Reagan historian and professor emeritus at 
Vanderbilt University, described the Executive prder as "a victory. for secrecy in 
government" that is "so total that it would make Nixon jealous in bis grave." Your 
testimony about the historians seemed calculated to brush off this sort of criticism:. 
A) Do you deny that the Order continues to be unacceptable to most historians?\· B) 
How can you reconcile what you told us at your bearing with the very real concern.s 

. that America's historians continue to have? 
. . ' ', 

· · Response: I know some historians are not ~atisfied with the rules that apply to 
Presidential records .. · I believe their concern sterns· from the Presidential Record~Actarid 
the Supreme Court decision authored by Justi~e Brerui~n in Nixon v. GSA .. I know some 

· of them have expressed and continue to express concerns about the Order, but we · 
.respectfully believe that any continuing concerns in fact stein from the Act it&elf and the 
Supreme Court decision, not from the Order. · · 

13. At your bearing, you testified that t.he Bush Administrntion's Executive.Order .. 
· 13233 (''Bush.Order"), which you authored, was nothing more than an order that 
set forth "procedures" for complying with the Presidential Records Act ('~PRA''). 
In faet, according to many scholars, journalists, and others, the Bush Otder goes .far 
beyond mere "procedures" and in effect significantly impedes the release of . 
presidential records intended to lbe released under the PRA and in effect eviscerates 
important parts of the PRA, increasing government secrecy. Specifically they are 

· concernedl about the "demonstrated, specific need" language, even aftertlie end of 
· the 12-year period, about Sections 3(a)-( d) of the Bush Order which effectively 
provide both a former president and the incumbent president an unlimited amount 
of time to review records to determi.ne whether to object to their release to the· 
public, about Sections 3(d) and 4 ofthe Bush Order, which require the incumbent 
president to "concur in" and support in court an .assertion of privilege by the former 
president, regardless of whether it is legally valid, unless there are compelling 
circumstances, about Section 3(d)(2) of the Bush Order which empowers the 

. incumbent president to orde.r the Archivist to withhold access to the former 
president's records on grounds of privilege even if the .former president does no( 
objed to their being made public, and ~ven in. the absence of any cfaim that national 
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security would be affected by public release,'abo11t'Section 10 of the Executive. 
Order which permits a former president (or his family) to designate a · 

.. ''representative" to assert constitutionally based executive privileges in the event of 
the former president's death or disability, about Section 11 of the Bush Order which 
allows a.former vice president to assert constitUtionally based privileges. to bar · 
release of records after the end of the 12-year restrietion period applicable to 
records under the PllA, arid about Section 2(a) of the Executive Order ~tates that 

. tbe former president's constitutional privileges include not only the privilege for 
confidential communications with· his advisers that bas been recognized by the· 
Supreme Court, but also the state secrets privilege~ the attorney-client privilegeand 
attorney work product privileges, and the deliberative process privilege. In light of 
these specific concerns, can you explain in detail the basis for your claim that the .· 
Order is procedural in nature, and is merely complying with the PRA?' 

Respcmse: The Order faithfully implements the Pr_. esidential Records .Act and Supreme 
Court .case law. It establishes procedures to govern release of records consistent with the 

. statute and the Supreme Court precedent The Order does not set forth the ... circumstances 
under which an assertion of privilege should be made or would be sµccessfuL The .issues 
identified In this question are either proceduralor stem from the Act itself or GOurt 
decisions on executive privilege. · 

·14. Atyour hearing, you also testified that there was a "ne.ed" for the Bush Order 
to "establish procedures" under the PRA because the end Of the 12-year perjod of 
repose forformer President Reagan's records was coming to an end, that both the 
current president and the former president could assert privilege with respect to the 
records under Nixon v. GSA, and that "[n]o one really had a good idea how this was 
going to work." But the Congress specifically delegated to the National Archives and 
Records Administration ("the Archivist';) the authoritY to adopt regulations, and ·. · · 
after notice and ~omment, to adopt all rules necessary to carry out the PRA's 
provisions, which th.e Archivist did, A) In. light of the existing regulations under the 
PRA, why did you and others at the White House deem it necessary to adopt the . 
Bush Order, which occurred without any opportunity for public notice and 
comment? B) During the period of more thap 6 months when the Bush White 
House was notified aboutthe Reagan records but before the Bush Order, please . \ . 
describe wh_at if any consultation occurred with the Archivist concerning any 
alleged need for additional regulations. . 

Respoqse: As you noted, the 12-year period was coming to an end as President Bush took 
offic.e. This was the first time that the Act's 12'-year period had expired for records 
subject to the Act. The Order itself provides that it was issued to establish procedures to 
govern review of the records. We consulted often with the National Archives and 
Records Administration (NARA) during the drafting process, and Archivist Carlin 

. testified to the Congress that NARA had unprecedented access and opportunity.to share · 
· their experiences and views, 
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15, In his introduction at your hearing, Senator Cotilyn mentioned that the two of, 
you had worked on a ca~e together. A) What was the case? B) In what capacity . 

·.were you'involved in it? C) How did you come to be involved in the case? D)Why 
did you choose to be involved? E) Have you helped prepare others for Supr~me 

. Court argument? F) If so, who, and for what cases? ·· G) For each one, please 
· explain how you became.involved and why.·· ·, .. 

Response: He was counsel in Santa Fe lridependent School Districf~. Doe, and I . 
participated in a moot court session wh'en he prepared for oral argliment. I also submitted 
an amicus brief on behalf of my clients, Congressmen Largent and Watts. It is very 
commoll for lawyers who will be.appt;aring beforetheSupreme.Court to participate in ·.·• · 
moot court sessions prior to their arguments. Often, attorneys who have submitted · 
, amicus briefs are especially knowledgeable about the issues and will therefore participate 
in such moots. While I have participated in dozens of moot courts ovet many years, l do 
not have a list. · · · · ·· . · ·· 

16. 'In your hearing testimony you mentioned pro .bono work youhad done, and ... · 
that it proved you would not be a partisanor ideological judge:. Please Hst all ofihe .• 
pro bono legal work you did .while you were in private practice and explain how 
each proje~t demonstrates your ability to be fair· to all litigants~ · · , 

Response: I have worked in public service for llofthe 14 years since! gn1dtiated.from 
law scho()L During the years I was in private practice,·Iworkedfor'severaLiristitutiopal. 
clients of my law firm and also made time to do pro bono and reduced.:fee work,. · 
inciuding on the Elian Gofilal~s, Santa Fe, Good News Club, and Adat Shalom cases, as 
well as on a Florida school choice litigation matter. I believe the breadth of my 

··experiences in public service and private practice, in the Judicfal Branch and the 
Executive Branch, in criminal law andcivil law, as an appellate litigator and a 
gqvemment advisor, as a law clerk on the Supreme Court and as a White J:louse lawyer 
and advisor, has demonstrated my ~bility to.be b.alanced and fair. The American ~ar 
Association evaluates the fairness of judicial nominees, among other considerations, and· 
rated me "well:-qualified;' to be a judge on the p.c. Circuit. · ·.· ·· 

J 7. Oil September 20, 2001, did you and 9thers in the Admini'stratfon pr~serit a . 
proposal to Congressional staff that called for liability protection for the airlin,e 

. carriers involved in the September 11, 2001 attacks, including lhriitations on·. 
p,miitive damages againstthe air carriers, attorney fee caps on victims' attorneys 
a~d offsets of victim awards in court for any emergency or disaster· relief payments 

· to thes.e victims? · 
' •• r. ' : ' ' , .. " 

Resp~nse: lln the aftermath of September the 11th, many of the. lawyers in the Counsel's 
Office were assigned to the myriad legal issues.that arose out of the atfack: Among other 
matters, I worked on liability and compensation issues involving the airlines and the 
victims of the attack and their families. ·I was involved. in presenting an Administration 



proposal on the liability issues. I believe the Administration proposal in many respects 
resembled the final legislation with respect to liability issues. · 
18; Did this proposal from the Administration, presented on September20,' 2001, to 
provideliability protection for the airline carriers involved in the September 11, 
2001, attacks also contain any compensation progra~ for the victims of the · 
September 11, 2001 attacks? 

Response: I believe the issue of victim compensation was initially separate from the 
issues of airline solvency and liability. The two issues were .both addressed in the final 
bill. 

19. During subsequent negotiations on this proposal to provide liability protection 
for the airline carriers involve.d in the September 11, 2001,,attacks, did you initially 
oppose providing any compensation program for the victims of the September 11, 
2001 attacks? 

Response: On behalf of the Administration, Director Daniels expressed support forthe 
final bill in a meeting in the Speaker's office on the night of September 2(). I was present 
forthat meeting. The Administration (and I as a representative of the Administration) 

· · supported compensation for the victims and families of the victims of the. September 11th 
attacks. The Administration's general position was and has beeh that victims of terrorism· 
should receive equal compensation and that families of wealthy victims usually should 
not receive more money than families of poor victims. The Administration has wanted 
these programs to be consistent with other federal compensation programs and has sought 
to ensure that they can be administered in a fair and expeditious manner. 

• ' < 

. : . '• - . 

.. 20. In yotitr hearing testimony, you explained that one of the reasons you want to be 
a judge is b.ecause you have a "commitment to protecting rights and l.ibert.ies of the 

. people~" What.in your record demonstrates a commitment to protecting the rights 
andJibertiesof all people? · · · 

Response: I have a strong commitment to public service and have spentl 1 ofthe 14 
years since I graduated from law school in public service. During the years I was in 
private practice, lworked for several institutional clients of my la~ firm and also made 
tim~ to do pro bono and reduced-fee work .. l believe the breadth of my experiences in 
public service and private practice, in the Judicial Branch and the Executive Branch, in 
criminal law and civil law, as an appellate litigator and a government advisor,~as a law 
cle;k on the Supreme Court and as a White House lawyer and ~dvisor, has demonstrated . 
my ability to protect the rights and liberties of the people. The American Bar Association 
assesses the cC>inmitment to protecting the rights and liberties of all people when it · . f 
evaluatesjtidicial nominees, and the.ABA concluded that I was "well::qUalified"tqbe a 
judge on the D.C. Circuit. I have always tried to work hard and do my best for the publi.c 
good, and l would continue to do so should I be confirmed to serv.e on the court of . 
appeals. 
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21. One of the. nominees reviewed and sent to the Senate during your tenure in the 
White House. (:ounsel's office was Charles Pickering. Pickering has called the 
fundamental "one-person one-vote" principle recognized by the Supreme Court 
under the Fourte~nth Amendment "obtrusive .. " Fairley v. Forrest County, 814 
F.Supp. 1327, 1330 (S.I~. Miss.1993). In order to redress .serious problems of · 
discrimination against African American voters in some cases, the courts (including.·. 
the Supreme Court and the Fifth Circuit) have clearly recognized the propriety and 
importance of creating majority.:.bJack districts as a remedy under appropriate . 
circumstances. Judge Pickering, however, has severely criticized this significant 
form of discrimination relief. In one opinion, he cal.led .if "affirmative segregation." 
Bryant v. Lawrence County, 814 F. Supp.J346, 1351 (S.D. Miss. 1993). A) Were 
yoU. or anyone else involved in his selection· and nomination aware oftliiese views·· 
before he .was nominated? B) Were you concerned at all about nominating someone 
with these i\riews to the Fifth Circuit? . C) If so, did you express those concerns to . 
your colleagues or to your superiors? D)The people who decided to noininate·Judge 
Pickering, and I include you in that group, must have cons.idered it in the public 
interest to have someone with those views on the Fifth. Circuit, where he would be in 
a strong position to affect the law on voting rights. Was that your viewi E) Why 
would you want to have someone with those views on the -Fifth Circuit? F) Do you 
agree with Judge Pickering's views on voting rights as expressed above? · .· . 

Response: It would riot be appropriate in this context form~ to comment on therecords 
of other nominees or on internal Executive Branch communications. lhelievethat judge 
Pickering addressed these questions. at his hearings. I know that Judge Pickering n~chved 
a: well-qualified rating from the American Bar Association and is supported<by ma~y' 
prominent African-Americans and Democrats in Mississippi. He has the strongsupport 
ofboth home-state Senators. · ·· . .. · 

22. In two cases dismissing claims of race discrimination in employment, Pickering 
used identical language striking a similar thellle. He wrote in both that "this case 
has all the h_allmarks of a case that is filed simply because an adverse employment 
decision was.made in regard to a protected minority" and that the courts "are no,t 
super personnel managers charged with second guessing every employmentdecision 
made regarding minorities." See Seeley v. City of Hattiesburg, No;2:96-:CV-327PG · .-· 

· (S.D. Miss.; Feb. 17, 1998) (slip op. at 12); Johnsonv. South Mississippi Home 
Health, No. 2:95'"CV-367PG (S.D. Miss., Sept. 4, 1996) (slip op. at 10) .. A) Were you 
or anyone else involved in his selection and nomination aware of these views ·before 
he was nominated? B) Were you concerned at all about nominating someone with 
these views to the Fifth Circuit? If so, did you express those concerns to your· 
colleagues or to your superiors? C) The people who decided to nominate Judge 
Pickering, and l include you in that group, must have considered it in the pubiic 
interest to have someone with those views on the Fifth Circuit, where lie would be in · 
a strong position to affect the law on employment discrimination. Was that your 
view? D)Why would you want to have someone with those views on the Fif,th 
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Circuit? E) Do you agree .with Judge Pickering's views on employment 
discrimination cases as expressed ·above? 

.. Response: See response to 'question 21. 

23. In. a 1994 case in his courtroom, U'.S. v. Swann, Judge Pickering has admitted 
·that he engag~d in ex pafte communication with the Department of Justice, · · . 
including one hi~h-rankingofficial who was a personal friend, in order to reduce 
the'sentence of a convicted cross-burner. It has been argued that Judge Pickering 
w.as just trying to address the disparate sentences received by the three defendants 
in the case, and that he believed Mr. Swann, who says [he] was not the "ringleader" 
in the. cross burning, was being unfairly punished; In fact, all three of the · . 
defendants were found guilty, and it was Mr. Swan.n's wood, gasoline, truck and _ 
lighter that were used to build, douse, transport 311d ignite the cross on the lawn. of 
an interradai couple. Mr. Swann, the only competen,t adult of the trfo of · 
perpetrators, was also the only defendant who rejected the plea offered by the 
govern,Uent. He was convicted by ajuryofhis peers ofall three counts brought by 
the Department of Justice, includling one that required ~ five-year mandafory 
·minimum sentence. This sentence was legislated by Congress and tbe judge bad n() 
d,iscretion to depart fr()mU~ A) Were youor anyone else involved in bis.selection, 
nomination or hearing preparation aware of Judge Pickering's condo.ct in this case 
before he was nominated? B) If so, did you still recom'mend his nomination? If not, 

. when did you become aware of it, and once you became aware of it did you · 
recommend that hewithdtaw his nomination? C)Do you think it is.in the public 
interest to have a judge on the bench who engaged in what several legal ethics 
experts have agreed was unethical behavior? · 

. ·. Re~ponse: See response to question 21. 

24. One of the nominees reviewed and sent to the Senate during your tenure in the 
· White House Counsel's office was Priscilla Owen. She was the target ofcritidsm · 
-from her conservati~e Republican colleagues. In FM Properties v. City of Austin, 

· tbe m~jority calls her dissent "nothing more than inflammatory rhetoric." In. 
Montgomery Independent Schoon District v. Davis, the majority (which included· 
your former boss, then-Justice Alberto Gonzales and tWo other Bush appointees) is . 
quite explicit about its view that Owen's position disregards the law; saying that 

• "nothing in the statute requires" what.she says it d()eS, and that, "the dissenting 
-opinion's misconception .. ~ stems from its disregard of the procedural elements the 
Legislature established," and that the "dissenting opinion not only disregards the 

. procedural! limitations in the statute but takes a position even more' extre_me'than 
that argued for by the board .... ".In In re Jane Doe, the majority includes .ail · · 
extremely unusual section explaining its view of the proper role of.judges, . . 
admonishing-the dissent joined by Justice Owen for going beyond its duty to 
interpret the law in an attempt to fashion policy; and· in a separate concurrence; 
Justice Gtmz?les says that to the construe law as the dissent did "would· be. an 

·· unconsciolll~ble .act of judicial activism." A) Were you or .anyone else involved in 
·' her selection and nomination aware of these views before she was nominated?· B} 

Were you concerned at all about nomiilathig.someone who had been criticized by 
her own colleagues for misconstruing the law and engaging in judicial actirism to 
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the Fifth Circuit? If so, did you express those concerns to your colleagues or to your 
superiors'! C) The people who decided to nominate Justice Owen, and I include you 
in that group, must have considered it in the public interest to have someone with . 

. those views on the Fifth Circuit. Was that your view? D) Why would you want.to. 
have such an activist judge on the Fifth Circuit? 

Response: Itw<;mld not be appropriate in this contextfor me to comrnefl! on the records 
of other nominees or on internal Executive Branch communications. I believe that 
Justice Owen addres~ed these questions at her hearing; I know that Justice Owen 
received a unanimous· well-qualified ratingJrom the American Bar Association and is 
supported by three former Democrat Justices on the Texas Supreme Court> as well as .. 
more than a dozen past Presidents of the Texa.S State Bar.·· She has the strong support of 
both home-state Senators. 

25. One of the nominees reviewed and sent to the Senate during your tenure in the 
White House Counsel's office was Janice Rogers Brown. According to her 
questionnaire, her contact with the office began in the spring of 2001. Among the 
views that have made her nomination controversial was her statement that the 

. Supreme Co~rt's decisions 65 years ago to uphold hu.manitarian New Deal reforms 
. .,-- what she calls the "Revolution of 1937" - constituted a "disaster of epic 
proportions." Those 1937decisions included rulings that upheld minimum wage 
~aws, unemployment compensation laws; federal ·guarantees for collective 
bargaining, and the federal social security program.[Minimum wage htws ~West 
Coast Hotel v. Parrish, 300 U.S, 379 (1937); federal unemployment compensation 
laws -Steward Machine Company v. Davis, 301 U.S. 548 (1937); collective · 
bargaining guarantees - Jones and Laughlin Steel v~ NLRB, 301 U;S. 1 (1937); 
federal social security system-Helvering v. Davis, 301 U.S; 619 (1937)) A) Were 
you or anyone else involved in her selection and nomination aware of these vieV\'s . 
before she was nominated? B) Were youconcerned at all about nominating 
someone with these views to the D.C. Circuit? If so, did you express those concerns .. 
fo your colleagues or to your superiors? C) The people who decided to nominate 
JusticeBrown, and I include you in that group, miist have considered it in the ·. 
public interest to have someone with those vi.ews on the D.C. Circuit, .where she, 
would.be in a strong position to affect all of those programs;. Was that your view?. 
D) Why would you want to have someone with those views on the D.C. Circuit? E) 
Do you view the Supreme Court decisions she discussed as "disasters?" . 

. Response: It would not be appropriate in this context for me to comm~nt on the records 
of.other nominees and on internal Executive Branch colilmunications. Justice Brown and 
I.were nominated at the same time for the same court. I also believe that Justice Brown 
addressed these questions at her hearing. 
, : . . . ·. . 
26. Justice Brown ruled in a dissenting opinion that any .regulation constitutes a 
regulatory "taking" - hence requiring compensation - if it "benefit[s) one class of· 
citizens .[in that case, low income tenants] at the expens~ ofanother [in that case, · 
landlords]." San Remo Hotel L.P. v. City and County of San Francisco, 41P.3d87, 
126 (2002). Under that standard, virtually any law to protect certain citizens, such 

· as environmental, health and safety; consumer protection, nursing home reform, or 
antidiscriminatfon standards, could be challenged. This of course. was not just a · 
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I. 

speech by Justice Brown; ifwas a dissenting .opinion and a purported interpretation · 
. of the law. A) Were you or anyone else involved in her selection and nomination 

aware· ofthese views before she was nominated? B) Were you concerned at all 
about nominating someone with these views to the D;C. Circuit? If so, did you . 
express tlwse concerns to your colleagues or to your superiors? C) Did you think it · 
was in the public interest to put someone with such views on the DC Circuit? D) 
Why would you want to have someone with those views on theD.C. Circuit? E) 
Whatisyour own view of the issue? . 

Response: See response to questiol1 25. · 
. ' 

. 27. Justice Brown has made some very radical statements in her opinions, dissents 
and speeches. For each of the statements below, please answe~ the following· 

· questions; A) Were you or anyone else involved in her selection and nomination 
aware ofthese views ~efore she was nominated? B) Were you concerned at all 

·about nominating someone with these views to the D.C::. Circuit? If so, did you 
. express those concerns to your colleagues or to your superiors? C) Did youthink it ) 

was in the public interest to put someone with such views on the D.C. Circuit? D) 
Why wouEd you want to have someone with those views on the D.C. Circuit? 'E) 
What is your own view of the issue? 

"Today's senior citizens blithely cannibalize their grandchildren because 
·they have a right to get as much 'free' stuff as the political system permits 
them to extract ... Big government is ... [t]he drug of choice for multinatio.nal. 
corporations and single moms, forregula:ted industries and rugged . 
Midwestern farmers, and militant senior citizens." · 

. .· -

"Some things are apparent. Where gover~ment moves in, community 
ret1reats, civil society disintegrates, and our ability to control our own destiny· 
atrophies.· The result is: families under siege; war in the streets; . · 

·unapologetic expropriation of property; the precipitous decline of the rule of 
law; the rapid rise of corruption; the loss of civility and the triumph of 
deceit. The result is a debased, debauched culture which finds moral 
depravity entertaining and virtue contemptible." "A Whiter Shade of Pale,'' 
Speech to FederalistSociety (April 20. 2000) (''Federalist speech"). · 

"[W]e no longer find slavery abhorrent. We entbrateit. We demand more,i; 
Big government is not just the opiate of the masses. It.is the opiate. The / 

drug of choice for multinational corporations and single monis; for regulated 
industr'ies and rugged Midwestern farmers and 'militant senior citizens~" 
"Fifty Ways to Lose Your Freedom,'' Speech to Institute ofJustice (Aug.12, 
2000)("1FJ speech"). · · 

"[P]rivate property, already an endangered spedes in California, is now 
entirely extinct in San Francisco ... I would find the HCO [San Francisco . 
Residential Hotel Unit Conversion .and Demolition Ordinance] preempted by 
the Ellis Act and facial!y uncon~titutionaL .. Theft is theft even when the·· 
government approves of the thievery. Turning a democracy into a 
kleptocracy does not enhance the stature of the thieves; itonly dill1inisl1es the 
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legitimacy of the government .... The right to express one'sindividuality and 
essential human dignity through the free use ofproperty isjust as i'mportant 
'as the right to do so through speech, the press, 0r the fn~e exercise of· · 
religion." [Dissenting opinion in San Remo Hotel L.P. v. City and County of 
San Francisco, 41 P.3d 87, 120, 128-9 (Cal.2002).] ··· · · 

Response: See response to question 25. 

28. One of the nominees submitted during your tenure, r~cently gi~·en a recess 
appointment after his nomination failed on the SenateJloor, is William Pryor .. 
Among many other remarkable statements, Mr. Pryor praised as "~.ubliine" and 
"brimant" a 2001 Federal District Court decision, West Side Motlie:rs v. Havemann, 
fater reve1rsed o~ appeal, that would deny patiepts a day in court to enforce their 
right to treatment in accord with Federal Medicaid standards - a rightthat has 
clearly existed dating back to the earliest days of the Medicaid program. That 

. would incllude, for example, a large proportion· of all Americans who must now 
· reside in imrsing· homes. A) Were you or anyone else involved in his selection and 

.. nomination aware ofthese views before he was no.,rlnated? B) Were you .c'oncerried 
atall about nominating someone with these views to the Eleventh. Circuit? If so, did 
you express those.concerns to your colleagues or to your sµperiors? Cj The people 
whodeeided to Dominate Mr. Pryor, and I in.elude you in that group, musthave . 

· considered it in the public interest to have someone with those views on the Eleventh 
Circuit, '.where. he would be in a strong position to affect the law oIJ. this program, ,· · 
Was that your view? D) Why would you want to have someone with tlnose views. on 
the.Eleventh Cfrcuit? E) Do you view the district court de~isionin West Side . 
·Mothers tO be "sublime" or "brilliant?" · 

Response: , It would not be appropriate-in this context for me to comment on the records 
of other nominees and on internal Executive Branch communications: lbdieve that . 
Judge Pryor addressed th~se questions at his heanng., Iknow that Judge Pryor ~eteived a 
qualified rating from the American Bar Association, has been eleCted and'respected ~s , 
Attoniey General in Alabama; and i~· strongly supported by many Democrats in Alabama; 
He also has the strong support'of both nome-sfate Senators. . . . . .· 

. ' 

· 29 .. In. a July 2000 speech Pryor stated: "I will end with my prayer for the next 
administration: Please God, no more Souters.'' Bill:Pryor, "The 'supreme Court as 
Guard.ian ofFederalism," before the FederalistSociety a'nd Heritage Foundation 
(July 11, 2000). A) Were you or anyone else involved ,in his selection and .. . 
ilominatioia aware of these views before he was n.omin~ted? B) Were you concerned. 
at all about nominating someone with these views to theEleventb Circuit? lfso·, did 

· .. you expres~ those concerns to your colleagues or to your s11periors'? C) The people 
who decided to nominate Mr. Pryor, and linchicic you in that group, 1nust h:,iye .. · .. · 

•. considered it in the public interestto have someone witb those views oii the Eleventh .·.·.·· 
Circuit. Was thatyour view? D) Why would you want.t9 have someone' with those. 
views on the Eleventh Circuit? E)Do you agree with Mr. Pryor that no more .. 
Supreme Court Justices like David Souter should be appointed? lfnot, why not? 

- . . . 

Response: See response to que~tion 28. 

/· 
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30. Mr. Pryor has criticized the Supreme Court's 7-1 ruling that the denial of 
admission to women by the Virginia Military Institute, a state-supported public 
university, violatedthe Equal Protection Clause. He said "[t]he Court ruled thatthe 
people of Virginia were somehow prohibited by the fourteenth au,.endrrient from 
maintaining an all male military academy. Even the Chief Justice concurred. 

·Never mind that for mo.re than a century after the fourteenth ain~ndmentwas 
.enacted both the federal government and many s,tate governments maintained all 
male milifaryacademies. Never mind that the people of the United States did n.ot 
ratify the Equal Rights Amendment. We now have new rules of political correctness 
for decisionmaking in the equal protection area.'' Ala~ama,Attorney GeneralBHI. 

·· Pryor, "Federalism and the Court: Do Not Uncork the Champagne Yet," Remarks · 
Before the National Federalist Society'(Oct. i6, 1997). A) Were you or anyone else 
involved in his selection and nomination aware of these views before he was 
nominated? B) Were you concerned at all about nominating someone with these 
vfows to the Eleventh Circuit? If so, did you express those concerns to your . . . 
colleagues or to your superiors? C) The people who decided to nominate:Mr. Pryor, 
and I include you in that group, must have considered it in the public interest to 
have someone with those vi.ews on the Eleventh Circuit, where he woul~ be in a 
strong position to affect the law on equal protection.· Was that your view? D) .Why· 
would you want to have someone with those views on equal protection and equal · 
treatment of women on the Eleventh Circuit? E} Do you agree with Mr. Pryor that 
the Supreme Court's decision in the VMJ case represented the triumph of political 
correction over Constitutional principles? 

Response: See response to question 28. 

31. ·One of the nominees rev.iewed and sent to the Senate during your tenure in the 
White House Counsel's office was Carolyn Kuhl. An amicus curiae brief that Kuhl · 

' co-authored when she served as Deputy Assistant Attorney General urged the 
Supreme Court to overturn Roe v; Wade, stating that: "the textual, historical and 
doctrinal basis of that decision is so far flawed that this Court should overrule it arid 
return the law to the condition in which it was beforethat .case was decided." Brief 
for the UnitedStates as Amicus Curiae in Support of Appellants, Thornburgh v. 
A.meirican College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, at 10 (July 15, 1985) (LEXIS 
pagination). The brief also asserted that the importantprinciple of staredecisis 
should not stop the Court from overturning Roe. The brief claimed that "[s]tare 

. decisis is a principle of stability. A decision as' flawed as we believe Roe v. Wade tO . 
be becomes a focus of instability, and thus is less aptly sheltered by that doctrine. 
from criticism and abandonment." Id. at 10 (emphasis added). A) Were you or 
anyone else involved in her selection and nomination· aware of these views before-she 
was nominated? B) Were you concerned at all about nominating someo11ewith)hese 
views to the Ninth· Circuit? If so, did you express those concerns to your. colleagues 

. or to your superiors? C) The people who d'ecided to nominate Judge Kuhl; and I 
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include you in that group, must have consid.ered it in the public interestto have 
someone with those views on the Ninth Circuit, where she would be in a strong 
position to affect the law on privacy and reproductive 'rights. Was t.hat yo~r view? 
D)Why would you want to have someone with those views on the Ninth Circuit? E) 
Do you agree with the views Judge Kuhl expressed in thafbrief! F) Do you believe 
.Roe v. Wade is so flawed that it ought to be overturned? 

Response: It would not be appropriate in this context for me t~ comment oµ the records 
of other nominees and on internal Executive Branch communications. lbelieve that 
Judge "!<uhl addressed these questions at her hearing. I know that Judge Kuhl received a 
well-qualified rating from the American Bar. Association and is supported by-many; 
prominent Democrats in California, such as Vilma Martinez;. She also has the strong 
support of a very large number of prominent women judges and women lawyers in 
California, many of whom are Democrats .. 

32. Mr. Kavanaugh, in your work on judicial nominations in the White House . 
Counsel's Office, lam sure you recallthe February 2003 letter from th~ White 
House asserting that there was no "persuasive supportin the history and precedent 
of judicial appointments'~ for our request for memos written by Mr. Estrada at the 
Justice Department. I found that letter to be completely inconsistent with the level· . 
of cooperation shown by other administrations toward such requests Of Members Of . 
this co-equal branch. I also put into the Congressional Record excerpts of · 

·correspondence between President Reagan'sJustice Department andthe Senate 
Judiciary Committee demonstrating that theadministration agreed to share legal 
memos written by and to Robert Bork and William Rehnquist during the.ir judicial . 
nominations-even though they had served for years as judges--and I also noted.· 
other examples in which legal memos were shared during nominations for lifetime 
or short-term posts, such as Brad Reynolds's nomination. A) Did you everlook at 
the corres1pondence between the Department of Justice and the Sell ate in the Bork, 
Rehnquist, Reynolds or other. nominations? B) If you did examine that ·· . 
correspondence, thetl you must be aware that past administrations provided tbe 

. Senate with numerous legal memos of nominees while your aditjinistration provided 
· not asingle one by Mr.Estrada. Evenyour administration provided the Senate · 
EPW Committee with legal memoranda of Jeffrey Olmstead in connection with his 

·. short-term appointment. Please explain why the legal memos of an attorney in the 
White House Counsel's Office could be shared with the Senate but your .. . 
administration·refused to provide any legal memos by Mr. Estrada. C) We know 
th,atiegal memos written by Carolyn Kuhl, when she was a legal advisor to the 
Attorney General and recommended that Bob Jones University be given tax exempt 
status despite .its express policy of racial discriminatfon, were provided to Congress· 
in tbe aftermath of that failed initiative. Please explain why her legal memos and 
those of her colleagues .at the Justice Department could be shared with Congress but 
not any of the memos of Mr. Estrada. D) I am sure you wilLcite the letter from · · 
former Solicitors General~ As you _know, their policy preference to provide absolute 
prote~tion to deliberations in tbeir former office is not embodied in any statute or in 
the Constitution and, in fact, the disclosure t.o the Senate of nmnerous memos ' 
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written to Robert Bork and by him in theSolicitor General's Office (as well as otber 
past disclosures) did not chill deliberations. As the Supreme Cohrt noted in the 
Nixon tapes case, it is quite unlikely "that advisors will be moved to tempert,he 
candor of their remarks by the infrequent occasions of disclosure." u~s. v. Nixon, 
418 U.S. 683 at 712 (1974); see also Clark v. United States, 289 U.S.1, 16 (1933); 
McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U.S. 135 (1927). The interest in candid deliberation 
does not create an absolute privilege agaiust disclosure. in response to a request of 
Members of a co.;.equal branch. What can you say to assure the Senate that you·.· 
would give due respect to the prerogatives of the Senate and not just co~tinue to 
favor maximizing this Administratfon 's penchant for secrecy if you were 
,confirmed? . 

.. Response: I believe that the Administration has addressed this issue in,many letters to the . 
Cc)millittee. Beyond that, it would not be appropriate in this context fm:me to comment 
on the records of other nominees or on internal Executive Branch communications. I 
know that Miguel Estrada received a unanimouswell~qualified rating from the American 
BarAssociation and was supported by lllany prominent Democrats and HispaniC 

· organizations. I would faithfully follow the relevant Supreme Court precedent on the 
. . 'Separation of powers and the prerogatives Of the Exe.cutive Branch and the Senate . 

. 33. Mr. Kavanaugh, you had significant responsibilities on judici.alnoininations in . 
·the White House Counsel's Office during much. ofthe s~me period that Manuel ' 
Miranda worked for Senate Majority Leader Bill Frist's lead attorney on ·· 
nominations and when Mr. Miranda worked as counsel to' Senator Hatch on the 

' Senate Judiciary Co.mmittee. You testified that during the years yo~ worked on 
... · . judicial nominations you met with Mr. Miranda and others on the Republfcanteam 

· "to discuss upcoming hearings .or upcoming votes,iss~es related to press interest in 
nomin.ations or public liaison activities that outside groups wereJnterested, in." Mr. 
Miranda has asserted publicly that he took Democratic memos in part to :find ·· 
' 'information .about when confirmation hearings would be held;" A) Frorii .· ... 
December 2001 through December 2002, d.id Mr. Miranda ever tell you when he. 
thought Democrats would schedule hearing.son the President's judicial 11omig.ees in 
advance of the public notice of hearings? .B) Did he ever tell members of the White 
H:ousetear~ when he thought hearings would be scheduled or the likely timing of· 
hearings throughout the year? C) Did other RepublicanSenate staf(ers provide you 

'or your colleagues with suc'h information or. speculation? D) Did yo·u ever inquire 
··about the source of such speculation? How accurate was the speculation?· . . . . ' 

Response: See the response to questions ~3-58 after q~estion58 below. 

34. A) How often did you speak with Mr'. Miranda from the time Senator Fri.st 
becanie theMajority Leader in late 2002 through May 2003, ~hen you became staff 
secretary to the Presid.ent? B) How. often did you receive e-mail c(>riurlumications · 

. from him during this period? C) How often did you see him at meetings, either on .. · 
· the Hill or at the White House? Please provide the same informati'tin for the period 
Deceinber200l through December 2002. · 
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35. You testified that Mr. Miranda did not ever share, reference, or provide you 
with any documents that appeared to you to have been drafted or prepared by · 
Democratic staff members of the Senate Judiciary Committee or any information 
that you believ:ed or were Jed to believe was ob'tained or derived from Democratic 
files. A) Did Mr. 'Miranda ever discuss with you what the Democratic strategy on. 
nominations was during the spring of 2003? B) Did he suggest to you or to others on 
your team that Democrats would filibuster any of the President's judicial nominees?. 
C) Did you or your team have confidence that his speculations were accurate? D) 
Did you find, perhaps even in retrospect, that his ilitelligence was untoward or 
dubious? 

. . . . 

36. One of Mr. Miranda's responsibilities during. the period when your 
' . . ' . 

responsibilities overlapped was managing the Republican strategy duringthe floor 
fight on the nomination ofMiguel Estr.ada to the court to which you are now 
nominated. A) Were you in daily contact with Mr. Miranda during this period? B) 
If you were not, which members of your team were responsible for or assisted with 
commtiriications with him about the strategy for winning the confirmation of Mr. · 
Estrada? . .· . · 

37~ A) Did Mr. Miranda ever convey to you or any member of the White House 
staff the allegation that Mr~ Estrada was being opposed·becausehe was Latino, or· 
similar words? B) ))id you ever discuss this. issue or allegation with· Mr. Miranda or 

I . . 

any other,Senate staffer, including Senator McC9nnell's aide John Abegg, who was 
mentioned in the SAA report as providing at least one of the stolen computer flies to 
Senator Hatch 's cbiefnominations counsel, Rena Comisac, according to her 
statement? C) Did you ever <)iscuss this issue or allegation with any Republica11 
senate staffer or Senator? · 

38 .. A) Prior to the Bob Novak column publishedon February 9~ 2003, did you hear 
thatDemocratic Senators had met in January regarding the decisiontofilibuster· 
the nomination of Miguel Estrada? Mr. Novak has admitted.writing a column 
published that day based on computer files that were stolen by others. B)Did you 
ever discuss the issue of Mr. Estrada's nominatfoiI or the filibuster with Mr~ Nov~k? 
C) Did he ever indicate to you that he had a source or had seen a purported 
Democratic strategy memo on the Estrada filibuster? D) Did Mr. Novak ever speak 
with you or any of ~omr colleagues in advance. of the date that column was published 
about the decision to filibuster the Estrada nomination? 

39. A) At any time from January 30th until November 14, 2003, did you ever hear ... 
that such a meeting occurred? B) Prior to November 14, 2003, did youhearthat ·· 
there was a computer file about any such meeting? According to.reports, Senatrir 
Kyl's counsel Joe Matal received copies ofsome ofthe Democratic computer files 
from the Wall Street Journal on Nov.ember 14, 2003 .. C) Were you or anyone at.the 
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White House given copies of the purported Democratic computer files ori November 
14 or November 13 by staff of the Wall Street Journal or any other pers6n? · · .. 

40. A) Did you or anyone at the White House receive copies of any purported 
Democratic computer file, electronically or ill hard copy, prior to November 14, 
2003 or at any time since then? B) If your answer is "no," how do you know'that no 
one on the White House staff saw such a memo? Mr. Gonzales wrote a letter in 
response to a letter of inquiry from Senator Leahy stating that the White House · 

. woµld not conduct an intern.al investigation to determine whether any. of the stole'n 
computer files were given to White House aides. C)Did you personally conduct any 
inqu,iry illlto whether any attorney or staff member of the White House received any 
of the stolen memos? . . 

41. A) Please provide alist of the names of every staff member who worked on 
judicial.nominations at the White House from December 2001 through December 
2003, dur1ing the period that Mr. Miranda worked at the Senate and was stealing 
and reading Democratic computer files. Also, please indicate who from the Justice 
Department worked with you on nominations during this period. 

· .. 42 .. According to the SAA report, Mr. Miranda directed that Jason Lundell provide 
computer· files to the Executive Director of the Committee for Justice, Sean 
Rushton; You testified that you thought you "met him where the people from th~ 
administration and from the Senate would speak to outside groups who were 
supporting the President's nomi~ees, and he is a member of a group that supports. 

I . ·. . .. 

t.he President's nominees." A) Please desc.ribe how you first met .Mr. Rushton, how . 
· often you ltlave met with him or spoken with him about nominations, and how often 
you have received e-mail communications from.him about judicialno~inatiotis. 

43. A) How often did you speak or meet with, or receive e-:mail communications 
from~ the leader 'of Committee for Justice, C. Boyden Gray, about judicial 
nominations issues? B) How often didyou or members of the White House 
nominations team meet with or speak with either Mr. Rushton or Mr. Gray during. 
2003? The Committee for Justice has been a strong defender of Mr. Miranda's role 

··ill taking Democratic computer files, which is understandable I suppose since they · 
received computer files at Mr. Miranda's direction according to Mr. Lundell.· C) 
Please describe.for the Committee any contacts you had witlb. Mr. Gray, Mr. · 
Rushton, or Mr. Lundell by phone, by e-mail, or in person during your work on 
judicial _nominations. · 
. . 

44. A) Did you keep a· telephone log, appointine~t-book or any other documentthat 
makes any reference to Mr. Miranda, Mr. Lundell, Mr. Abegg, Mr. Dahl, Ms. 
Comisac, Mr. Lundell, Mr. Rushton, Mr. Gray, Mr. Novak, or Ms. Kay Daly 
(whose organization published some of the purported stolen computer files)? · 

45. Mr. Gray and Mr. Rushton's.grotip; Committee for Justice, has.held 
fundraisers with Wh.ite House.illsiders like Karl Rove as well as members of the·. 
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Bush family, including the President's nephew. Youtestified that you had attended·· 
one of their fundraisers but you were not sure ifyou made a donation. A) Wh,ich 

-fundraiser or fundraisers of theirs did you attend? B) Did you ever donate any· . . 
. Il10ney to this organization? C) Have you ever attended~any other event sponsored 

or co-sponsored by this organization? Please be specific. · . .. . . 

46~ During .the spring of2003, the Committee for Justice began an attack· ad 
campaign basically accusing Senate Democr;:tts of opposing Mr. Estrada because he 
is Latino, an accusation that seems to be premised on Mr. Miranda's claims. A) · . 
Were you involved in any way in the creation of that ad or in any discus.sicm about· 
the benefits of any such ad campaign? B) Did you preview that ad before it was first 
aired? C) Did you ever discuss that ad, orally or in writing, with Mr. Gray? With 
Mr. Rushton? With Mr. Miranda? With Mr. Abegg? With Mr. Dahl? With Ms~ . 
Comisac? Did you ever discuss that ad with any other Republican Senate staffer or 

·Senator? 
. . . 

47 .. Dµring the spring of 2003 did you ever discuss the nolllination 6f'Priscilla Owen . 
of Texas with Mr .. Miranda? B) Did you ever discuss the Democratic or likely ' . . 
Deinocratk strategy with him on this nonrlnation that·was so important to the . 
President, because she's from Texas, and to Mr. Rove, who was her state judicial 
election campaign strategist and fundraiser in the 1990s? C) Did y01,1 have any 
meetings with Mr. Miranda about this nomination? D) Did. you have any e-mail 
communication about this nomination with him? E) Did you have any telephone 
conversations with him? F) Who on the White House staff was involved in the 
Owen nomination and floor strategy? G) Did you ever discuss, or~lly or in writittg, 
Senator Kennedy's views on Justice Owen with Mr. Gray? With l\1r. Rushton? 
.With Mr. Miranda? With Mr. Abegg? With Mr. Dahl? With Ms. Comisac? With 
Mr. Novak? With Mr. Rove? Did you ever discuss this issue with any Republican in 
theBenate? 

48. A) InApril 2003; did you ever speak with any Republican in the Senate or any 
outside group or press ~bout the issue of Democratic filibusters.based ~n "substance 
as opposed to process?" B) Did you hear that or any similar phrase used by Mr .. 
Miranda, Mr. Lundell, Mr. Abegg, Mr. Dahl, Ms. Comisac, Mr. Rushton, Mr. 
Gray, or Ms. Daly? 

. 49. AfDid you work with Mr. Miranda in his role in gettillg Majority Leader Frist . 
to schedule a day of "constitutional debate" on the filibuster in March of2003, when 
Vice President Cheney presided as President of the Senate? B) Did you discuss with 

. Mr.Mirandla, Mr. Abegg or any other Republican sfaffer strategies for 6vercoming _ 
the Demo~ratic filibuster last spring? C) Were any outside organizations present at. 
or involved in those discussfons? D) Did you or any of your colleagues dis'cuss that 
issue, orally .or in writing, with Ms. Comisac or Mr . .Dahl? · ·· · 

50. A) Were you involved in any way in the decision of Mr. Fristto hire Mr; 
· .. Miranda as his chief aide on juq{cial no.minations~ B) Were you askecl~bout 

•. 1 
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. whether you thought he would do a good job by anyone on his staff? C) Did you . 
recommend him? D)Did Mr. Gray, Ms. Daly or any othe.r leader of conservative 
groups commend Mr. Miranda's work on judicial nominations to you? 

51. A) In the year 2002, when Mr. Miranda worked on the Judiciary Committee, 
did you have any communication with Mr. Miranda in 2002 about the nomination · · 
of Judge Dennis Shedd to the Fourth Circuit? B) Who on the White House sfaffwas 
involved in the Shedd nomination, during the Comlllittee consideration and the 
floor consideration? C) Which.Senate staffers did you or White House staff.work 
with on this nomination? D) Who worked on this nomination at the Justice 
Department? E) Did Mr. Miranda ever mention to you his views on the pace of 
consideration of the Shedd nomination? F) Did you ever have any communication, 
orally or in writing, about this matter with Mr. Miranda, Mr. Lundell, Mr~ Abegg, 
Mr; Dahl, l\1s. Comisac, Mr. Ltmdell, Mr. Rushton, Mr. Gray,. Mt. Novak, or Ms. .. .. 
Daly? G) Did you get any information about when that hearing mighfbe scheduled .· 
in advanc.e of the official notice of that hearing? H) Did you ever see any proposed 
questions for Judge Shedd that might be asked by Senate Democrats in advance of· 
that hearing? I) Were you aware prior to J~dge Shedd's hearin~ that there we.re .. 
concen1s about Judge Shedd's civil rights record? How so? 

52. A) From December 2001 through November 14, 2003, did you ever hear or 
learn that any Republican staffer claimed to .have a Democratic mole or source ora 
''conscience stricken" Democrat who was providing Mr. Miranda or any other 
staff er with information about the hearing s.chedule or Democratic strategy? B) 
During thiis period did you ever hear a claim that there was a supposed computer 
glitch or security weakness that allowed Democratic computer files to. be spied upon, 
read, stolen, printe~ or downloaded, prior to November 14, 2003? · 

53. A) Did you attend the nominatfonhearing for Miguel Estr.ada?. B) Did you 
speak with Mr. Miranda, Mr. Lundell, Mr. Abegg, Mr. Dahl, Ms. Comisac, Mr .. 

· Lundell, Mr. Rushton, Mr. Gray, Mr. Novak, or Ms. l)aly at that hearing or about 
that hearing? C)Did you get.any information about when that hearing .might ~e 
schedul¢d ill advance of theofficial notice of that hearing? D) Who in the White 
House and atJustice worked on that nomination at thatstage? E)Did any of them 
get thatinformation? How do youknow? F) Did you ever see or hear about any.· 
possible questions from Senate Democrats for Mr. Estrada that might be asked, in 
advance of that hearing? 

54. A) Did you attend the first nomination bearing for Priscilla Owen? B) Did you · 
Speak with Mr. Miranda, Mr. Lundell, Mr. Abegg, Mr. Dahl, Ms. Comisac, Mr. 
Lundell, Mr. Rushton, Mr. Gray, Mr. Novak, or Ms. Daly at thathearing or abo,ut 
that hearing? C) Did you get any informationabout when that hearing might be 

· scheduled in advance of the official notice of that heating? D) Did you ever s~e or 
hear about any proposed questions for Justice Owen that Senate Democrats might 
ask her in advance of that hearing? 
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55. A) Did you attend the nomiBlation hearing for D. Brooks.Smith? B) Did you 
speak with Mr. Miranda, Mr. Lundell, Mr. Abegg, Mr. Dahl, Ms .. Comisac, Mr. 
Lundell, Mr. Rushton, lV[r. Gray, Mt. Novak, or Ms. Daly atthat hearing or a.bout 
that hearing? C) Did you get any information about when that hearing might be 
scheduled in advance of the official notice of that hearing? D) Did you ever see or 
hear about any proposed questions for Judge Smith that Senate Democrats might . 
ask him in advance of that hearing? 

56.' During the winter of 2001 through the spring of 2002, did it come to your 
. attention that Judge Charles Pickering's nomination was facing difficulty due to his 
. legislative voting record on civil rights matters or his connection to the. Mississippi 
Sovereignty Commission or his partner Carroll Gartin's ties to that Commission?.·· 
• ., • J • 

57. Mr. Miranda told the Los ABlgeles Times in a March 4 story that he believed 
that there was nothing wrong with him accessing the computer files of his opposing 

· counsels on nominations and using them to help win what he calls the "judicial 
nominationswar." In that story, he arso noted thatthat trove of Democratic 
computer files he and Mr. Lundell located "was valuable information." In a March 
5, 2004 Washington Times story, Mr. Miranda noted that he spied on and read the 
stolen computer files because he "had an obligation to learn everything [he] could 
possibJy learn to defend [his] clients." He himself ~r through one''of his proxies 
shared some of this valuable inf~rmation with Mr. Novak and other columnists, as . . . 
one of his primary responsibilities in Frist's office was dealing with the media and 
outreach to conservative groups and working with the White House, yet you are 
prepared to state unequivocally that you never saw or heard that Mr. Miranda had 
obtained Democratic computer files prior to his public admissions that he had done 
so? 

58. Have you spoken .with Mr. Miranda or receiv.edany written ~ommunication ·. · 
from him dlirectly or through a third party about judicial nominations or tJie· 
improper access of Democratic computer files between November 14, 2003 and 
today? B) Has the White House been approached or lobbied to hire.him, as the 
Senate has? 

· Response to questions 33~58: 

Before there was a public revelation of the matter in late 2003, I was not aware nor did I 
suspect that information related to the Senate's judicial confirmations processhad been 

· obtained from Democratic computer files. I was informed that I am not a target or·. 
subject of the investigation into this matter. · 

I knew Mr. Miranda, as he and many other Senate staffers were Part ofregular meetings, 
telephone calls, and emails about the judicial confirmatio11 process, These meetings,. ·. 
calls,. and emails were typical of how judicial confirmations have been handled in past. 

· ,Administrations. I never knew or suspected that he or others had obtained inforination 
·from Democratic computer files. I know of no. one in the Administration or elsewhere 
who hadany such knowledge or suspicions. I assumed.thathe,Jike many staffers and 
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legislative affairs personnel in the Administration artd on the Committee, talked often to 
the staffs.of Democratic members to appropriately obtain as much information as 
possible about hearings, questions,. concerns, individual nominees, and the like .. Such 
inquiries and conversations are standard and appropriate on both sidys, and they tend to 
generate and reveal a great deal ofrelevant information that is shared bybcith sides of the 
Committee with the other side and with the Administration .. ,In my experience, 'the 
Senators on the Committee and their staffs have been open about likely questions and 

.. general concerns, and many Senators and staffers on both sides have provided helpful 
information.with respect.to timing of hearings, specific concerns about nominees, and 
overall plans and strategy'. Usually,. for example, Senators on both sides would .. explain 
arty areas of concern to the Administration and often directly to the nominee~ well before· 
anyindividual hearings. As I explained to Senator Durbin at my hearing, I cannot be sure 
which ofthe infon'nation imparted orally or in: writing by Senate staffers or ~thersmay 
have been derived in whole or in part from information obtained.fromDemocrati<; 
computer files. To reiterate, before there was a public revelation of the matteririlate .. 
2003, lw(ls not aware nor did I suspect that information related to the· Sepate's jtJdicial 
confirmatfon~ p~ocess had been obtained from Democratic computer files. · ·· 

Beyond this, it would not be appropriate inthis context to provide furthednfcfrlllation · 
abouJ Executive Branc:h communications relating to judicialnominations and .. 
confirmations. 
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Responses of Brett M. l(avanaugh 
to the Written Questions of Senator Kennedy 

I. • FOLLOW.,UP ON QUESTIONS AT THE HEARING 

'-A. THE DEMOCRATIC COMPUTER FILES 

As you k11tow, the questions surrounding the improper access to and dissemination . 
of the Senate Democratic computer Iiles have been ref erred for investigation by a 
special prosecutor. Since your office worked directly with both a key perpetrator , 
and with other indi.viduals and groups who appearto have received materials from 
the files, on the very subject of most of the files known tohave been downlo~.ded, it 
is to be expected that you and your office will be subjects of this investigation; We 
therefore need to be as sure as we can, before processing your nomination, that we 
have all. of tbe information regarding your possible involvement in or knowledge of 
the matters tinder investigation~ 

. You were asked a number of questions regarding this matter by Senators (rom both 
' parties (see, e.g., pages 35-37, 97-100, 112-114 of the Transcript of the Hearing o~ . 

the 'Nomination of Brett M. Kavanaugh, ''hearing transcript"). In some cases the 
questions as asked were framed, or your. answers were framed, in ways that 
restricted or limited them in some way, either by time' frame ~past, present, .at, 
before or :after a. certain time), particular person ~Rushton, Gray, Daly), a. , 
qualifier (e.g., "usually," "documents" vs. "information")or an ambiguous 
descriptiolll (e.g., "thatmatter"), or otherwise. In some cases your answers were 

. ·unresponsive even to the questions as asked. . . 

·.Would you kindly .review all of your testimony on this subject, and amplify each o( 
your answers to provide and make clear that you are providing ali of the · . . 
information you have on the entire subject without regard to any restrictions or 
limitations or qualifiers in the ornginal questions or your answers. In addition,. 
where, on review you see that your answers were not.fully responsive or were . 
misleading in any way in view of your entire knowledge of the.subject at any point 
in time, please provide fully.responsive answers. 

I . . \ 

For example, when you were asked aboutthecircumsfances of your meetings with. 
Manuel Miranda, you responded with whatthey "usually" were. In such a case, 
you should provide what the circumstances were in all instances, whether usual ot 
unusual. 

. Similarly, you were asked two questions about whether you received documents:or 
inforirnation that "appeared" to come from or that "you believed or were led to 
believe" came from Democratic files. Both answers were in the negative but were . . . . 

expiained by almost identical statements, not responsive to the questions, thatyou 
were "not aware of that matter until I learned of it in the media.'' For present 



purposes you should consider that you were asked: "Did Mr. Miranda (or anyone 
else) ever share, reference o_r provide you with any documents (or other facts, _ 
schedules, positions, plans or other information) that appeared to you (then or at -
any subsequent time, especially after you had become aware of the Republican 
access to Democratic files and had seen the files posted on the web or p~ovided to 
the media and to groups or persons with whom you were in touch) to have been 
drafted or prepared by (or obtained or derived from the files, emails or other 
communications of) Democratic staff members of the Senate Judiciary Committee? _ 

Similarly, you should re-frame your amwer to tbe second question on p~ge 37 of the 
hearing transcript to read its reference to "AssociateWhite House Co1msels" as 
including any interested White House staff, such as those in the Public Liaison or 

· Legislative Affairs offices, to remove your own limitation to whether they were 
"aware" of the source of the materials. a11d instead respond to the question asked, 
i.e., did they have access to the materials (or information), whether or not they were 
"aware'' of the source. 

As anoth_eir exampl~,,you should review your answers to tlie questions regarding -
Boyden Gray on pages 113-114 of the hearing transcript, and remove your repeated 
limitation to ''since I have been staff secretary," providing detailed informatio11 011 
Y?Ur relatnonship to Mr. Gray throughout your White House einployment. 

In short, whether ornot you believe the questions as asked should have elicited this 
information at the hearing, please fully disclose now; without standing on semantic 
limitations; in the original questions or in this submission, everything you know, or 
in retrospect now realize or believe, about the circumstances surroun()nng the access 
to the Demiocratic files, the use and dissemination of the content or information 
derived from these files, and the· availability1of that content or_information to you. or 
anyone els.e in the White House, the Justice Department, the groups supp()rting the 
President's nominatiollls, or anyone else outside the Democratic offices of the 
Judiciary Committee. 

If this request is any way unclear, or leaves open any basis on w,hich you might 
think that you need not provide everything you know on the entire subject:, please 
let us know promptly, and we will clarify the request. -

Response: Before there was a public revelation of the matter in late 2003,I was not aware 
nor.did I susi)ect that information related to the Senate'-s judicial confinnations process 
had been obtairied from Democratic computer files. Also, to clarify one "statement in your 
questions, I was informed that I am not atarget or subjectofthe investigationinto this 
matter. 

. ' 

I knew Mr. Mira~da,. as he and many other-Senate staffers were part of regufar · rneet!ngs,. 
telephone calls, and emails about the judicial confirmation process. These meetings, 
calls, and emails were typical ·of how judicial confirmations have been handled in past 
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., . . . . ,', . 

·· Administrations. I never knew ot suspected that he or others had obtained iiiformatio~ 
'from Democratic computer files. I know of no one in: the Administration or elsewhere. 
who hadany such knowledge or suspicions. I assumed that he, like many staffers apd .· 
legislative affairs personnel in the Administration and on the Committee, talked often to 
the ~taffs of Democratic members to appropriately obtain 'as much informationas possible 
about hearings, questions, concerns, individual nominees, arid the like. Such inqui'ries 
and conversations are standard and appropriate on both sides, and they tend to generate . 
artcireVeal. a great deal of relevant information that is shared by both sides of the ... 
Committee with the other side and with the·Administration. In my experience, the· 
Senators on the Cominittee and their staffs have been open about likely, questions· and .. 
general concerhs,and many Senators and staffers on bothsides have providedhelpful 

· 'information with respect to timing of hearings, specific concerns about nqmin~es, and:. 
overall plan~ and strategy. Usually, for example, Senators on both sides would explain 
any areas of concern to the Administration and often directly to· the nominees well before 
any individual hearings. AsJ explained to Senator Durbin atmy hearipg, I cam1ot be sure 
which of the information imparted orally or in writing by Senate staffers or others m11y 
have been derived in whole or in part from information obtained from Democratic 
computer files. To reiterate,· before there was a public revelation of the matter in late 
2003, I was pot aware nor did I suspect thatinfomiationrelated to the Senate's judicial 
confirmations process had been obtained from Democratic computer files. 

· .. 

Beyond th.is, it would notbe appropriate.in this context to provide further information 
about Executive Branch communications relating to judicial nominations and 

· confirmations. ';· · 

Iii addition to the above: 

1. Please provide your own conclusions as to the validity of Mr. 
Miranda's public statements 'as to his justification for bis 
actions, their compliance with his ethical obligations; and the ' 
fact that he was operatingjn the interests ofthose who · 
supported tltJ.e nominations. · . 

Response: I am not familiar with all of Mr. Mirand(J.'s public statements regardingthis 
issue, and it would not be appropriate in this context to comment op CJ. matter under. 
investigation. 

··.·. J. 



2. Since Boyden Gray has been publicly identified as a supporter M 
and spokesman for the White House on subjects relatin,g to . 
judicial nominations, please state whether you agree with his · · 
public defenses of Mr. Miranda, whether you or anyone atthe 
White House have indicated to him that since he is so identified 
with.the White House, he shoµlddesist from defending Mr.· 
Miranda. 

Response: Mr. Gray is not an employee of the White House 4nd does not speak on behalf 
of the White House. I am not familiar with particular public statements ML Gray may 
have madere1ating to Mr. Miranda. 

3. In view of Mr. Gonzales' refusal to investigate the subject~ please 
state whether your (expanded) ans\Ver to the question on page 37 
about whether "any other Associate White House Counsels bad 
access''to the materials at issue is based on your own affirmative 
knowledge of what other White House st?ff knew or Qn your lack 

. of knowledge of what other staff knew. · 

. Response: See my response to IA. 

4. Please state whether Mr. Miranda was ever.involved in any of 
the moot courts or other meetings, conference calls, or·. 
conversations to pr.epare nominees.for their hearings. If SQ, 

which ones? 

a. Did you ever meet with a nominee together with Mr. 
Miranda to prepare th.e nominee to testify before the 
Senate Judiciary Committee? If so, please describe that 
preparation and Mr. Miranda's role in it. 

b. Did Mr. Mirand? ever directly or indirectly conv~y to any 
nominee, or to anyoneinvolved iµ preparing any nominee, 
whether orally or in writing, any questioQs or areas of 
questioning that he suggested the nominee might be asked 
by any member of the Senate Judiciary Committee?·· If so, 
please describe the circumstances in which this occurred, 
and identify each nominee as· to whose nomination Mr .. 

. Miranda's suggestion was made . 

. , Response:· See IDY: response to IA. 
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5. Please describe any efforts you made, before or after.your . 
hearing, to review the materials and informati.on you received 
from Mr. Miranda, other White House staff, the Justice 

· Department, Mr. Gray, Mr. Rushton, Ms. Daly, or anyon.~ el.se 
involved in judici~I nominations, to determine whether·· 
anything tb.ey provided may have derived from the accessed 
Democratic files. . . 

Response: See my response to IA. 

6. Did Mr. Miranda ever tell you, suggest, or hint in any manner 
that he had a "source". or "mole" or other means o(obtaining 
non-public information from the Democratic side? Did you 
ever hea.r that there was a disaffected Democratic ,staffer 
member.or similar spurce providing such information? 

Response: See my response to IA. 
• "O;, 

B. FEDERALIST SOCIETY 

In response to questions about the heavy tilt toward Federalist Society me1nbers on 
the Administr'ation's judicial nominations, you characterized the Society as "a 
group that brings together lawyers for conferences and legal panels. The Federalist 
Society does not take a position on issues. lt does not have a platform." You said 
you were a membe.r because it puts on "conferences and panels" where you can 
le~rn abouit 'issues and meet colleagues. 

No reasonable person could thinktbe Society is just a meeting place for lawyers. 
The Society's own website is much more candid than you were, describlngit as '~a 
group of conservatives and libertarians interested in the current state of the legal 
order." The Society decries, without attributing it to anyone in particular, the 
''orthodox liberal ideology which advocates a centralized and uniform society" .and 
in pursuit of its goals has "created a conservative and libertarian in,tellectual 
network th.at extends to all levels of the legal community." 

If, as. a judge, your opinions merely followed and implemented the goals of the 
Society, would you still assert that you would not be "taking a positionori issues;'. 
and not pursuing "a platform"? 
. ' 

Response: A jµdge should never attempt to follow or implement the goals of any 
organization. If ponfirmed as a judge, I would fairly and impartially interpret and apply 
the law. · · · · · 

s 
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C. PRYOR NOMINATION 

· · Since responding to the questions on the Republican Attorneys General Associ~tion 
issue, have you· reviewed your records and refre~hed your recollections as to your 
role in preparing the. nominee for questions ~n that subject? Please describe your 
role in more detail. 

1.. You did not answer the questions I asked you o~:pages 134-135 · 
of the hearing transcript, as to what if anything was done. after 
the revelatfons in the media about the RAGA issue. Please do ·. 

' ' ' . ' 

. so in full now. Did you or anyone else in the White Hous·e or 
Justice Department check the issue out in more d.etail, haYe it 
investigated further, question the nominee about it,, or · 
otherwise follow upon the issue? Did any of you check with 
the RNC to determine who had the records·that the nominee 
said they had? Please provide details on what was done, the ' 
results of arny inquiry, and who received those res.ults. 

Response: I believe Judge Pryor addressedthese questions at his hearing. It wouldnqtbe 
appropriate in this context for me to comment on the records of othet nominees or oh 
internal Executive Branch communications. ·· 

\ 2. . At any time before February20, 2004, were.you aware that 
Mr. Pryor was being considered.for a recess appointmentto 
the 111

h Circuit? Were you aware that the recess wllich was 
'going to be used was an intra,;.session recess of five business 
<lays surrounding a three-da)' holiday weekend? Were you·. · 
aware that the appointment was to be made on the afternoon 
of the last business day of the recess? Were yo~ aware tbatthe 

. shortest prior recess used for appointment of an Article Ill 
. judge during an intra-session recess was a recess of 3~ days? 
Did you express an opinion to anyone at the White House as to 
the validity or advisability of making such an unprecedented 
appointmetlt? If so, without asking what your advice was; is 
there ·any reason we cannot assume that your ::tdvice had to 
have been either (a) that the appointment should be attempted,. 
or (b) not followed. 

·. ·· Response: It would not be ~ppropriate in this context for me to discuss any Internal ·· 
<Executive Branch communications on this matter. The United States Court of Appeals 
for the Eleventh Circuit has upheld the appointment of Judge Pryor. 
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3. 

( 

Atyour nomination hearing, I asked whether you assisted in 
preparing William Pryor to testify before Jhe Senate Judiciary 
Committee. At that time, you indicated that you may have 
participated in ,a ''moot court" session to prepare Mr. Pryor, 
but that you could not recall. Now that you have had 
additional time to review yoµr work on nominations matters, 
please clarify whether you did in fact participate in a moot 
court preparation of Mr. Pryor. . 

Response: I participated in moot court preparation for Judge Pryor. 

4. · As you know, after William Pryor was nominated to the U.S .. 
Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, several members of 
the Senate and the public expressed concern about extreme 
state men ts that Mr. Pryor had made, including his description 
of Roe v. Wade as ''the worst abomination of constitutional law 
in our history." Do yoti agree with Mr~ Pryor that Roe v. 
Wade is an "abomination of constitutional law"? 

. Response: It would not be appropriate in this context for me to comment on the records 
of other nominees, Roe v. Wade is binding Supreme Court precedent. If confirmed, I 
would fairly and faithfully follow and apply all binding Supreme Court precedent, 
includingRoe v. Wade. · . - .. 

5. ·.The Constitution gave the Senate a co-equal role in appointing 
federal judges to guarantee that the judiciary is independent, and 
does not simply reflect the political views of a particular President. 
The idea that feder,al judges should be independent of the other 

· two branches of government is one of the most important aspects 
of our democracy. As I mentioned during your confirmation 
hearing, after the Supreme Court's 5 to 4 decision in Bush v .. Gore, 
William Pryor stated that he had wanted the decision to be 
decided 5 to 4, so that President Bus\l "would have aJull 
appreciation of the judiciary and judicial selection, ~o We can have 
no more appointments like Justice So.uter." If all judges followed 
Mr. Pryor's view, the courts would be little more than an arm of 
the Executive Branch. Do you believe this is an appropriate view 
for a nominee to a federal court? Do you agree with Mr. Pryor's 
view about the role of fedhal judges? 
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. Response: I understand, respect, and fully appreciate the need for an independent 
Judiciary. I lmow how important art independent Judiciary is to our system of 
·government, to the rule of law, and to the American people. It would not be. appropriate 
in this context for me to comment on the records or statements of other nominees.· 

D. ·. LEGAL EXPERIENCE AND ROLE.IN JUDICIAL NOMINATIONS 

L During yolllr April 27, 2004, nomination hearing, you testified 
about your role in judicial nominations during the current 
Bush Administration and stated that you focused on ''certain 
circuit court nomin'ations" and on nominees from particular 
parts of the c~tintry. 

a. Please note the month and year when you first began 
working on matters related to judicial nominations and, 
if you no longer have ;my role in matters related to 
nominations, the date on which your involvement in 
such matters ceased. · · · 

b. Which nominees didyou work on, in any capacity? 

c. Withrespect to each of th.e nominees listecUn response, 
above, please describe your role in selectillg, vetting, or 
recommending them for nomination to the federal 
courts of appeals, aiid please describe the· rol~ you 
played in their preparation for testimony orrespons.es 
to written questions; 

' " .. 

Response: I began working in the White House Counsel.'s Office in January 2001 and 
·· became Staff Secretary in July2003. I began working on judicial Iiominatio1,1s in)anuary . 

2001. When I became Staff Secretary, I usuaqy did not work on judicial nominations 
exceptto handle.certain paperwork for the President. 

I was one of eight associate co1.mselsin the White House Counsel's office who . . 
partidpatedl in the judicial selection process. At Judge Gonzales' direction, we divided 
up states for qistrict courtnoininations,anci we divided up appeals court norfiinatjo11s as 
vacancies arose. Our roles included discussions with staffs of home-State Senato~s and 

· other state and local officials, review of candidates' records, participation incandidate 
interviews (usually with Judge Gonzales and/or his deputy and Department of Justice 

· . 'lawyers), and participation in meetings of the judicialselection committee chaired by.· 
Judge Gonzales. That committee would make recomhlendations and provide advice to 

.the President. Throughout this process:, we worked collaboratively with Departm~nt of. 
Justice attorneys. It is fair to say that all of the attorneys in the White House Counsel's . 
office who worked on judges (usually ten lawyers) participated in discussio11s and 
meetings concerning all of the President's judicial .nominations. 
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At ihe district court level, I assisted with nomina,tions from Illinois, Idaho, Arizona, 
Maryland; California, and Pennsylvania, among other states. I assisted several court of 
appeals nominees on the confirmation side of the process, including Judge Consuelo 
Call<ihan, Judge Steve Colloton; Judge Carlos Bea, Justice Priscilla Owen, Miguel , 
Estrada, and Judge Carolyn Kuhl, among others. , , , 

On occasion, I wduld review the drafts of written answers by noini~ees, although th~ 
Department of Justice had the primary role in reviewing nominees' written answers; as 

· , ',,has been the case in prior Administrations as well. 

, 2. During the hearing on your nomination, I asked what 
, experience if any you have in laborlaw matters. Your answer· 

noted t,hat you have held severalgovernment positions,.,but did 
notidentify whether you have any experience in laborla\\'. 
Please clarilfy whether you worked, on any cases or legal . 

, matters involving labor law claims, and if so, please identify 
the case and describe the nature ,of your work. · 

'J'lesportse: As I stated at my hearing, I have spent the majority of my professional career 
ih public ,service. My primary experience inla:bor .h1w has been with:respect to cases I , , 
worked on as.a law clerk, including for Justice Kennedy, and as a lawyer in the Solidtor ,. , 
. General'.s office. , ' · · 

3. Please describe any legal experience you have involving the 
Americans with Disabilities Act. Please also describe any legal 
experience you may have.involving the Endangere,d. Specie~ 
Act, the Clean Air Act, the Safe l)rinking Water Act or any 
aspect of environmental law. In responding to this question, 
please identify the cases or legal matters on which you worked, 
and any role you played in drafting submissions or presenting. 
oral argument to a court on these issues. 

Response: As I stated at my hearing; I have spentthe majority ofmy professional career 
inpublicservice. My primary experience in disability and environmental law has been in· 
cases I worked on as a law clerk, including for Justice Kennedy, and as ala'o/)'er.in the , 
Solicitor General's office. · ,, , 
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4. In response to a questionfrom Senator Schumer during the 
hearing on your nomination, you stated that you believe~ that 
you had attended a fundraiser for the Committee for Justice on 
at least' one occasion. You could not recall whether you made a 
donation at that event, but indicated that you would check to 
confirm this fact. 

a. ·. Please indicate whether you have ever attended a 
f undraiser for the Committee. for Justice, and if so, 
when. In addition, please list any contributions you 
have made to .that organization and when they were 
made~ 

b. Please state whether yoµ have attended a fUndraiser for 
the. Coalition for a Fair Judiciary, and if so; when. Ip· 
addition, please list any contributions you have made to 
that organization and when they were ma:de .. 

Response: I attended one Friday happy hour hosted by the Committee for Justice in · 
Washington,D.C.in the summer ·of 2003. Several hundred people attended. I believe I 
may have spent about $20 at the happy hour. Other than that, I have not attended any 
events for the Coalition for a Fair Judiciary or the Committee for Justice or contributed to 
them. · 

lO 
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5. You have testified that, as. part of your work on judicial 
nominations, you coordinated with the White House Press· ·. 
Office and with outside organizations regarding nomi~ees. As 
you know, Democrats who raised concerns abput some of the 
A,dminjstration's most controversial nominees have been called 
anti-'Black, anti-Latino, anti-Southern and anti-Catholic by 
some of these outside organizations. 

. . 
a. Did you play any role in encouraging conservative 

organizations and conservative media in these 
characterizations of Senators who opposed judicial 
nominees? 

b. 'Do you agree that such characterizations are .·· .· 
unacceptable and 01islead the public about the judicial 
nominations process? 

c~ Wllat i( anything did you do to stop these White llouse 
supported organizations and surrogates from continuing to 
make these.changesr 

Response: I spoke to and met with.members of outside m;garlizationswho ~en;: interested 
in the judicial nomination and confirmation process. I have never encouraged anyone.to 
portray Senators in the ways described in this question. No one in the AdIJ1inistration to: 
my knowledge ,has ever made, suggested, or countenanced such charges. 

II. OTHER ISSUES 

The Office ofthe Counsel to the Presidentplays amajorrole in decision-making 
with respect to access to Executive Branch materials an.d inquiries into allegations of 
improper activities by White House staff. Please provide a detailed desfriptiOn of 
your role in those activities, and specific responses to the questions below, answering 
any "yes'~ or ''no;' questions with a "yes" or "no" before providing any explanations. 
If any of your answers are classified, please separate the classified portions to the 
maximum extent possible, and provide a classified and unclassified version of such 
answers. 
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A. CIA LEAKINVESTIGATION 

Response: No 

Response: No 

Response: No 

1. Did you have any role in any activity relating in any way to the 
leakofinformation regarding Valerie Pl~me? Ifso, please 
detail your role. 

2. Did you personally question staff members or rt:ceive; reyiew, 
or become familiar with evidence relating in any way to this 
matter? If so, please provide the details of what you did. 

3. . Have you been questioned by t~e Special Prosecutor, the FBI, 
or anyone else.about this m~tter? 

· 4. Were you involved in any internal investigation within the·. 

Response: No 

Response: No 

5. 

Executive Branch as to this matter? If so, please provide the. · 
details of what you did. 

. . . . 

As a result of anything you did, saw, read or heard, do you 
know who tlhe person(s) was .(were) who communicated 
information about Ms. Plame to the media? If so please· 
provide the details of what you know. 

6. To the best of your knowledge, what efforts were made by your 
1. ' ' • . . -· 

office or any other office iri the White House to determine who 
disclosed the Plame information? Were you satisfied that all 
possible efforts were made to discover the facts?. What other ... 
steps could have been taken that were not tak~n? Did you . 
attempt to take those steps? 

··Response: I do not have knowledge of this matter and these is.sues. 

. . 

7. . Did you participate in the screening processconductect fry th.e. 
Counsel's office before materials on this subject requested by 
the Department of Justice were provided to the Department? 
Please describe that process and your role in detail.·· 

1? 
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Response: No. I assumed my position as Staff Secretary in July 2003. 

8. What steps do you believe should have been or should be taken 
against anyone involved in disclosing the Plame information? Do 
you know whether such step's have been taken? If so, please .. 
provide the details of what step$ have been taken and what ot.her · 
steps you believe should be taken'. 

Response: I am not familiar with the facts relating tothis matter and did n()t workon this 
matter. 

B. BARRIERS TO ACCESS TO 9/11 INFORMATION 

1. Did you. or anyon~ else in your office or, to th~ best of your 
knowledge, elsewhere in the White House; have any contact in . 
2001 or 2002 with (a) any member or staff of the, Senat.e 
Jucliciary Committee, or (b) any other Senator or Se,qa_te staff, 
with respect to th_e Committee's desire to investigate iss11es 
relating to the 9/11 attacks? u so, please provide details of . 
what you did and what you know. What do you know about 

·the efforts to deny authorization or funding for: that 
investigation? What was your role and that of your office? If 
your office had nothing to do with that matter, who bandied it 
for the White House? . · 

Response: Idid riot workon this matter; 

2. Did you or anyone else in your office or, to your knowledge, 
elsewhere in, the White Hoµse have any role in the denial, delay . 
or limitation of access to the materials and information 
requested by the Joint Intellige.-ice Committees for thei.r 
inquiry into 9/11 as described in the Appendix to their Report? 
In particular, did you or you.r office participate in any .way in. 
the decision to classify the fact that the President bad received 

\ . . ,.,'· ' 

thePDB dated August~' 2001? If either answer is yes; please .· 
provide details of what you know and what you did. 

Response: I did not work on this·matter. 
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3. Did you or your office have a role.(a) in formulating or 
implementing the White House opposition to.the establishmeQt 
of the 9/11 Commission before September 2002, (b) in 
negotiating the. details of the legislation establishing the 
Commission's mandate and structure once the White House 
agreed to its establishment, or (c) in considering, determining; 
and negotiating with regard to the White House responses to 
requests from the Commission. for materials; interviews, and·. 
information? Please describe your own role in detail. 

Response: I did not work on this matter. 

4. 
"• I ·. . . : 

Were you in any way .responsible for the.White House 
statements that it was impermissiblefor Ms. Rice to testify and 
for the White House to release the August 61

h 2001 PDB? H so, 
please describe your role in det~)il. · 

Response: I did not work on this matter. 

5. Do you see ani meaningful distinctions between President 
Ford's public testimony before a House subcommittee in 1974 
and President Bush's· appeaian~e before the 9/11 Commission·· 
whichjustify his refusalto testify in public? 

Response: I did not work oi1 this matter. 
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Responses -of Brett M. Kavanaugh 
to the Written Questions of Senator Feingold 

-f According to your Judiciary Committee questionnaire, whfile working in the White 
·House Counsel's office, you "worked on the nomination and confirmation of federal: 
judges~" You state that you also worked on "various ethics issues." As part .of yoµr -- _ 
responsi))ilities in that office, did you review the records of potential nominees for their 
complia11ce with standards of legal and ju<Jicialethics? 

Response: The responsibility for reviewing background investigation files 'was performed by the 
Counsel and Deputy Cou_nsel to the President, as well as attorneys in the Departllient ofJustice. 
Itherefore_was rarely involved in thatparticular aspect of thejudicial selection process. -·· 

2. l)o you believe that adherence. to strict ethical standards is an important qualification 
for being a f ederaljudge? · 

Response: Yes. 

3.· During the Senate's consideratiolll of Judge Charies Pickering's nomination to the Fifth:. 
Circuit, the Judiciary Committee learned that he solidted ~nd collected letters ofsupport 

·from lawyers who had appeared in his courtroom a'nd practiced in his._<!istrict. _It later _ 
became appairent that some of these lawyers had cases pencling before hiin when they wrote 
the letters that Judge Pickering requested. ·Prof. Stephen Gillers of NYlJ Law School has 
w.ritten: "Judge Pickering's solicitation ereates the appearance· of impropriety in violation · 
of Canon 2 of the Code of Conduct for U.S. Judge,s .... The impropriety-becomes -

__ particularly acute if lawyers or litigants with matters c1urently pending before the.Judge· 
were solicited." 

Did you know that Judge Pickering planned to solic.it letters of supportin this 111anner · 
before he did so? When did you become aware that Judge Pickering :had solicited these . 
Iette~s of support? -- · - ·· 

-Do you believe that Judge Pickering's condu~t in this instance is consistent with the ethical 
obligations of a federal judge? 

Do you believe itis .appropriate for federal judges to solic.it letters of supportfroln lawyers 
who pr~ictice before them and ask that those letters be sent directly to him to be forwarded 
to the Senate Judiciary Committee? ' 

Response: I believe Judge Pickering addressed inquiries about this matter in his confirmation 
hearings. It would not be appropriate in this context for me to comment on the_ record of ari9ther 
nominee or on internal Executive Branch communications •. _ -

4~ During the Senates consideration of Judge D. Brook Smith's nomination to the ]'bird 
Circuit, the Judiciary Committee learned thatJudge Smith had not resigned from the 

_ Spruce Creek Rod and Gµn Club until 1999, even though he had promis_ed duringa- -



confirmation hearing in 1988 that he would do so ifbe was unable to bring a)Jout. a <:hange 
in the club's discriminatory membership policies. 

When Judge Smith was nominated did you know that be bad made this promise fo the 
Judiciary Committee in 1988 and that he remained a member until 1999? If not, when did 
you become aware of these facts? 

Did you work with Judge Smith in preparing his discussion of bis membership in the · 
Spruce CreekRod and Gun Club in this Judiciary Committee questionnaire and his 
answers to questions about that membership in the club? Did you r~vie'Y his -answers to 
questions on this matter before they were submitted? · 

Do you believe Judge Smith's continued membership in the Spruce Creek Rod and Gu.n · 
Club from 1992 to 1999 was' consistent with the Code of Conduct for United States Judges? 

' ' . ' ' . ' 

. Response: I believe Judge Smith addressed inquiries about this matter iri his confirmation 
hearing. It would not be appropriate in this context for me to comment on the record of another 
nominee or on internal Executive Branch communications. 

5. Also in connection with Judge Smith's nomination, the Committee considered 
allegations that he violated the judicial disqualification statute, 28 U.S.C. section 455; by 
not recusing himself earlier in SEC v. Black,. and by not recusing himselfimmediately upon 
being assigned the criminal matter in United States v. Black. Pro[ Mo.nroe Freedman of the· · 
University ofHofstra University Law School called his vi~latioiis "among the most serious I 
have seen." · 

Were youaware of the coritroversy. over Judge Smith ;s handling ofthe SEC v. Black and 
United States v. Blackcases when he was being considered for nomination to the Third 
Circuit? 

Do you believe that Judge Smith's actions in these cases were consistent with _his ·. 
obligations under the judicial disqualification statute and the Code of Conduct? 

·.· Response: lbelieve Judge Smith _addressed inquiries aboutthis matter in his confirmation· 
hearing. It would not be appropriate in this context for me to commenfon the record of another· 
nominee or on internal Executive.Branch communications .. 

6. As .. you may know, I have questioned a number of judicial nominees about their 
acceptance of what some have termed "Junkets for judges". -- free trips to .education 
seminars sponsored by ideological organizations such as Montana.,based Foundation for· 
Research on Economics and the Environment ("FREE"). In answer to a written question, 
Judge Smith stated that under Advisory Committee Opinion No .. 67, which sets outthe 
ethical obligations of judges who wish to go on such trips, he did notneed to inquire about 
the source,s of funding of seminars putt on by the Law alld Economics CenterafGeorge 
Mason University. 
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Do you agree with Judge Smith's interpretation of Advisory Cominittee Opinfon No. 67? 
. . ,· . 

If you are confirmed, will. you accept free trips from org'anizations such as FREE and the · 
Law and Economics Center? 

Response: On these kinds of ethics issues, lwould faithfully follow all applicable statutes, court 
decisions, and policies. I believe Judge Smith addressed inquiries about this matter in his .. 
confirmation hearing. It would not be appropriate in this context for me to comment on the. 
record of another nominee or on internal Executive Branch communications. 

7. After Judge Ron Clark was confirmed by the Senate to a district judgeship in Texas, be 
fold the New York Times that, despite his confirmation, ~'right now,. I'm running for state 
representative." Indeed, he admits that he was actively campaigning for office, 'stating "I 
go to functiollls, go block walking, that sort of thing." The Code of Conduct prohibits a 
candidate for judicial office from engaging in partisan political activity. 

··Were you involved in discussions about the timing Of Judge Clark's commission or.whether 
Judge Clark should continue to campaign for office after he was confirmed by the Senate? 

Do you believe that Judge Cl~rk complied with his ethical obligatfons in campaigning for 
the Texas legislature while he was awaiting his commission from President Bush? If not, 
did you ever recommend to the President or your supervisors that Judge Clark's 
C?mmissiori not be signed? J 

Response: It would not be appropriate in this context for me to comment on the record of 
another nominee or on internal Ex~cutive Branch communications. · 
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Responses of Brett M. Kavanaugh 
to the Written Quest~ons of SenatorSchumer 

l .. ·· When the Supreme Court issues non.:.u.nanimous opinions, Justice Scalia and 
Justice Ginsburg frequently find themselves in disagreement with each other. Do 

·. you more frequently agree with Justice Scalia's position or Justice Ginsburg's? 
' ' 

Response: As an appeals court judge, I would faithfully apply the Supreme Court's 
decisions regardless of who authored any particular decision. I have great respect for all 
of the Justices on the current Court; eight .of them were serving on the Court when I was a · 
law cle.rk for Justice Kennedy. All of the Supreme Coµrt Justices disagree with one 

. another at times, and that is expected and understandable since the Supreme Court 
.· decides only the most difficult and complex cases. · 

A judicial nominee should not comment on his or her agreement or disagreement with the 
positions of particular Justices. Ajudicial nominee similarly should not provide his or 
her personal views on the correctness of Supreme Court decisions. At her hearing, 
Justi,ce Ginsburg explained these principles, w.hich have been followed by almost every 

. judicial nominee in our history. In response to one question abouther views on a· · 
particular case, for example, she said: "I sense that I am in the position of a skier atthe · 
top of the. hill, because ymi are asking me how.I would have voted in RustV. Sullivan· .. 
(1991). Another member ofthis·committee ~mild like to know how !might vote in that 

. case or another one. I have resisted descending that slope, because once you ask me 
about this case, then you w'ill ask me about another 9ase that is over anci. dorie, and.. . 
another case." Hearing at 494. She made this and related points several times in her 
nearing. Hearirig at 474 ("!agree that those cases are the Supreme Coµrt's precedent. I 
have no agenda to displace them, and that's about all I can say."); Hearil)g at 542 ("I have 
tried religiously to refrain from commenting on a number of Court deci~ions'l Justice 
Ginsburg specifically refused to comment on whether a particular decision wasan 
example of jU:dici<i1 activism. Hearing at 558. Justice Ginsburg explained thatthe 

·principle she was applying in declining to answer these questions was the "best interests 
of the Supreme Court." 

. 2; A~ your confirmation hearing, you testified that you "don't kn~w in thevast, 
· vast majority of cases" what nominees' positions are on choice "unless there has 
. been a. public reconl.before." As you know; with numerous nominees there ha~ 

been "a·public record before." They have run or been active in anti-choice 
organiZations, have sponsored anti-choice IegislatiOn, have worked for anti-choice. 
cau.ses, and in' the instance of Justice Priscilla Owen' as described by White House 
Counsel ancl then-Texas Supreme Court Justice Alberto Gonzales, engaged in. 
"unconscionable judicial activism" on the anti-choice side of a case that came before 
her as a'judge. ·· ···· 

·.· ·' .:· ' . : ' .· ··, 

• . Tile record of Democratic Senators .makes it patently clear that none 6I ~~ .. 
has a,litlllUS test when we vote onjudges. We have voted for dozens who are 

,', j 



demonstrably anti-choice. Many, however, believe that this Administration bas a 
litmus test when it comes to choosing judicial nominees. 

. . 

a. Do you agree that based on the records of numerous judicial nominees, the 
White House had substantial reason to be confident that they are anti-
cboice? · 

b. Do you agree that based on Democratic Senators' records of voting for a 
substantial majority of the nominees whose records show them to be anti
cboice, it is clear we do not have a litmus test? 

c. At your hearing, you testified that you are "sure there are many'' of 
President Bush's judicial nominees who are pro-choice. Please identify .those 
judicial nominees of this Administration whose records provide substantial 
reason to believe they are pro.:.choice. 

Response: I do not agree that "numerousnominees" have had a public record on abortion .. 
. I am aw.are of only a handful out of more than200 judicial nominees who had any kind of ·~ 

record that would indicate what their personal views on abortion are. I cannot identify 
which of the more than 200 judicial nominees are pro-' life or pro-choice (with the few 
exceptions of nominees who had taken public positions on the issue) because the 

. President does not have a litmus test on this issue and the Administration does not ask · 
judicial candidates their views on this issue. 

3. If yo~ are confirmed and, as a judge, you find yourself in th~ identical 
cfrcumstances that Justice Scalia found himself in for Cheney v. U.S. DistrictCourt, 

. will you recuse yourself? 

Response: On tecusal issues, I would faithfully follow all applicable sfatutes; court 
decisions, and policies, including 28 U.S.C .. 455. · · 

· 4. Ove.r the last few years, progressive groups have been excoriated by the right 
·wing for their role in the confirmation of federaljudges. My view is.that outside 
groups on both sides, representing theinterests of millions of Americans·, have an 
appropriate place in. the nomination and confirmation .process; But there seems to 
be a certain degree of denial on the Right when it comes to recognizing that outside 
groups on both sides are involved in the process .. We ail know that organizations 
such as the Committee for Justice, Coalition for a Fair Judiciary, and individuals 
such as C. Boyden Gray and. Kay Daly have been aetive in the efforts toconfirm 
President Bush'sjudicial nominees. 

I want to be clear in asking this question, that I have no objection to the 
· involvement of activist groups on the Right. My objection is to the hypocrisy of the 
· criticism when the Right is engaged in coriduct identical to what progressives are 
~~~ . 

To set the record straight ~n the extent of their involvement, please describe 
the interaction, during your time in the White House Counsel's Office, be~een the 
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Administration and the below-listed outside groups and non-government employees 
'regarding judicial nominations, including but not limited to their roles in identifying 
individuaBs forjudicial nominations, advocating for or against their nominations, 
evahrnting and vetting them, and developing strategies around their nominations -
and confirmations. 

a. Committee for Justice (and office.rs and employees thereof)·. 
b. C. Boyden Gray 
c. Coalition for a Fair Judiciary (and officers and employees thereof) 
d. Kay Daly · 
e. Sean Rushton 
f. The Federalist Society (and officers and employees thereof) 

Response: I agree that outside groups have a perfec;tly legitimate and appropriate role in . 
expressing their vi~ws on the judicial nomination and confirmation process. Members of 
the Administration met with outside groups that were interested in the judicial · 

. nomination and confirmation process. That is traditional and appropriate. Beyond'that; it 
would not be appropriate in this contextfor me to provide information regarding the 

·. Admii,ristration' s judicial nomination and confirmation strat~gy and meetings. 

5. You took over as White House staffsecretary in May 0(2003, just weeks 
before Administration officials leaked the identity of then-covert CIA operative 

. .Valerie Plame to retaliate for her husband's authoring ;m op..;ed that criticized the 
. Administration. As sfaffsecretary, you control the flow of most pap.er to the 

President. Ms. Plame's name wa~ leaked on or about July 13, 2003. 

l want to be absolutely clear that I have no reason to believe you had . 
anything to d() with the leaking ofMs. Plame's name or that you know anytbing , . 
about who committed that crime. However, given that you have been nominated for 

· such a high post and given the positiops you .have held in the White House, both in 
·the counsel's office and as staff secretary, I believe we have a duty to get your 
responses to the following questions on the.record. 

' . - . 

a. What, ifanything, do yo~ know about the identity of the pers6rt or 
people who made Ms. Plame's name public?· 

' ' 

Response: See the response to this series of questions after question g below. . · · 
' . . 

b. . .Have you spoken with investigators and/or prosecutors working on 
the Plame case, regarding the Plame case? 

c .. · Have you testified in the Grand Jqry in the Plame case? 

d. Have you been told that you are either a target or a subjectofthe . 
investigatfon into the .criminal leaking of Ms. Plame's identity .. ·-

,·'r 
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e. Before July 14, 2003, did you see any paper or electronic document · . 
'submitted to the President (or otherwise) bearing Ms. Plame's name,~ . 

. identity, or otherwise referencing the wife of Ambassador Joe Wilson? 

). 

i. If so, please describ·~ in detail what you· saw. 

ii. If so, have you informed the federal prosecufors'' 
investigating the case of what you saw? c 

f. Were you aware that anyone was discussing.'or 
considering making Ms. Plame's .Iiame (or the 
identity of a covert CIA operative) public before· 
such occurred? · 

g. Were you aware of any 'other discussion ~r . 
consideration of any other actions directed toward 
Ambassador Joe Wilson after publication Of 4is 
op-ed that critic.ized the Administration? · . 

Response: lbegan my service· as Staff Secretary inearlyJuly 2003. I am.not familiar 
with the facts relating to this matter, andthe answer to these questi,ons is no. 
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Responses of Brett M. Kavanaugh to the 
· Written Questions of Senator Durbin 

1. At your nomination bearing, you discussed your involvement in the judicial 
nomination process when you worked intbe White House Counsel's office. You 
indicated that you were involved in both the selection side and the confirmation 
side, but you.described only the confirmation side. Please provide details about 
your role in the selection side. What was the natur~ of your role in selecting judicial 
nominees for Pre.sident Bush? 

Response: I was one of eight associate counsels in the White House Counsel's office who 
participated in the judicial selection process. At Judge Gonzales' direction, we divided 
up states for district court nominations, and we divided up appeals court nominations as 
vacancies arose. Our roles included discussions with staffs of home-State .Senators and 
other state and local officials, review of candidates' records, participation in candidate 
interviews (usually with Judge Gonzales and/or his deputy and Department of Justice 
lawyers), and participation in meetings~of the judicial selection committee chaired by · 
Judge Gonzales. That committee would make recommendatiOns arid provide advice to 
the President. Throughout this process, we worked collaboratively with Dypartment of 
Justice attorneys. It is fair to say that all of the attorneys in the White House Counsel's · 
office w.ho worked on judges (usually ten la\Vyers) participated in discussfons and 
meetings. concerning all of the President's judicial nominations. 

At the district court level, lassisted with nominations from Illinois, ,Idaho, Arizona, 
Maryland, California, and Pennsylvania, among other states. In assisting with Illinois . 

. district court nominations, I worked with members of your staff, as well.as staff who.· 
worked for Senator Fitzgerald. lassisted several court of appeals nominees on th~ 
confirmation side of the process, including Judge Consuelo Callahan, Judge Steve 
Colloton, Judge Carlos Bea, Justice Priscilla Owen, Miguel Estrada, and Judge Carolyn 
Kuhl, among others. 

2. For the following judicial nominees, please indicate: (A) whether you 
recommended the nominee for the position to whi.cb be or she was nominated, and 
(B) the nature of your involvement in their selection and confirmation: Miguel 

.. Estradfi, Charles Pickering, Priscilla Owen; William Pryor; Carolyn Kuhl, Janice . 
Rogers Brown, William Myers Ill, Claude Allen, Terrence Boyle, D. Brooks Smith, 
Dennis Shedd, Michael McConnell, Jeffrey Sutton, John Roberts, Jay Bybee,. 
Timothy Tymkovicb, William Haynes, J'. Leon Holmes, and Paul Cassell. 

Response: It would not be appropriate inthis context.for me to dis.close advice and 
~ecommendations .that were provided to the President or Judge Gonzales. As I noted in 
response to Question 1; I participated in the meetings ofa judicial selection committee 
that was responsible for making recommendations to the President During my time, each 
of the nominees listed in your question was evalµated and discussed. As with prior 
Administrations, the White House Counsel's Office and Department of Justice attorneys 



assist judicial nominees in the confihnation process, which included reviewing .. 
nomination paperwork and preparing for hearings. As part of my responsibilities, I 
assisted several judicial nominees in this manner, including Judge Consuelo Callahan, 
Judge Steve Colloton, Judge Carlos Bea, Justice Priscilla Owen, Miguel Estrada, and 
Judge Carolyn Kuhl, among others. · . 

3. When you were helping selectjudicialnomineesfor President. Bush, did you give 
preference to individuals who were members of the Federalist Society?. D.id you 
consider membership in the Federalist S9ciety to be a positive factor for a potential 
nominee? Why? 

Response: The President has selected judicial nominees based on their qualificatioris, 
including theirint~llect, integrity, and temperament, and whether they will fairly afl.d 
strictly interpretthe law. As far as I am aware, the majority of President Bush's judicial 
n()minees have not been members of the Federalist Society. . . 

4. In your capacity as Staff Secretary and Assistant to the President, have you 
worked on judicial nominations issues either form;illy or illlformally? If so; were 
you involved in the decision to give recess ,appointments to Charles Pickering and 

. William Pryor? If you were, please describe the nature of yo~dnvolvement and 
recommendations. If you no longer wo.rk on judicial nominations, please indicate .. 
the month you stopped working on this issue. 

Response: I became Staff Secretary in early July 2003. As Staff Secretary, I perform 
traditional tasks assigned tq that position, such as assisting with the President's sigrting of 
commissions, orders, and other documents, reviewing and clearing memoranda for the· · 
President, coordinating drafts of Presidential speech~s, and helping to prepare the · 

. President's briefing books. In that office, I usually do not work on judicial nominations 
except with respect to c~oordinating paperwork. If asked by the President, Counsel, .or 

· other members of the staff for my opinion or advice, I provide it as appropriate .. As I 
noted in response to Question 2, it would not be appropriate in this context for me to 
disclose recommefl.dations or advice that were provided to the Presid.ertt oriudge ··· 
Gonzales. 

5. You and Justice Janice Rogers Brown were nominated together to the .11th and 
12th seats on the D.C. Circuit. During the. Clinton Administration, some Senate 
Republicans argued that there was no need for these seats to lle filledbecause the 
workload did ~ot warrantit. President Clinton nominated individuals to tbe lltb 
and 12tb;se:ats but those nominees were never given a bearing and vote. There is no 
evidence that the workload of the D.C. Circuit has intreased since that tiine. In fact, 
since 1997 the number of appeals is down 27%, the number of pending cases is . 
down 28%, and the number of written decisions per judge is down 14%. I~ this·• 
Ugbt, do you believe that it is advisableto fill these seats today? Was any 
consid~ration given by the Bush White House to, not Oiling these seats.? Please 
explain. · · · 
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Response: Congress decides the appropriate numberofseats on the federal courts of 
appeals. Congress historically has done this in consultation with the Judicial Conference 

... of the United States. My understanding i.s that Congress established in the early 1980; s 
that the D.C. Circuit should have 12 seats. · 

. ' .· 

6, What role did you play in helping judicial nominees answer written questions 
submitted by Senators on the Judiciary Committee? Please provide examples./ 

Response: On occasion, I would review the drafts of written answers bynominees~ 
although the Department of Justice had the primary role in reviewing nominees' written 
answe~s, as has been the case in prior Administrations.as well. 

7: You served as a law clerk to Supreme Court Jus~iceAnthony Kennedy.« In a . . 
December 2003 Vanity Fair article, a fellow law clerk of yours at the Sup'reme Court 
discussed your attitude about death penalty appeals. He said: "You'd kind ofknow 
instinctively how he'd coine out, no nfatter what the petitiolll was." What is your 
response to this statement? Without naming specific cases, were there any.capital 
punishme1~t cases you·worked on in which you recommended thatthe death penalty · 
not be administered? · 

Response: The statement is unattributed and inaccurate. I cannot respond to the . 
remainder of the question because law clerks maintain the cotifidentiality o[theirwork as 

·Supreme Court clerks in perpetuity. It therefore would not be appropriate for me to 
· .. · disclose recommendations or advice I providedto Justice Kennedy on particular cases or 

' . "- ' ··, . .. 

matters .. 

8. At your hearing, Senator Kennedy asked whether you agreed with the staternen.t 
from the Federalist Society's mission statement that "Law schools and the legal 
profession are currently strongly dominated by aiorm of orthodox liberal ideology 
whicb advocates a centralized and Uniform society." Please provide a more ditec_t · 
and complete answer to the question than the one you gav:e Sen.ator Kennedy at 
youth earing. 

Response: ldid not find political affiliation or ideology to correlate to whether one was a 
good law school professor. It is my impression and widely believed that mm;i law school 
faculties are cpmposed primarily of Democrats;Jor example~ most of my prof~ssors at .. 

~ Yale Law School were Democrats, an:d many likely would describe themselves ~s. liberal. 
I liked my law school professors and learned a lot from them and consider them mentors 
and in _many cases friends. . , . . .. . . 



9. One of the stated goals of the Federalist Society is "reordering priorities within 
· the legalsystem to place a premium on individual liberty, traditional values, and the 

· . rule of law." Which priorities do you believe need to be reordered within the legal 
system of America? · · ·· 

' ' . ' . . 

Response: At the federallevel, Congress and the President determine what laws to pass 
based on their assessment of priorities and values. The courts must fairly interpret that 

· law and not assume the role of legislators. As an appeals court judge, I would carefully · ·. 
follow the precedents of the Supreme Court and fairly interpret and apply the statutes 
passed by Congress. 

1 O~ During the 2000 presidential campaign, President Bush pledged that he would 
appoint "strict constructionists" to the federal judiciary, in the mold of Supreme 
Coll rt Justices Clarence Thomas and Antonin Scalia. 

A. As someone who had significant responsibility at the White House for .. 
carrying out this mandate, do you believe that President Bush has been 
successful in fulfilling this pledge?· · 

B. iiow would you describe the judiciai philosophy of Justices Scalia and 
Thomas? · 

· · C. How would you describe your own judicialphilosophy, and how do you 
believe it is different from or similar to Justices Scalia and Thomas? 

I 

D. Do you consider yourself to be a strict constructionis.t? Why or why-not? 

. ' . . 
E . . Do you think that the Supreme Court's landmark decisions in Brown v. · 

Board of Education, Miranda v. Arizona, and Ro'e v. Wade are ~onsistent 
with strict constructionism? Why or why not? .. · 

Response: President Bush has stated that he seeks judicial·nomineeswlw will apply the 
law as written and not legislate from the bench. He seeks nominees who have 
demonstrated that theyknow the difference between personal opinion and the strict 
interpretation of the law. Almost all of President Bush'sjudicial nomtnees hav~ been · 
rated "Well Qualified" or "Qualified" by the American Bar Association and h~ve been 

. confirmed by the Senate. · · ·. · . · 

If confirmed, I would fairly interpretand apply the law, carefully and strictly adhere to the 
text of the Constitution and of the statutes passed by Congress, and faithfully follow-the 
binding precedents of the Supreme Court and D.C. Circuit. Beyond that, I would not 
attach any particular overarching .label to my likelyjudicial approach. 

4. 
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·. A judicial nominee should not comment on his or her agreement or disagreemenLwith the 
positions of particular Justices. A judicial nominee similarly should not provide his or· 
her personal views on the correctness of Supreme Court decisions. At her hearing, 
Justice Ginsburg explained these principles, which have been follo~ed by .almost every 
judicial nominee in our history. In response to one question about her views on a . 
particular case, for example, she said: "I sense that I am in the position of a skier at the . 
top of [the] hill, because you are asking me how .I would have.voted in Rust v. Sullivan' · 
(1991). Another member of this committee would like to know how I might vote in that· 
case or another one. I have resisted descending that slope, because once you ask me 
abput this c~e, then you will ask me about another case that is over and done, and 
another case.'; Hearing at494. She made this and related points several times in her 
hearing. See Hearing at 474 ("I agree that those cases are the Supreme Court's precedent. 
!have no agenda to displace them, and that is aboutall lean say."); Hearing at 542("1 
·have tried religiously to refrain from _commenting on a number of Court decisions"). 
Justice Ginsburg also specifically refused to comment on whether a particular decision 
was an example of judicial activism. Hearing at 558. Justice Ginsburg explained that the 
principle she was applying in declining to answer these questions was the "best interests 
ofthe Supreme Court." 

11, In the case Rice v. Cayetano, you were the counsel of record in an amicus !Jrief 
arguing that th estate of Hawaii violated the Constitution by permitting only Native 
Hawaiians to vote in _elections for the Office of Hawaiian Affairs. In a 1999 Wall 
Street Journal op-ed you wrote about Rice v. Cayetano entitled "Are Hawaiians 
Indians? The Justice Department Thinks So," you expressed considerable cynicism 
about the Clinton Administration'sjustification for filing a brief on behalf of tbe 
state of Hawaii. You wrote: "As a matter of sheer political calculation, of course, 
the explanation for Justice's position seems evident. Hawaii is a strongly 

· ••·Democratic state, and the politically correct position there is to' support the state's 
system of racial separatism. But the Justice Dt;partment and its Solicitor General· 
are supposed to putlaw and principle above politics and expediency." 

·· A. Do you stand by your statement that the Clinton Administration filed a 
. _ brief on behalf of Hawaii be.cause "Hawaii is a. strongly _Democratic 

state," and that the Clinton Administration took "the politically.correct 
position" iµ order to "support the state's system of racial separatism"? . 

B. Do you believe there are any instances in which the Ashcroft Justice . 
Department has failed -'- in your words...:. "to put law and principle ·above 
politics and expediency"? If so, please provide specific exa111ples. 

· · Response: I wrote that op-ed in conjunction with my representation of a client and.d,idB() . 
to advance the position of my client. As the article states, my client argued tha.t ··· 
Hawaiians could not be analogized to Native :Americans for the purposes of justifying a· 
racial V()ting qualificati(m. The Department of Justice took the opposite view. The 
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Supreme Court agreed 7-2 with the position of my clie~L If would not be appropriafe for 
me to state my agreement or disagreement with what I wrote as a lawyer for a ditmt .. 
That said, I usually do not think it appropriate or necessary to ascribe negative motives to 
decisions of gov~rnillent officials. The statement in this article could have beeri phrased 
differently; had it been phrased differently, it would .have more effectively represented my 
clienfs interests. With respect to sub-part B of the question, the answer is no, 

. ·,. . . ·'. . ' . ; . 

12. In your Wall Street Journal op-ed, you wrote that the position of the Clinton 
AdministratiOri was "to allow political correctness to trump the Constitution.". You 
also wrote:''TheSupreme Court ought not be fooled by the JusticeDepartm~nt's, 
simplistic and far-reaching effortto convert an ethnic group into ail Indian tribe." 
Justices Ginsburg and Stevens were apparently "fooled" by the Justice.Department 
because they dissented.in this case and largely adopted the Justice Department's 
position. At your nomination hearing, however, you described Justice Ginsburg as 
"an excellent Justice." Do you believe that your Wall Street Journal op-:-ed was . · 
excessively harsh in its condemnation of the Clinton Admiinistration and Supreme . 
Oourt Justices who voted for that Administration's position? 

Response: As I noted in response to Question 11, I believe the passage you quote would 
·, have more effectively supported my client's position had it been phrased differently.· 

13. Que of your clients in the Rice v. Cayetano case was th.e Center for Equ~l 
Qpportunjty, an organization that opposes the use of affirmative action. The · 
organization's mission statement refers to.affirmative action as "raeial preferences." 
and states: "CEO supports colorblind public policies and seeks to bloclk the 
expansion of racial preferences and to prevent their use in employment, education, 

•· and voting~" 

A. Do you believe that affirmative action constitutes a "racial preference"? 

It Do you share the desire of your former client to prevent the use of 
· affirmative action in the contexts of employment, education, and voting? 

Response: The Supreme Cm,1rt has decided many caseson affirmative <I;~tion.programs 
· and, if confirmed, I would faithfully follow those precedents. The Court has e.stablished 

detailed teststo assess whether affirmative action programs are race-based or race-neutral · 
- and afso whether they pas·s ,constitutional muster. MY'personal yiews o.r the views of 
my former clients on these or other issues would not affect how I would approach.· 
decisions as an appeals court judge. I would carefully and faithfully follow all precedent .·.' 
of the Supreme Court. 

.·.·,> 
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14. In the case Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe, you wrote an amicus. 
brief on behalf ofRepresentatives J.C. Watts and Steve Largent in which you 
argued that the use of loudspeakers for student-led prayers at high school football 1 

games didl not constitute an Establishment Clause violati9n of the First Amendment. 
The Supreme Court rejected your argument by a vote of 6.;.3, ruling that the prayer 
involved both perceived and actual endorsement of religion. Do you believe that the 

· Supreme Court was wrong in rea~hing tfiat decision? . 

Response: As a judicial nominee, it would not be appropriate for me to COillII,lent on 
whether a particular Supreme Court decision was correct, for the reasons set forth by 
Justice Girtsbmg in her hearing, for example. See also response to question J 6 above. As 

. an appeals court judge, I would faithfully apply 'the Supreme Court's decision in the Santa 
Fe case, which resolved a question that had previously divided lower courts after the 
question had been left open in Lee v. Weisman (1992). · 

' .· ; '. 

15. Other thari the work you performed on behalf of J.C. Watts and Steve Largent 
· in Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe; in defense of a local ordinance that 
granted religious entities an exemption from the county's zoning restrictions; and on 
behalf of the Americarn relatives of Elian Gonzalez, please. describe all other pro 

·. bono legal work that you have performed as an attorney. 

Response: I have worked in public service as a government lawyer for 11 of the 14 years 
since I graduated from law school. In private practice, I spent a significant amount of 
time doing pro bono and reduced-fee work. In addition to the cases you cited, for 
example, I worked on a religious freedom case in the Supreme Court known as Good 
News Club v. Milford Central School District. I also worked on school choice litigation · 
in Florida for a reduced fee . 

. 1 (). You indicate .on your Senate questionnaire that you "went to Deland, Florida, in. 
November 2000 to participate in legal activities related to the recount." Please 
describe these activities in more detail. 

Response: Republican and Democratic lawyers observed the recount activities in Florida 
in 2000. I was part of a group of Republican lawyers that provided observers for .the . 
recount in: Volusia County; The recount activities in Volusia County were relatively · 
quick and uncontroversial. 

· 17~ You indicate on your Senate questionnaire that you were the Regional 
. Coordinator for Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, and the District of Columbia 

for a group called ''Lawyers for Bush Cheney 2000.".Please describe y<mr activities 
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as Regional Coordinator. 

Response: Among other activities,! would participate in \\'.eekly conference calls, 
communicate with the state directors for the. states I was· assigned about their efforts to 

. recruit me1I1bers for Lawyers for Bush-Cheney, and attend events held for Gover,nor 
)3ush. 

18. On your Senate questionnaire, you stated: "In 2002, Counsel to the President 
Alberto Gonzales.discussed.with me a vacancyonthe U.S. Cou~tof Appealsfor the 
Fourth Circuit." Please provide more information about the meaning of that 
statement. Why were you not selected for the Fourth Circuit? Was the opposition 
of the Maryland$enators a factor in your not being selected? 

Response: I met at length with Senator Sarbanes, and he indicated that I?Y record made 
me a better nominee for the D.C. Circuit than for the Fourth Circuit since I had practiced 
primarily in Washington and as a government lawyer. He made it clear that he would not 
support a nominee for that seat on the Fourth Circuit unless the nominee was a Maryland 
lawyer, rnaintained an office in Maryland, and practiced regularly in the Maryland courts. 
He said that Senator Mikulski agreed w.ith him a.bout this. 

·]-· 

'. ,. 
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